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Financial aid rustlers
" omefamilies engage in a crash course in creative accounting and moral reasoning, and by mastering the
former, fail miserably in the latter." - Tjme 111agazi11e
Editor's note: 11,e fol/01vi11g co111111e11tary, 111/ric/r
origi11ally appeared i11 The New York Time
011 August

26, 1992,

created quite a stir. It

i11spired reports 011 fi11a11cial aid c/reati11g 011
BC
ig/11/y
e111s ,vit/r Tom Broka111, i11
Time a11d 011 radio talk s/ro111s. 11,e staff of at
least one . . senator t/ri11ks 1/re issue is i111por
ta11t e11011g/r to 111a"a11t fitrt/rer investigation 111i1/,
a11 eye toward legis/a1io11, and t/re preside11ts and
pro11osts of 18 colleges, includi11g Dartmouth
Yale and Carnegie Mellon, /ra11e 111n·11e11 sup
portive fellers.

I

15 1 uE, MART 'vlo EY, A WALL TIUET
magazine, pas ed along ome deviou advice from Doug
Mollin, a financial planner, on how well-to-do parents can
qualify for college scholarship based on financial need.
One way to create a paupers' profile, Mr. Mollin aid, i to
move trust funds and other e to grandparents, who can
transfer them back "once college i out of the picture."
mart Money also encouraged lazine . It quoted Ray
Rusolillo, a enior tax manager at oopers & Lybrand, a
aying: " trange as it may ound, it i al.mo t better to tell
your child, don't work." Employment, the magazine
explains, is financially futile becau e rudents receiving
Federal aid mu t u e 70 percent of their income on college
co ts, meaning that colleges "bleed your children dry."
Bleed? Whatever happened to acrificing, saving for col
lege and working your way through?
irnilarly, Mo11ey magazine's 1992 ollege Guide ug
gests that hifting debts from credit cards to home equity
loans "will actually increase your eligibility for aid." The
reason i that Federal formulas for financial aid eligibility
subtract mortgage debt from nee worth.
uggestions like thi typify a preading corro ion in col
lege finance and personal ethic . Each year at onnecticut
ollege among our 1,650 tudents we ee about 25 chol
arship applicants who e familie how high income ,
ignificant future earning power and few younger children
to upport. omehow they craft financial aid forms howITS APRIL

ing minimal a ets and enormou debts.
ther college report imilar findings.
When we reque t further documenta
tion, it often tum out that the e farnilie
can afford to put nearly half their income
into pen ion plan . thers reduce family
as ets on paper by inve ting heavily in life
in urance or by making "loans" from per
onal avings to family corporations.
To be ure, farnilie should be allowed
to pre ent a full picrure of their financial
pre ures. But thi type of duplicity teach
es their children to cheat the y tern. It
diverts money from the truly needy. It
force college to pend money on detective work. It i a
lap in the face to cholarship donors, who expect their
gifts to meet real needs. And it defrauds taxpayers, who
foot the bill for government aid.
�RADOXI ALLY,

LLEGES THAT I

I TON EQUAL

opportunity suffer the mo t. heating i one reason many
institution have had to abandon "need-blind" adrnis ions,
the policy of accepting srudents regardless of their financial
re ource.
This sum.mer Congre acrually widened one loophole in
the Federa.l formula. To help rniddle-cla parents, amend
ments to the Higher Education Act of 1965 removed
home equity from the Ii t of as ets that the government
assume are avai.lable for education. A more judiciou olu
tion would be to place a cap on the exemption; home
equity amounting to more than three times a family' year
ly income hou.ld be deemed avai.lable.
uch refonns wou.ld move the country toward fairer
judgments of a family s capacity to pay. But law are never
enough. We need to raise the expectation that parents,
financial planners and even influential publications will act
ethically.

Copyright C, The New Yol1( Times Company. Distributed by The New Yol1( nmes Special Features.
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laire L. Gaudiani '66
President of the ollege
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Director/Alumni Programs; Andrew .
harp '89, Director/ lub /Educaaonal
Programs; arol Gelu o, Adm1111 trat1vc
A I cant to Din:ctor/ Alumrn Program ;
Lon Ann ra kJ, Admumrrauvc Asmtant
to Exccunw Director.
ConnecticutCollege,\/,!�"::i11r 1s a JOlnt
publican n of the onnecacut ollegc
Alumrn Assoc1anon and onnccncut
ollegc. The 1111s 1011 of the magazme I to
ma1nta1n ne between the college, its
alumni and all other con muents, and 10
report on 1 ;ues of 1mporc.111ce to these
group .

•

Contributions: Lene� 10 the ed11or, class
note , comments and uggesnon are
welcomed. ConnectlcutCollege.\ f11J111::iue
will conmler but 1s not responsible for
unsohcucd manuscnpc , propo als and
photographs. Address corre pondence 10:
Editor, ConnecticutCollege.ll,i�a::111e,
Becker Hou e, 270 Mohegan Avenue,
ew London, T 06320--1196.

ConnectlcutCollege,\f'!�"::i11,· (U P 1291-10) , publi hed ,x nmes a year. 111 July,
eptember, ovember, January, March and
May. and 1s 111J1led free of charge co alumni
and friends of the college. econd clas
postage paid at cw London,
nnccucm,
and ac addm nal offin:s.

The late t C alumni magazine arrived
ye terday with all the very , ell
organized information on giving to the
college. Li ts and Ii ts of cla e , percent
age , etc. - great. My cla 1942, had
a good record. I wa mighty proud.
But I wa di appointed not to ee my
name anywhere on any Ii t. Too bad.
Lenore Tingle Howard '42
arefree, Arizona
Earl, ,eifi to the r,11/ege is deeply appreciated,
a11d 111e try hard to reco,1111i.ze ePery do11or.
Le11ore Ho111ard 111ade her ,eifi early, before
the ti111e period cowred by the Ho11or Roll,
b111 she speci.fically i11stntrted us 10 row11 it as
a rc1111io11 ,'<ifi- Ill.> slipped 11p 011 that. Our
si11cere apologies. A fe111 other 11a111es, rc;gret
tably, also were 0111i11ed. These ca11 befo1111d
011 pa.11c 63.
"New London Sleigh Ride" memories

The eptember/ tober i ue of
Co1111ectimt ollege la.eazi11e wa beautifully done in every re pect. It provided
an emotional " leigh ride" for me, from
the I 54 view of the river I o often

Press On Regardless

Postmaster: end address changes 10

ConnecticutCollege.\ f1!�,1::i11e, 270
Mohegan Avenue, "" London, T
06320--1196.

The green magazine

Belated congratulation on the witch
to recycled paper and soy ink in the
production of
Magazine. I wa
delighted , hen the change was made
and have been much more comfi rtable
reading each is ue, knowing that the
en ironmemal impact i a 10\ a po ible. Hearty thanks for your
con cienti u production effort !
amantha ager ' 0
Berkeley, alifi rnia
New departments

From the editors: You may have
noticed t, o additional regular feature
in recent i ue of 01111ectim1 olle,ee
\ la,11azi11e. " ote from
the Field" provides per
by Matt Haggett •91
onal vie, points of
national and internation
al issues, and " n the
Up and Up," highlights
alumni advancement.
ubmi ion from all
member of the college
community are encour
aged for both ne'.
departments.

ConnectlcutCollege.\ f,i�a::i11r opynglu
1993 b the onne neut ollege Alumm
A soc,anon, all nglw re erved.
Rcproducuon 111 whole or 111 parr , 11hout
wrmen per1111 s1on "proh1b1ced. View
expR-ssed herem are those of the author
and do not ncces anly rctlect official policy
of tht· Alumni A oc1anon or the college.
Pubh hmg Office: 13'.-ckcr I tou,e,
onnecncut College. 270 Mohcg-.in
Avenue, ew London, T 06320--1196.
Phone: 20J--l39-23fKI; FAX: 203--1392303.
Printed on 11011 de-mkcd
recycled p.1pcr u 111g
oy-ba cd mk

ailed and canoed, to the picture and
account of those magnificent ailing
hip dedicated to their cruel mi i n.
And le t one despair, there wa
Profes or Niering' cautious reas ur
ance that all i not yet lo t. Thank God
for people like him!
Janice Heffernan Whiting •4·1
Glouster, Virginia

onnccticut ollcge
Magazine 111elw111es ri•ader
corresp()11de11ce. Le11ers s/ro11/d
be addressed 10: Editor,
Cc111111•rtim1 C"lle,(!e
Ma,1111zi11e, Berke, House,
01111ec1im1 Colle..l!e, 270
,\lo/1e,(!a11 A11 c1111c, ,Yiw
Lmdm,, T06320--1196.
Letrcrs .s/r()11/d i11r/11de tire
writer'sf11/l 11,1111e, address a11d
daytime teleplume 1111111bcr t111d
11111y be edited.for rlarity ,,,
space.

0
Every philosophy major's dream.
j,11111,ir)•IFdmMry t 993

Perception

Dorothy Buxton James

Will Clinton be a presidential short-timer?

I

t ha been aid that the two worst
Failure - or re ults that will be
taken that way - are inevitable
things are not getting what you want
becau e the gap has grown between an
and getting it. The Democratic party
administration' ability to initiate poli
has ju t gotten what it wants. Yet
cie and its ability to implement them.
even in the first flu h of victory it eems
The decline of political parties ince
po ible that the problem of the nation
the 1950s ha undermined the di ci
are o large that no individual r admin
istration can " olve" them fast enough
pline that helps an administration
coordinate the layers and levels of gov
to tay in power for more than four
years.
ernment. That decline has been
hastened by the fragmentation of the
There is no way to end the national
electorate into single-issue groups
debt, for in tance, becau e any time we
u ing technology that enable their
get an extra chunk of change to pay off
leaders co mobilize narrow ets of
even part of it, ome groups will
voters.
demand a tax rebate and others will lob
by to have the money pent on their
As the gap between promi e and
policy concern . imilarly, in four years
performance ge larger, the impatient
electorate become readier
we are not likely to redeploy
The greatest
than ever co "throw the ra fully defense pending to
dome tic concern or olve
cals out." The po ibility of
problem the new
thi built-in term limit i
poverty, raci m, deteriorating
infra tructure , the huge
why the two-term Reagan
administration faces admini tration could well
deficit or low productivity.
Thi ituation would be
come co be een as an oasi
is unrealistic
obering but not omber for
in the de ert of the one
any new admini tration if the
term pre idencie of Ford,
arter, Bush and po ibly
expectations.
American electorate could
accept Reinhold iebuhr'
linton.
definition of democracy as a sy tern for
linton lacks Reagan' great as et of
a clear mandate. However, he doe
providing "proximate olution to in ol
have intelligence, energy, drive and a
uble problem ." o uch luck.
The greate t problem the Linton
deep personal stake in succeeding. He
i al o politically far more avvy than
admini tration face i unreali tic expec
tation . Voter want incompatible things
tho e who denigrate the ize of hi
state have noticed and has cho en a
and don't want to be told that they are
incompatible: provide national health
vice pre idem who can be a great as et
in dealing with the folkway of
care but reduce the bureaucracy; provide
Washington.
program for the beleaguered middle
lf he wants a econd term, he will
class but don't rai e taxe ; end the deficit
but keep providing each group' favorite
have to recognize the new political
p ychology involved in governing
governmental program . And the elec
torate has a hort fu e for the fru tration
without much party di cipline and
of not getting what it wants.
educate the electorate about the ironic
price of insi ting that partie cannot be
The Perot phenomenon i another
reflection of impatience with the com
trusted. He will need to u e all his
plex.itie of governing. ome 19 percent
re our e and more to help the elec
of tho e of who cast their vote on
torate clo e the gap between Perotean
November 3 cho e a man who had nev
implicitie and Niebuhrean wi dom.
er held office or run in a ingle primary
or election until he ought the pre iden
DorothyJames is a natio11ally known
cy with a private fortune that bought an
a11thority 011 the American presidency. lie
extraordinary media campaign. Ro
tvas provost and dean of the fac11/ty at
Perot' conce ion peech clearly ignaled
Co1111ectim1 College from 1989 thro11gh
1992 and recemly re111med to teaching as
hi intention to cay po itioned to capi
talize on any Linton failure .
a professor i11 1/,e gover11111e111 depart111e11t.

ConnectlcutCollege/\/a,�azi11e
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Campus View

Two sexual assaults raise questions of campus security

II

•

Two incidents of
exuaJ a aulc on
campus this fa]]
tepped up dialogue on peronaJ afety, exuaJ abu e and
campu security.
Early in the eme ter, a
complaint of acquaintance or
"date" rape in a dormitory
room was lodged with New
London police by a fre hman.
Week later, police aid a ec
ond victim had come forward
with a complaint against the
accu ed, who ub equently
withdrew from the college.
Police arre ted the former
tudent on a charge of first
degree exuaJ a ault on
December 30. He wa ched
uled to appear in court in late
January.
On October 23, a young
New London woman wa
as aulted by a stranger while
walking through the college'
Arboretum in mid-morning
with two small children. T he
attacker allegedly tried to
trangle the woman with a
rope before fleeing. Wayne
Treat, 42, of New London,
de cribed by police a a
chronic exuaJ offender, wa
arre ted three day later in
Florida and has pleaded inno
cent to attempted murder
and first-degree exual as ault,
among other charge .
Though different in
nature, the two cases - the
first rape officiaJly reported
to campu safety in 12 year
- rai ed ecurity que tions.
Two weeks after the
alleged date rape, everaJ
hundred students took part in
a "Take Back the Night" ral
ly against exuaJ assaul . T he
students, male and female,
marched through dark areas
of campus, calling for meaure uch as better lighting
but also calling attention to

Following a rape In the Arbo, faculty, staff and students staged a "Take Back the Arboretum" rally.

the issue of date rape on col
lege campu e .
"A lot of women get a fal e
sen e of security here;• aid
one student who helped
organize the raJly. "There
aren't that many stranger rapes
here, but there are date rape ."
atherine WoodBrooks,
dean of tudent life, aid
admini trator are aware that
date rapes occur on campu

even though none have been
formally reported in recent
year . All fre hmen mu t
attend a three-hour e ion
on the topic; they receive a
pamphlet that urges them to
talk about date rape and out
line option for reporting
an incident.
onnecticut allege isn't
alone in facing thi difficult
is ue, although rape may be

Ja1111ary/Febmary 1993

le prevalent here than on
campuse in or near larger
cities. Women are feeling
' angry enough and com
fortable enough to come
forward" with reports of
a ault leading to a height
ened awarene on
campu es aero s the coun
try, according to
WoodBrooks. National
conferences for college

administrators are held on
the date rape topic alone.
"It's a difficult thing for a
college to adjudicate,"
WoodBrooks said. "We want
to empower the victim but
also give the accused a fair
shake."
She said the reporting of
the incident in September
and students' response to it
have led to a "heightened
ense of haring and commu
nity here, knowing we have
systems in place to deal with
things Iike thi ."
Students, faculty and
staff were alerted to the
Arboretum attack by a voice
mail me sage the day of the
assault. The me age included
a de cription of the suspect
and a reminder to take pre
cautions such as locking
dormitory doors and not
walking alone.
After the suspect's arrest,
a rally was held in the
Arboretum "to symbolically
reclaim the Arboretum as
ours, ince it belongs to tho e
who are gentle and loving,"
as William A. Niering, then
acting pre ident and arbore
tum re earch director, told
tho e a embled.
Meanwhile, a Sexual
Assault oalition was formed
with repre entatives from
the Everywomyn's Center,
student life offices, the
chaplain' office and the
counseling center. Pooling its
knowledge, the group hopes
to take pro-active mea ures
uch a launching a studentinitiated escort service to
supplement the efforts of the
chool' 18-member security
staff.
The loude t me age may
have come from students
them elve . tephanie Ray, a
junior and chair of the
Everywomyn's Center, said
the "Take Back the Night"
rally had an "incredible"

impact on tudents becau e
o many of them poke out
about their own exual abu e
experience .
"We've all heard the pro
gram during freshman
orientation on date rape,"
aid Ray. "You kind of say,
'Yeah, yeah, I know about
thi .' But when you see peo
ple standing in front of350
tudents and talking about
when they were raped, you
realize, 'Wow, I have three
friends who have been
through thi experience.' lt
gives you an idea ju t how
vast this i sue i ."
Vice Pre idem for Finance
Lynn Brooks, fielding
reque ts to increase the
number of patrols in the
Arboretum, said adding
more ecurity officer to
patrol the 425 wooded acres
wouldn't preclude such a
random act of violence.
"W hile I have great
empathy for tho e who
want to feel afe in the
Arboretum, if you increased
patrol tenfold, you till
couldn't prevent these things
from happening," he said.
The college plans instead to
install everal call boxes in
the preserve to speed emer
gency response.
Di cu ion all over can1pu on per onal afety may
be the one "up ide" to two
"vile" crimes, WoodBrooks
noted.
"We're trying to get tu
dents to take responsiblity for
their own safety. There are
services we can provide, like
the campu escort service
and educational program .
But there are decisions stu
dents make every day in
regard to their afety, like
propping open dorm doors
or walking alone in the dark.
And that me age is really
tarting to gee out."
- Lisa Watts

How safe is Connecticut College?
Very, say the statistics (see chart). But not all incidents are
reported, and apparent havens like a college campus can lull
students into a false sense of safety. To lessen the likelihood of
violent crimes, security was increased considerably in recent
years, and campus groups expanded programs about
acquaintance rape that raise awareness and outline resources
available to victims.
Now in its second year of operation, a dormitory access
system keeps exterior doors locked 24 hours a day, and safety
screens are being installed on windows of all basement-level dorm
rooms. The campuswide telecommunications system allows
warning messages to be broadcast immediately to every phone on
campus. These messages cannot be skipped or erased. Call boxes
with a direct, one-button link to Campus Safety are located in 11
places on campus and the college is looking into installing two
additional ones in the Arbo.
Before freshman orientation, student advisers attend a
rigorous seminar to prepare them to talk about acquaintance rape
with incoming freshmen. The freshmen themselves then attend a
mandatory three-hour session during orientation.
Louise Brown, dean of freshmen, explains that the freshman
seminar was expanded and intensified for the Class of 1996. This
year, the class was broken into 11 small groups to introduce the
topic and set the context for a video, produced by Karen Joyce
'92, which shows Connecticut College students talking about their
experiences with date rape.
Senior Nat Damon has been through this training during each
of his four years, as a first-year student, a student adviser and a
housefellow. He says the program is improving every year, and he
lauds the college for tackling the issue so thoroughly. "The issue
of rape is so emotional.... Even though it's not an easy seminar, I
give Connecticut a lot of credit for attempting - and succeeding
in most cases - to raise awareness at such an early stage in
[students'] four years.... Connecticut College is a community that
doesn't take the situation lightly."
- Lauren Klatzkin '93
Reported Crimes

1990

1991

1992 (10 711)

Murder ....................................0 ...............0 ............0
Rape ......................................0 ...............0 ............0
Robbery ..................................0 ...............0 ............0
Aggravated Assault .....................0 ...............0 ............0
Assault ....................................6 ...............3 ............3
Burglary ..................................9 .............13 ............3
Larceny .................................91 .............90 .......... 43
Motor Vehicle Theft ..................... 0 ...............2 ............0
Arson ......................................0 ...............3 ............2
Vandalism .............................138 ............124 ..........73
Liquor Law Violation ...................0 ...............0 ............0
Drug Abuse Violation ...................0 ...............1 ............1
Weapons Possession ...................0 ...............0 ............0
Source: Conneclicut College Security Policies pamphlet
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EAR TO THE GROUND
Take a load off...

•

You may have thought one
or two of the presidential
candidates didn't have a leg
to stand on, but thanks to
one CC alum, they all had
chairs to sit in. During The
Great Debate at Washington
University in St. Louis,
Martin Lammert '77 came to
the rescue when a producer
from NBC needed "chairs
with character" for the set.
Lammert furnished the
required chairs from the
inventory of his store,
Lammert's
Furniture, and
even offered
some from
his own
home.
My kingdom tor a chair...
Furniture put another alum
in the spotlight - and in a
syndicated worldwide
Associated Press photo.
Thomas Throop '86, a
woodworker from New
Canaan, Conn., won praise
from Prince Charles for a
steam-bent chestnut chair
he made. The heir to the
throne admired Throop's
design and tested the chair
after it earned an award in
England for the best piece of
furniture produced by last
year's graduates of Parnham
College, a school for British
craftsmen founded by John

Makepeace.
-LHB

View

e

Meter man

Faculty-designed computer software teaches meter in poetry

The onnecticut
College faculty
continue to push
the u e of computer tech
nology beyond t_he
traditional domain of math
and science. For years tu
dents here have been u ing
microcomputers to paint,
model sculpture and even
analyze movement in dance.
But now a C profe or ha
de igned a computer pro
gram that can help teach
about the mechanics of
Engli h poetry.
Meter, or rhythm in
verse, is no longer tudied in
mo t econdary school
Engli h cla e , and college
profe ors are concerned
about taking the time to
teach it in their introductory
course . But Poet in
Residence and Profe or of
Engli h harle Hartman
has a olution. He created
"English Metric ," a com
puter program that teaches
students how to can lines of
verse and hear what effects
the meter ha on the mean
ing of the poetry.
"Poetry is an area in
which a very old oral and
even magical understanding
of language lives on in our
print-oriented culture,"
tres ed Hartman. "To
understand what a poem
means you have to hear it."
The computer program
begins with a detailed tuto
rial, then takes the student
through a ample poem,
asking her to can each line
and mark which yllables are
tre sed. It provide in-depth
explanations for incorrect
choice . "Meter in Engli h
is pretty complicated," ay
Hartman. "You need to dis
cover yllable and accents
and Ii ten carefully to the

rhythm of the line to ee
how it corre ponds to the
meter." In addition to the
main tutorial, eleven other
poems encourage practice
and te t skills.
"Engli h Metric " al o i
a reference program that
furni he tudents with an
on-line encyclopedia of
poetic terms. If a student is
involved in the exerci e but
is un ure of a term or
method, the computer can
provide an explanation.
With its enormou uc
ce at Connecticut,
Hartman now is offering the
program to colleague aero
the country. He has started

to market his product
through direct mail and i
offering the disk and an
accompanying manual for
12. "This is a good price
for a textbook," noted
Hartman. ' But it i great
for computer oftware."
He tarted working on
the program three years ago
and is happy with the feed
back. "The computer has
the amazing ability to scan
iambic pentameter about as
well as the average graduate
tudent. It really doe a lot
of Engli h activitie quite
well," he explained, "and
has the potential to do even
more." - Liz chneider '93

Poet Charles Hartman also had a stint In the computer Industry, doing techni
cal writing In the little-charted area of speech recognition.
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Words worthy of a visiting scholar

e

Visiting professor Jonathan Wordsworth inherited more than his famous name he's also heir to an ancestor's world of poetry

Mention
Wordsworth, and
any English major
is likely to recall a vivid
mental image, perhap that
"crowd, a host, of golden
daffodils" from one of the
poet's most famous compo
sitions. For Connecticut
College students, however,
the name will now be linked
to Jonathan Fletcher
Wordsworth, a profes or
of romantic poetry at
Oxford University who
pent the fall emester
at the college.
A great, great, great,
great nephew of
W illiam Wordsworth,
(1770-1850), the leader
ofEngli h romanticism,
the profes or taught two
classe and explored po ibi1ities for a new tudy-abroad
program with the college.
"I was delighted to have
such a distinguished
Wordsworthian cholar here
to share his love of poetry
with the students,' said
George W illauer, chair of
the English department.
An authority on romantic
poetry, Wordsworth has
written and edited numer
ous books on the subject
and i one of the world's
mo t notable editors of hi
ancestor's works. His recent
titles include: Ancestral
Voices: Fifty Books of the
Romantic Period; William
Wordsworth and the Age of
E11glish Romanticism; and
William Wordsworth: 71,e
Borders of Vision. No stranger
to the United States, he has
been a visiting profes or at
Cornell Rutgers and

CUNY and lectured on
more than 75 can1pu e in
the United tate and
Canada. At Connecticut he
taught an introductory ur
vey course as well as an
advanced course in Blake,
Wordsworth and Coleridge.
Wordsworth
saw

during the tutorial se sion.
"Therefore, the tudent has
to defend his work and
'live' with what (he' ) said,"
ob erves Wordsworth.
Known for his sense of
humor, the professor
brought his personal
teaching style
into
the

Wordsworth
reaches Wordsworth

several difference between
his students inEngland and
tho e in New England, par
ticularly in relation to cla
size and degree of pecial
ization. At Oxford, he
note , tudents limit them
elves to one subject of
study, which is virtually
decided upon entering the
univer ity. They are seldom
encouraged to explore other
disciplines. Furthermore,
students do not go to classes
but ee their profe or on a
one-to-one tutorial basis.
This system, he believes, not
only enables students to
study one subject in greater
depth but also makes them
more accountable for their
work. A student cannot
hand in a paper and forget
about it becau e the profe or often grades paper

classroom and dimini hed
the barrier between tu
dent and teacher. He
tarted by insi ting that hi
students call him by hi
first name.
Longtime chairman of
the Wordsworth Trust,
which operates the enter
for British Romanticism in
northern England's scenic
Lake District, Wordsworth
has propo ed a study-away
program for Connecticut
College. The center is ded
icated to the study of
romantic literature, the
movement that arose in
Europe in the late 18th
century. The study pro
grams would allow
tudents, alumni and facul
ty to come to the center
for several weeks at a time
for intense work with the
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center faculty. The center'
re ources include
Wordsworth's famous Dove
Cottage and 90 percent of
his original manuscripts. It
offers the unique opportuni
ty to study the poetry in the
environment where it wa
composed and near the poet's
final re ting place.
[An alumni travel program
July 3-17 will combine
lectures on Wordsworth
and Coleridge, poetry
readings and walking
tours with a stay at the
Red Lion in
Gra mere. ee alumni
travel p. 51.]
The Oxford profes
sor believes that the
study programs could
give participants a deeper
understanding of romantic
poetry. Perhaps they also will
gain an appreciation of what
hi ance tor called "that
inward eye/W hich i the bliss
of olitude."
-Sam Ame '93

EAR TO THE GROUND
High-calorie analogy...

"Wanting to know an author
because you like his work is
like wanting to know a duck
because you like pate."
- Epigram, attributed to
Thomas Pynchon, obtained via
"Pynchon" Bitnet electronic
bulletin board by John S.
Gordon, professor of English,
and quoted in English 231,
"Contemporary Literature,"
December 1992.

•

Campus View

Conjugating for the future

•

lt's a torture cham
• ber. It's an odious
cave. It's a dark cell
from which students never
emerge. It's ... The Language
Laboratory.
"Au contraire," says CC
language lab director Steve
Smolnik. Those days of sit
ting in a oundproof tudy
carrel wearing World War 11
urplu earphones and wait
ing nervously for your
instructor to tune in while
you recite your lesson
("Etienne! Repetez 1 ") are long
past.
Today's language lab is
chock full of videodisc play
ers and computers with
interactive oftware. It even
has a atellite earth station
that pulls down news broad
casts from 22 foreign
countrie . The satellite sign al
is fed into the campuswide
telecommunications system
where it is routed to the lab,
dorm living room and some
faculry office . The language
lab is fast becoming the
media center for language
and cultural studie .
Computer-driven
videodisc workstations allow
tudents to perform individu
alized tutorials with
immediate feedback and

reinforcement through high
fidelity video and ound. A
2,000 video recorder plays
and records in all three major
world standards. With such
machinery, it · po ible to
play a tape recorded on
equipment abroad and view
it here just as clearly as it
would appear on its native
system.
Says Smolnik, "This is
something a lot of chools
don't have yet, either because
they can't quite afford it or
because the faculry isn't ready
to do anything with it."
The college al o is invest
ing in more advanced
"standard " equipment. The
laboratory' 21 audio tations
offer le sons in Chine e,
French German, Italian,
Russian, Japanese, Hebrew,
Greek, English and Spani h,
and the cassettes are used in
correlation with departmental
cour e or for independent
work to aid listening and
speaking kills. Likewi e, the
videotape collection is
expanding beyond the vi ual
educational and instructional
program that corre pond to
textbooks used in classes.
But language lab innova
tions amount to more than
hardware. Smolnik ay he i

Arboretum pond reborn

trying to "evangelize like
crazy." By working closely
with other college re ources
like academic computing,
audio-vi ual ervices and
The Center for Arts and
Technology Smolnik, now
in his fourth year at
Connecticut College, is
looking to help inject new
learning trategies into the
curriculum.
"I could just focus on lan
guage," aid Smolnik, "but
I'm too ambitious. l want to
open the whole thing up, in
the way The Center for
International Studie and
Liberal Arts has done. It's
the me hing together, cro -

di ciplinary liberal arts edu
cation that we're really
trying to support." In a
recent article he wrote for
the International
As ociation for Learning
Laborator.ie , Smolnik
likened his work to that of a
"minister of foreign affairs,"
aying that today' language
Jab director i in a prime
po ition co preach new
instructional technologies
aero the college curricu
lum, beginning with
foreign language
"We want to be an
example to other colleges of
what can be done."
- Liz chneider '93

Still waters run deeper again

Thanks to a generous challenge gift from an alumna, the

northern fifth of the Arbo pond was deepened last summer.
Over 150 other alumni and friends, many of whom remember
Summer1940

Language Lab Director Smolnlk: minister of foreign affairs.

the pond with open water, contributed 60,000 to finance the
change from an emergent marsh to an open water habitat uit
able for science, aurunm foliage reflections and winter skating.
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High fives

Camel sports teams have never had a betterfall eason

Fall 1992 was a
eason of unprece
dented ucce for
the onnecticut oUege ath
letic team .
ECAC Champions! Men's
soccer coach Ilill Le ig , ir
ed 23 year to hear tho e
word . Hi. wait finally came
to an end on ovember 8, as
the boote dO\ ned William
2-1 in overtime in
WiUiam town, Ma ., to earn
their first-ever E A
Division Ill cro, n.
onnecticut' road to the
title included a I 0- run at
the tart of the campaign and �
Soccer co-captain Peter Spear '94 (#3) scored two goals In ECAC tournament
a national ranking of 11
play, Including the game-winning goal against Middlebury In the semifinals.
before the team ended i
dream season at 13-2-2. The
quad was led in coring by
Haywo d chipped in with 2ixth-place fini he at the
eni r Tim heney, who
3-7 and rookie Tara oren on
E A champion hips and
knocked in nine goal and 13
added 2-1-5. The defen e
the New England Divi ion 111
assi , and junior Brendan
wa anchored b enior goal
champion hip . At the latter,
ilmartin, who had 7-1 0-24.
keeper Anne Palmgren, " ho
McGee and Jennichelle
heney ended hi career in
compiled an .845 save per
Devine earned All-New
the o. 5 po ition on
centage and a I .45 goals
England hon rs, the fir t
onnecticut' all-time p ints
again t average.
" omen harriers at
Ii t with 6 , , hile enior
The women's cross country
onnecticut to d o.
goalie Matt Hackl al o
team can now boast of an All
The men's cross country
entered hi name in the
American. phom re Katie
team al o closed our a banner
record books, e tabli hing a
Mc ee repre ented the team
year, ending with a 7-5 dual
chool mark for goals again t
at the
AA Divi ion 111
meet and a first-ever title at its
average in a eason ( . 4).
champion hip in aratoga
own
Invitational.
heney, Hackl and cl mate
prings, N. Y., on November
onnecticut placed a lid
Xolani Zungu clo ed out the
21 and erode through now
13th at the
A 111
year by being named to the
and hail to a 14th-place fini h
Binghamton and 15th of 34
Ne, England Intercollegiate
in a personal be t time of
at the New England I ivi ion
o cer League AU- tar team.
I :29. Mc ee became the
111 championship to end the
The women's soccer team
fi t female harrier from
ea on. Return-to-coUege
ended the year at 7-7-1,
ever to earn All-America
tudent B b tack tood out
earning their fourth E A
honors and the fi t to com
during the eason, not only
tournament berth in five
pete at the
AA . As a
for hi bald pate, but also as
yea , where they fell h rt in
team, the amels had an
the quad' leading runner.
the quarterfinal , lo ing to
excellent 1992, finishing 7-4
He wa followed clo cly by
13ab on 4-1. he team will
in the E A and po ting
raig Morrison, who pushed
return trong in 1993, how
win over Tufts, Wesleyan,
him during every meet and
ever, as every one of
Hamilton, Trinity and
actually topped the 35-year
onnecticut' top IO corers
Amherst. onnecticut cap
old in one race. tack wa
was an underclas man. The
tured two win at the
named the team MVP, while
team was led by oph more
onnecti ut oUege and
Morrison' teammate pre
ourmey kulley (5-2-12)
Mount Holyoke Invitationals
cnted him witl1 the Un ung
and ara iotti (4-0- ),
and continued a trong cam
Hero award (and the MVP in
, hile junior rissy
paign with be. t-ever
the under-35 category!)
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Down on Dawley Field,
the field hockey team also
wa earning plaudits.
onnecticut, led by ixth
year coach Anne Parmenter,
ended at -7 overall, includ
ing a 1-0 squeaker to mith
in the E A Divi ion Ill
quarterfinal . The amel
turned around a eemingly
lost sea on by era ing a 3-4
record and winning five of
their last ix game to qualify
for the tournament as ew
England' ixth-ranked
quad. ophomore Martha
Buchart and enior captain
arter Wood led onnecti
cut in coring with even
poin apiece, while junior
goalkeeper Kri tin Neebe
anchored the defen e with
five hutouts and 1.12 goals
against average. enior arah
Ball capped an outstanding
career by being named a
fir t-team regional All
American.
The tennis team finished
1992 with an -4 overall
record, giving head coach
heryl Yeary her 1 45th
career win. The quad was
led by strong play in the 111gle bracket, as junior
hri tina Widodo went
1 0-2 and ophomore
Amy Malkin went 8-3.
onnecticut clo ed the
year witl1 a 10th place
fini h at the Ne,; England
hampion hip , earning 18
poin with trong play from
Beth Gro man and Katy
Jennings, who both made it
to the third round of ingle
play. The duo of ro man
and hrista Holahan also
excelled, advancing to the
third round before being
eliminated.
' volleyball team
piked i way to a record
e on, ending a 22-6-1, i
co111i1111ed 11ext pa.�e

•

National

Championship season

G)

(co11't)

best record ever. During the
regular eason, the amels
won three tournaments the Connecticut allege
Invitational, the Albertus
Magnu Tournament and the
Rhode I land College
Tournament. In these tour
ney , the pikers lost a
combined total ofju t two
games. Connecticut also
shattered mo t team and per
onal records thi ea on,
including match win in a
season (22), games won in a
ea on (51), con ecutive win
(15), hutouts in a eason
(18), ervice ace in a sea on
(256) and kills in a eason
(606). Individually, opho
more Martha Vivian erved
her way to the ea on ace
record (5 ), fre hman
Megan Hanselman et a
school mark for as i ts in a
eason (398) and senior
Bonnie ilberstein capped an
outstanding career by e tab
lishing standards for career
service aces (108) and kill in
a ea on (201) and career
(399). ilberscein was further
honored with a election to
the All-NE A first team
and a first-team regional
selection to the GTE
Academic All-America team.
Finally, the onnecticut
rowing team got a big boo t
at the Head of the harles
Regatta in mid-October, a
the women' club eight took
first of the 34 boats entered
the first time that
Connecticut College has
ever taken first place at the
event. The Head of the
hades is the single large t
one-day rowing event in the
world. The women al o did
well at the Head of the
chuylkill, placing 12th of 27
in a time of 16:21 in the
women' championship
eight.
-MD

ewsmakers

The Clinton connection
A surprising number of CC alumni had key roles in the campaign

Susan Thomases '65

Telling Bill _and Hillary where to get off
(and when to do it!)

D

on Imus, New York
ity radio station
WFAN irreverent, politi
cally avvy tar of the
popular "!mu in the
Morning " endorsed Bill
linton for pre ident
eptember 9.
"Bernie," Imus said on
the air, "are we getting
linton on the how?"
"We're etforting that,
bo s " replied the show'
producer.
How it happened that
Bill linton pent 20 min
utes talking to Imus on
eptember 14 i due to the
"efforting" of one woman,
u an Thoma e , a 1965
C graduate and hi tory
professor at the college
from 1969 to 1973.
As chief trategist for
Hillary linton and chief
cheduler for the entire
linton/Gore campaign,
she wielded a great deal of
power, and like many
women in po itions of
power he's paid the price
in negative media attention.
According to columni ts
l:towland Evans and Robert
Novak, Susan Thomases,
friend for two decade to
Bill and Hillary linton, i
dete ted not only by politer Stan Greenberg,
can1paign manager David
Wilhelm, operation per
on Eli egal and
communications director
George tephanopoulo ,
but al o, say staffer , by
chief campaign strategist
Jame arville.

Discounting Evans and
Novak, though who can't
really be expected to ay nice
things about any Democrat,
let alone a female one, other
publications echo the theme.
With no attribution, the hip
weekly ew York Observer
said Thoma e is an "ob tinate negotiator," and l,&nity
Fair, in a May 1992 feature
on the Clintons, labeled
Thoma e "flinty.'
The real u an Thomase
is omewhat tough and some
what flinty and probably a
little more than omewhat
a ertive, too. The e traits
might be a legacy of growing
up the daughter of a politi-

calJy active mother and a
father who taught her to
peak her mind, and the
granddaughter of a man
who made her feel there
wa nothing he couldn't
accompli h.
After graduating from
onnecticut College in
three years, earning a mas
ter's degree from olumbia
in 1966 and returning for a
four-year profes orial tint at
her alma mater until 1973,
he earned a law degree at
Columbia. he then joined
the New York office of the
international law firm
Willkie Farr & Gallagher.
In 1976, during her third
year at Columbia Law,
Thoma e coordinated
cheduling for Walter
Mondale's bid for the vice
presidency. In 197 , he

Susan Thomases masterminded Clinton's now famous campaign bus tour.
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po tponed starting as an
associate at Willk.ie Farr to
manage BilJ Bradley' uc
ce fuJ campaign to become
U. . enator from New
Jersey.
nee on board at Willk.ie
Farr, Thoma e advanced
rapidly, becoming the firm's
first female admini trativc
partner.
n the per onal side, at
age 44 Thoma e married
arti t Bill Bettridge. Thi
union, her first and
Bettridge' econd two years
later produced a on,
Thomas. Thomase pro
nounce both husband and
on, "perfect. They're both
perfect. '
Thom e ' relation hip
with Bill and Hillary
linton predate law chool,
marriage and career. he
met BilJ linton in 1970,
just before he entered Yale
Law chool. For the next
three years he aw him and
other friends frequently for
dinner in New Haven dur
ing top on her
triangulations from
Newport, where she lived,
to onnecticut olJege,
where he taught hi tory, to
New York and Englewood,
New Jersey, where her par
ents lived.
"I met Hillary for the first
time in Arkan as [in 1974]
when she was helping Bill
linton run for ongre ,"
ay Thomase . 'We in tant
ly hit it off and have worked
closely on many things since
then, including itting on
the board of the hildren'
Defen e Fund [which
HilJary linton chaired until
a few month ago[."
When Bill linton decid
ed to make a run for the
pre idency in eptember of
1991, he and HilJary et out
to convince u an Thoma e
to join the campaign. From

her office at Willk.ie Farr,
Thomases told them,
"Look, I can't be there fu]J
time, but I wilJ coordinate
the Hillary trategy. I will
focus on tho e aspects of the
campaign that arc involved
with HilJary, tho e i ue
that he care about - edu
cation, children, health
care.'
Thi pacified the lintons
for a hort time only. In
June, they a ked Thomases
to take over the cheduling.
"I e>..1>lained that it was a lit
tle hard to do from New
York but that I would pro
vide ome guidance. I did
that for two month , at the
ame time helping my friend
Harold Icke f the lintons'
primary liai on for the
Democratic National
onvention.J"
Among Thoma es great
coup was the now-famou
bu trip which began the
day after linton and ore
accepted the party' nomi
nation to the train of
Fleetwood Mac' "Don't
top Thinkin' About
Tomorrow."
"In April, when the
lintons were in New York
for the primary, I had come
up witl1 thi idea of doing
the bu trip. I spent the two
weeks before the convention
planning becau e we weren't
exactly urc how it was
going to work. As it turned
out, it worked really welJ,"
laughed Thomase .
It worked o well that Bill
and HilJary renewed their
other campaign - the one
to convince u an
Thomase to move to Little
Rock. "They aid, 'Why
don't you come down here.
You have the strategic en e
of the campaign, and you
know us realJy welJ, and
you've earned the respect of
the ore , o why don't you

ju t do the trategic coordi
"'
nation of the chedule?
It was a hard elJ. But
what turned the tide wa le s
a re ult of the linton cajol
ing than a belief that it was
the only thing to do.
" ince the day he decided
to run," explain Thomase ,
"I believed he would be the
next president of the United
tates. I really think that
ultimately the American
people vote for excelJence
and that's what Bill linton
i about. He is a wonder.
fBilJ and Hillary] are
extraordinary people. They
are people who really care
about i ue and how they
affect people. They really
think about them and work
with them and believe in
them and have made them
part of their live . Through
all the 'me, me, me' mind
et of the ' 0 , they kept
their eye focu ed on what
wa important for people
who work for a living, who
try to rai e their children and
try to do what' right.
It i likely the linton
did their be t to convince
Thomase to bring her
formidable k.ilJs to the new
admini tration; thi time,
however, she was successful
in clo ing her eye and wi h
ing, like Dorothy did, to go
back, not to Kan a , but to
the Big Apple.
"Now that Bill linton is
in the White Hou e with
HiUary by his side, I can
proceed happily with my
life. People whom I re pect
and think are terrific, and
who believe in governing
and the respon ibilitie of
government, are back
involved in government."
And, in the opinion of
many, thi i due in no mall
part to the hard work of
tough, ob tinate, Ointy u an
Thoma e . - Lee White
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Jen Davis '83

Bringing in the vote

J

ennifer Davi ' 3 head
ed up the onnecticut
campaign for linton/Gore
and delivered to Bill and Al
a pre ent - carrying the
tate - that hadn't been
received by a democratic
ticket ince 196 .
he also hoc-footed it up
to Maine during the cam
paign, where he helped
deliver that tate into the
democratic column, again
for the first time ince '68.
If there i uch a thing a
manifest de tiny, Davi • fate
,vas ealed during her
undergraduate year at
onnecticut olJege. A
ociology major with a concentration in government,
he erved as a Mary Foulke
Morri on intern at the
Wa hington office of the
League of Women Voters.
While there, he caught the
Wa hington "bug" and
tayed for a eme ter in the
American Government
Program at American
University, during which
time he interned at the
National Women's Political
aucu . After graduation,
he wa named a oro
FelJow in Public Affairs,
then went on to a master'
degree in public policy at

National

•

laremont I alif.] raduate
chool.
Four years ago, after
working in the un ucce ful
Dukaki come t, he went to
work for the National
overnors'
ocrnnon,
where he met Bill and
Hillary linton.
'I've met them both on
many occasion ," he
explained. "They're
extremely intelligent, warm,
curiou people who like to
get your ideas and talk
through ne\: approache to
publi p licy problem .
13ecau e they've been
involved in o many different
important i ue over the
year , they really under tand
them extremely well."
I a i joined the
linton/ ore campaign
becau e he realized deciion like giving up a job for
a political campaign are
about ri k-raking. "In early
July, cry fe, people
thought we would win. But
l kne, that ometime you
have to take ri ks to achieve
your goals. eorge
I tephanopoulo J gave up
hi job with I enator
R.ichardl ephardt on the
Hill t w rk for a g vernor
wh 111 everyone thought
going to lo e.
metime you do lo e but
thi time it paid off."
he credits part of the
ucce s to the "incredible
organizati n" that wa in
place in Little Rock and
around the country. "Every
ingle rate office had a com
puter. With a ophi ticated
electronic mail y tem," he
enthused, "every morning
we t talkin points outlin
ing the i ue of the day al ng
with recommendations on
h w to re pond to
R.epublican attacks. We had
upport people in Little
R.ock to help u with pre ,

ew makers

with i ue and to schedule
urrogate peakers in the
rate."
he al o wa grateful for
the fact that the more expe
rienced heads in Arkan as let
rate raff members try new
idea . "There , a a real will
ingne on the part of Little
Rock to let tho e of u
, orking clo er to the voter
experiment. We'd often sug
ge t rate- pecific trategie
to Little R.ock and the
re pon e " ould be " o fc r
it, try it, let' ee if it work .'
It make a big difference
when management tru ts its
pe pie."
I a i think hallmarks of
the next four years will be
energy, ne, idea and
excitement. "There , ill be
change in area you would
never have believed. I'm
hopeful you're going to ee
real re tructuring of how we
run go ernment. Bill
linton wa the ational
overnors'
ociation lead
governor on key i ue
including child care reform,
education and health care.
Thi election told u the
American public wants to
ee change new ide and
new way of approaching
problem . I think we're really
going to ee that with
Pre idem linton."
Hold on, that's not all
Patricia M. Wald '4 of
the U. . ourt of Appeal
for the Di trier f olumbia
ircuit wa thought by many
to be linton' top pick for
attorney general. Wald, how
ever, let it be known she
would turn down the offer if
made. Anne ohn
nnally
'67, e ·ecutive director of the
National ommittee for the
Prevention of hild Abu e,
was on linton' five-mem
ber tran ition b ard.
- Lee W hite

Young alumni swann Democratic National Convention

B

ill Clinton's visit to
the convention floor
the night before his party
nominated him was an
unorthodox move, broken
only once before by John
F. Kennedy in 1960. But
that was just the opening
act for what was to
become one of the most
unorthodox campaigns
America has ever seen.
It wasn't a surprise to
everyone. Alice Maggin
'91, manager of media
facilities for the New York
City convention, was wait
ing for him. "Eventually
Maggln
everyone knew, but before
he got there, I helped set up. NBC had a camera positioned down
there that no one knew about, so I helped make sure NBC could
get to their position," she laughed.
But with Alice, it's always hard work, never just luck. When she
was a student at Conn, she managed to get so many stories placed
in the Campus Life section of The New York Times that the college
relations department is still getting calls from other schools across
the country asking how Connecticut College got so lucky.
Maggin worked as an intern in media arrangements for the
1988 democratic convention in Atlanta and knew she wanted to
have a career in politics and journalism. "I kept in touch with peo
ple I had worked with, and they got me additional internships
during the summers after Atlanta working for the Democratic
National Committee in Washington and working on the special
election in Florida after Rep. Claude Pepper died," explained
Maggin. She also spent a semester in the capital with the
Washington Semester Program, where she worked in the press
office of the Children's Defense Fund.
Maggin was hired in January of 1992 to make sure the print
and electronic media had what they needed to work the conven
tion. In that position, she hired a number of volunteers, many of
whom were from Connecticut College, including Lucy Herman '89
and Todd Preston '91. "Ken Jockers ['89) and Blair Taylor ['90)
work for City Volunteer Corps, and eve did a lot of work at the
convention with the handicapped. Michael Coffee ['89) was at the
convention as a spectator, and Winthrop Wilson ['91) was there
working. Pam Holmes, who graduated in '89, was a volunteer in
the media office and Eric Stern ['90) worked for Clinton/Gore in
New York."
Today, as a researcher and field producer for WCBS-TV, Maggin
is doing exactly the opposite of her convention work. "I'm calling
the former 'me' at whatever event that I need to cover, which is
great because I know what kinds of questions to ask, what these
- LW
people are going through," she says.
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Notes

Fro111 the Field

The quality of mercy
In Croatia, the hollow relief attempts
Editor's 11ote: After tl,e
01111111111ist Party of
Yugoslavia broke apart a11d lost
po111er, tl,ree Yugoslav republics,
Croatia, lo11e11ia a11d Bos11ia
Herzegovi11a, declared tl,eir
i11depe11de11ce. 0011 after, tl,e
Yr,gol erb am,y attacked tl,e
fractjo11s republics, oste11sibly to
preve11t erbs from beco111i11g
isolated i11side tl,e bo1111daries ef
tl,e 11e111 co1111tries. TI,e
res11lti11g 111ar /,as lasted more
t/,a11 a year. Tl,e a11tl,or of tl,is
piece, Marija11 Despalato11ic,
teacl,es pl,i/osopl,y a11d
R11ssia11 studies at tl,e college.
He 111as i11 roatia in 1991
111/,en tl,e 111ar bega11 a11d agai11
tl,is past s11111111er.

PLIT, roatia - Late on a
ummer afternoon, when
the mistral has died down
the cloudle ky and the
calm sea harden into two
great glittering di c clo ing
upon the dormant city.
ne feel a if he were at
the bottom of a vi cous
pool, training to break to
the mercile urface.
In the open field near the
military ho pita] a warm
of waiting people: a convoy
of refugee from Bo nia
Herzegovina i expected
shortly. Team of phy ician ,
nurse , Red ro v orkers,
nuns and European
ommunity monitor wait
in ilence. Nobody know
how many women and
children are in the convoy.
They had marched by night
and hidden by day, their
on , father and brothers
had tayed behind to fight
off rapaciou erb and die
without hope.
The European

ef bureaucrats are cffset by individual acts ef kindness

do as the learned Mr. Eagle
onununity monitor, in his
immaculately pre ed white
burger [Bu h' ecretary of
tatel advi ed - let the
unifc rm, fiddled with hi
tape recorder.
tribes' murder one another
"I monitor, caro sig11ore,"
until they get tired of it?
urely, what the
aid he, ' but I LI
A friend of mine,
U.N. i doing
be damned if I
now i hardly
know , hat good
a Belgian engineer,
more than the
it doc . We are all
implementation of
over roatia,
went with a team of
American policy
writing repor ,
in Europe?"
bearing , itne
Croatian linesmen to
"I have no
to the goings on,
quarrel with you,
but there are no
repair a transformer
my friend," aid
monitor over
the E man. "We
there, in Bo nia,
substation near
came to roacia
where we su pect
becau e no one
that gro viola
Mostar. He was shot
believed that the
tion of every la,
erb were turn
known to man
and killed by a sniper.
ing it into
take place. Ah,
ambodia and
the incomprethat the native Khmer Rouge
hen ible world of politic !"
I erb living in roatial were
"Well, then, why do it at
on the verge of starting
all," I asked him. "Why not

another holocau t under the
tern gaze of the communi
ty of nation . Ha!"
"Never mind the com
munity of nation ," I aid.
"Look," aid the E
man. "Whatever the
ouncil of Europe may
have decided, we are tl1e
men in the field. We wear
the e ridiculous white uni
form , we are also oldiers
of or in thi war. We arc
dying in your country.
" everal weeks ag a
friend of mine, a Belgian
engineer, went with a team
of roatian line men to
repair a transformer ub ca
tion near Mo tar. He was
hot and killed by a erb
niper. And you have not
forgotten that a few months
ago a erbian Ml hot
down an E helicopter,

Citizens of Vukovar, Yugoslavia, are led past destroyed buildings and a dead body. Serb Chetnlks and the federal army
took control of the town from Croatian forces in late November.
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clearly marked and flying in
roatian air pace? Five
young men died then. At
the requiem ma m
Zagreb, the cardinal poke
imply and movingly of the
oul-de troying hatred of
civilized life that mu t be
re i ted at all co t. o bear
with u , becau e however
cold and bland our reports
must be, know that our
hearts are often full of ad
ness, that we are bewildered
and confu ed by what goes
on here but not about what
our ta k here i .
'I know your country
well, particularly the coa t.
I have just come out of
Dubrovnik, where erbian
gu nner howed u every
day how to go about killing
a city. We raced again t
their hells and 1n.i ile to
photograph great works of
art di appearing forever. All
that austere beauty and
calm proportionality of
form! ir, when we did not
cower in fear we cried.
And while we were there,
we heard that avage
erbian general from
Trebevic, the one who
together with ome other
erbian heroe played oc
cer with the head of a
Mu lim, we heard him
claim that the erb were
going to level Dubrovnik
and then 'build it anew,
older and better than it had
"'
ever been!
The lead vehicle of the
convoy appeared in the dis
tance. It flew gigantic flags
of E , the UN and the
I R . Behind it came bat
tered and du ty trucks.
They had been em to the
border to pick up the

From the Field

Receive it humbly and offer
refugee and bring them
out to plit. Each had a
thanks."
lowly, the figu re on
sheet tacked to its ide
truck beds began to melt
bearing the letters UNH R
under the warmth of kind
(United Nation _High
ne s and love. They handed
onum ioner for
their children over to the
Refugee ). W hat a futile
nurse and uncoiled their
ge rure, I thought.But
limb and got off the trucks.
who know , tho e letters
may have got them through
There were table et under
the tree : there was water,
the bands of erbian "war
juice, fruit, fresh bread.
riors," aJJ those defender of
There were also bureaucrats
Orthodox hristendom
waiting to make
against 'I lamic
up Ii ts, asking
fundamentali ts"
We raced against their
for papers. I
and "Papi t
German fa ci ts"
shells and missiles to knew it had to
be done, but
in thi terrifying
omehow it wa
underworld of
photograph great
wrong, boori h.
necrophiliac .
No, ob cene.
The mo t
works of art
An angry
frightening
aspect of the
phy
ician tood
disappearing forever.
in front of the
convoy was its
E man and
silence. Women,
When we did not
aid: "Here, sir,
young and old,
is one for your
and children sat
cower in fear,
books. There are
waddled in a
three women in
we cried.
terrible cold
the first truck.
silence amid
bundle and plastic bags in
They were raped by a gang
of erb . Their children
the peaceful new world of
were made to tand and
kindly face and arm
watch their mother being
tretched out to them.
raped. Wait, wait, that is not
Voices of nur es ro e in the
hot air like incen e.But the
all. Then mother were
refugee were quiet, immo
made to watch while "free
dom fighters" raped their
bile, and gradually the
helpers fell silent and gazed
children. How will you
at the traveler who have
report that, my dear ir?
come from the other hore.
And who will believe you?
How will you make the
"W hy don't they do
something, anything, ' aid
world believe thi horror?"
I watched the EC man
the E man. " an't they
ee that .. .. Ah, what am I
wilt under the physician'
desperate anger. But his fin
saying, of course they see."
• ir, the soul of man ris
ger was on the button of
the tape recorder. The
es in silence, ' aid a nun to
phy ician's training voice
me oftJy. "Let them come
into life. ffer not a help
was going to be tran cribed
into neutral sentence and
ing hand. You see, they are
float through the chancelgiving you their birth.
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lerie and ministrie of the
world.
hildren were beginning
to revive. They poke in
whi pers and sruck to their
mother , but their move
ments were quickly lo ing
angularity becoming
smooth and fluid, just a
parched gras revive after a
shower. The women stood
in line to be regi tered or
walk about slowly, tenta
tively, alert to ounds,
taking everything up in
great gu lp .
"There i no need for
you to fear now, grand
mother," aid a nurse to one
of the women. "You are
now m roatia."
"Ah, daughter mine," he
an wers, "as long as they
live we mu t fear. They are
determined co kill u alJ."
They, the erbs. Their
leader, R.adovan Karadzic,
the p ychiatrist, "poet" and
one-time Fulbright cholar,
had made it plain in
Bo nian parliament in
ctober 1991 that unJe
the Mu Ems "yield to our
will, they will all be exter
minated!" ince then Mr.
Karadzic ha become pre i
dent of the " erbian
Republic ofBosnia
Herzegovina," and he meets
with the likes ofBoutro Ghali, Mitterrand, yru
Vance, Lord wen, atish
Nan1biar and other mighty
ignoramu es who blunder
about in the bloody fog of
Realpolitik.
The EC man motioned
to me from the last truck of
the convoy. In it lay the
body of a young man in the
camouflage uniform, the
coat of arms ofBo nia-

Herzegovina fastened to the
left pocket close to where
the heart is. An old man,
traight and hard, tood near
the body. No, it wa not the
body of hi on. No, the
young man had not been a
kinsman. No, there wa no
need to wash the body
before the burial, as the
Koran demands.
"This young man was a
shekhit," said the hard old
man. 'Shekhits are oldiers,
innocents who fall in the
defense of eternally just
causes. They have been
bathed in their own blood,
and it hall please the Lord
to admit them to his
pre ence."
The hard old man tood

Fifty years ago the Serbs of General Mihajlovic came to
our town, took our men to the bridge that spans the Drina, cut
their throats and threw their bodies into the river below. Last
week the sons of that faithless brood came to our town again.
straight, raised his hand
palm up and poke to the
heavens in full and ancient
cadences: "Fifty years ago,
Oh Compas ionate and
Merciful God, the cowardly
erb of General Mihajlovic
came to our town, took our
men to the bridge that
pans the Drina, cut their
throats and threw their bod
ies into the r iver below. Last
week the son of that faith-

le brood came to our
town again. They gathered
our ons and such young
men a they could find,
lined them up on the para
pet of the ame bridge and
in the terrible heat of the
day harve tcd yet another
generation of the faithful.
Oh ill-Forgiving and aU
Loving God, when halJ thy
dread fire do e over tho e
who took captive , who

,,..�_.,,.,
Muslim prisoners ol war wail to be transported from jails In the village of Pale, 20 miles from Sarajevo.
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denied food to the poor
that lie in the dust, who
were treacherous to their
neighbor, who were not
steadfast in their oaths and
proclamations, who
showed no mercy to the
weak and the infirm?"
I caught my breath.
Nothing. Darkne s was
beginning to rise to the
indifferent ky like a pe ti
lent fog. The E man next
to me whispered gently:
"O mente, che crive ti cio
ch'io vidi ..." (Oh memo
ry, that hast inscribed what
I saw ...)
Dante's bifemo, in the
year of our Lord 1992.
- Marijan Despalatovic

Verbatim

Lowell P Weicker Jr.

The fiscal good sense of early intervention
In scientific research as in government and education, we too often make
investments in hopelessness
Editor's note: 17,ese remarks by
Covemor of Co1111ectiw1 Lou;e/1
P. Weicker Jr. were made at the
gala celebra1io11 a111101111ci11g the
gift of a S5. 1 mil/io11 science
centerj,0111 the F. W Oli11
Fo1111datio11 to Co1111ectimt
College, October 2, 1992.
&fore the speech, Preside11t
Claire a11dia11i a111arded
l#icker a11 ho11orary degree,
11oti11g /,is co11m,11e i11 p11shi11g
through a11 u11popular i11come
tax to bala11ce the state budget.
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et me fir t of all ay chat
con idering the last two
year , I'm glad chi won
derful honor wasn't given
poschumou ly. Bue here I
am, and I can't tell you how
touched I am.
Ir i a very pecial pleasure
to be here on chis wonderful
occasion, and to thank the
F.W. Lin Foundation for
chis great gift.
ver the year I have
come to appreciate the value
of cience and re earch in all
of our Live . I enjoyed the
liberal arcs education at Yale
but avoided the ciencc like
the plague. Indeed, at Yale
you had three choice of
mandatory cience course
- biology, phy ic or a
course they u ed to call
"rocks and cars" - and I
managed to ju t pa rocks
and cars.
In the United care
enace, however, I had the
opportunity to erve on the
Health and Human ervice
committee overseeing the
budgets of the National
Institute of Health. There
you come co know the ca ks
being accomplished by men
and women not ju t on the

N.1.H. campu at Bethe da
really a libretti t, but he
but at universitie aero the
alway a pired to be a great
width and breadth of chi
compo er, and whereas
nation.
Verdi would grind ut the
Thi i what it' all about.
opera one after another, fc r
Thi i what chi new center
Boido it was a painful, cep
by- cep ca k. Finally, in
i going to be all about, o
the tudents of chi great
exa peration, one day Verdi
turned to Boido and aid:
college can make their con
tribution to all of our
"Boido you take tep like
future .
an ant and leave
No, you
Ninety-four percent of the footprints like a
won't hear
rhinoceros."
much and you
money the U.S, spends
That, indeed,
don't hear
i a cienti. t. He
much of what
on health care by the year or he cake
goe on in the
low and pre2000 will go to treatment ci e tep but
laboratorie ,
but it all adds
h a big impact
up to make the
of the sick during the last
n our live .
United care of
And chat
40 weeks of life - and
America outimpact i wh t'
randing in the
repre ented in
about 1 percent will go to the bricks and
fields of health
and cience. I
mortar we cele
the business of research. brate today.
have unbounded admiration
I would like
for the cienti ts What we're saying is that to talk for a few
who do the
minute about
re earch and for our comfort in our waning medical
the fact chat,
re earch and
though not 1 days is more important
how it relates to
ible except
the cace of
than our children.
when they
health care and
receive their
our economy.
Nobels - and there are far
Thi year as a nation we are
too few of tho e awards going to spend about
9
they do the basic re earch
billion on health care. That'
that has made u what we
12.4 percent of our gro
are as a nation.
national product, or 2.2
I'm reminded of a tory
billion a day. The
about the impact cience ha
Department of Health and
upon us. A most of you
Human ervice sugge ts
know, I'm a great opera
that by the year 2
, ju t
buff. And they tell a tory
around the bend, we arc
about Giu eppe Verdi, the
going co be pending 1.6
great mei ter, and hi collab
trillion on health care, or 16
orator, Enrico Boido, who
percent of our gro national
wrote libretto for Verdi'
product.
two last operas, "Otello"
Ju c about all chat money,
and "Fal caff." Boido was
94 percent, will go to treat-
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ment of the ick during the
last 40 weeks of life - and
about I percent will go co
the bu inc of re earcl1.
What a ad commentary
on our prioritie a a nation.
What we're aying i chat
our comfort in our waning
day i more important than
our children.
Indeed, our health care
dollars are totally kewed to
care with no regard for cure.
In 1992, of chat 09 billion
we'll pend on health care,
ju t the la t 9 billion this is right aero the board
in public and private in titu
tion - will go for re earch .
Former urgeon eneral
. Everett Koop estimate
that p lio immunization
and vaccine for mea le ,
mumps and rubella ave u
more than 2 billion a year
in expense . He points to
tudie chat how a 13
return for every dollar the
federal government spends
on medical re earch. Ju t
think how much could be
aved in medical co cs, the
lo of productive working
years and human uffering
by finding cure for our cur
rent checkli t of problem
di ease , including multiple
clero i , brain injury, cancer
and AID
Dr. Lewi Thomas, the
award-winning cience
writer, wrote in The Uves of
a Cell that it i when phy i
cian are bogged down by
incomplete cechnologie when they mu t re ore to
the innumerable things they
are obliged co do when they
lack a clear under randing of
di ease mechani ms - chat
deficiencie in the health

care y tern are mo t con
picuou . If I " ere a
policymaker intere ted in
saving money over the long
haul, Dr. Thoma ay , I
would regard as an act of
high prudence giving higher
prioritie to a lot more basic
re earch in the biological
c1cnce .
I Former] urgeon
eneral Koop ha gone o
far a to urge medical
re earch as a prescription for
reducing the deficit. Medical
re earch, he declare , is
where the big payoffs come.
!early, to addre both
our health care cri i and the
deficit we need to reorient
our nation, and , hile deal
ing with er· e of the
moment, keep our ights on
the long term.
When I left Re earch,
America! in 199 to run for
governor, I traded the world
of medical re earch for the
world of politic . But I
retained the le on that
re earch drew. Tho e le on
apply a much to govern
ment a they do to re earch,
and they helped me to inve t
time and money up front in
managing tate finance .
ur budge , ladie and
gentlemen, are the ba i fl r
our inve tmen in the
future, and to provide that
they have to be fi cally
ound. During the 19
when our economy was
booming, onnecticut and
the United tate fell into
the trap of living on cham
pagne and caviar and not
ocking a,vay for the future
in term of inve ting cash
and ervice in co t-effective
program aimed at prevent
ing the overload of
problem .
Je e Jackson once a ked,
"What i capitali m without
capital?" By the ame token,
What i a government if it i
bereft of monetary re ources

understand that the e com
and i living out its exi tence
paying intere t on defici ,
ments were poken in
past and pre ent?
onnecticut. Where the fis
cal foundation is built, we
I don't know if you share
have the capacity to build
the de pondency and the
disgust I feel as I ee the pic
the uperstructure of our
choo ing.
ture in new papers of the
carving mother and chil
How important i the up
dren in omalia, or the
front inve tment in
knowledge? The bigge t
wreckage of Yugo lavia or
the inability of what wa
portion of the budget of the
communi t Europe to get
tate of onnecticut outside
back on i feet in term of
of nursing home care i the
being democratic. As I it
budget of the Department of
here o fru crated I ask
orreccion . It i the only
my elf, "What i the United
part of our tate government
tate doing about all thi ?"
where we have izable per
And of cour e the an wer
onnel increase - ome
ha to come back quickly,
new personnel just chi
"Nothing,
year, with no
becau e we
ocher departWe don't choose to put our
don't have any
ment getting
money to do
money up front in anything
any increase.
anything."
Now the mo t
we do. The cost of an
o no mat
appalling fig
ter what we
ure of all:
inmate in a Connecticut
Becau e we
a pirc to, a
ound budget
don't choo e
institution is $24,000 per
give u the
to put our
capacity to et
money up
our own agen
year. Attending Connecticut front in any
da in our own
thing we do
time.
College is around $23,000. ju t a a cien
There i no
ti t ha to put
Yet we wait until the end of hi or her
place for a
future on the
money up
the line to make a $24,000
treadmill of
front in terms
paying off
of ba ic
debt. Yet that
investment in hopelessness. re earch, the
i exactly what
co t of an
the nation finds itself on
inmate in a onnecticut
today.
in titution is 24,000 per
Fortunately, onnecticut,
year. Twenty-four thou and.
thanks to the vi ion and ac
What i the tuition here at
rifice of chi citizenry, has
onnecticut College, omewhere around 23,
caled the looming cliffi of
? At
in olvency o that the
the University of
ground i once again level
onnecticut, 1 , 0,
under our feet and the
11,000, 12,
? Yet we
horizon is limitle . But thi
wait until the end of the line
budget talk i nece ary as
to make a 24,0 0 inve t
context to cience and
ment in hopele ne , rather
re earch becau e without
than pursue early interven
accepting the e truth noth
tion programs or education
ing follow - not health
or chool-ba ed child health
care, not re ear h, not edu
clinic or drug education or
cation, nothing. This i why
rape education or peration
tonight it i important to
Head tart - all tho e things
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which only a olvent entity
such as the state can inve t
in up front that will ave u
billion of dollars in hope
le ne down cream.
There' a lot to be done.
This nation and thi state
have got to get over the
feeling that we can tiptoe
off the stage and leave our
problems behind. We can't.
E pecially when the tate of
the art tells u that in ci
ence or education or
any where el e we have the
capacity to do o much.
It can only be done, thi
work that' ahead, with the
power, clarity and preci ion
of a good mind. That' what
thi campu and this new
cience center are all about:
To give tudents here the
intellectual weapons to win
thi battle of life as it i
envi aged in the ideals of
the constitution and in the
teachings of our re pective
faith .
Internationally, the bu i
ne of death i on the wane.
Recent hi tory is too persi tent and too consistent. I
hope uch a precedent i
permanent. If it i , to u it
grants a great window of
peace and a chance to
achieve di coverie in all of
our endeavors.
This evening we celebrate
tl1e di coverie of cience:
the hope they can buy.
Hope. The 1110 t power
ful word in the Engli h
language. That [pointing to
the rendering of the propo ed building] i not bricks
and mortar. That cience lab
i hope. Not ju t in pecula
tion but in reality, it i hope.
That building i a chal
lenge to uffering. It is the
idea of hope coming from
o many wonderful minds at
thi great place for learning.
What a rea on to be alive
in America at onnecticut
ollege!
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Chapter and Verse

Connecticut College Authors

Avoiding complacency
Joan Chrisler, assistant
professor of psychology

eiv Directions in Feminist
Psyc/1010 y, with Dori
Howard, 1992, pringer
Publishing ompany, 257
page , anthology.

•

Fini hing Joan hri !er'
book, eiv Directions in
Feminist Psychology, one rec
ognize both how far we
have come and how much
further we mu t go in fight
ing in titurionaJ exi 111 and
raci m in our ociety. A
diverse collection of femini t
cholarship that examine
gender as it affects our daily
live , e111 Directions ha
much to ay to lay per on
and practitioners, tudenrs
and teacher , and men and
women alike.
hri !er' book how u
ju t how pervasive and ofi:en
devastating ociety' adher
ence to gender role can be.
John Burton, professor and
chair of the department
of anthropology

An llltrod11ctio11 to Evans
Pritchard, 1992, nidia
In tituti Anthropo , 177
page , nonfiction.
John Burton focu e on
anthropologist Edward Evan
Evan -Pritchard (19 2-73)
and how his ethnographic
writings generated new con
cern and direction in
contemporary anthropology.
"Evan -Pritchard' contribu
tions to the development of
modern anthropology are not
unlike a bridge panning the
empirici m that in pired the
ocial cience , in the 192
and 193 the writings of
{anthropologi rs) Malinow k.i
and Radcliffe-Brown, and
the more current matter of

Constructive advice on breaking down gender stereotyping
family therapy for caregivers
of brain-injured patients,
the effectivene of the fem
ini t perspective in couple
therapy and the problem of
women who are eriou ly ill
with cancer. hri !er and
Howard have as embled a
body of knowledge that i at
once informative, eye
opening and in piring,
leaving the reader with no
doubt that the per pective
offered by femini t p ychol
ogi i an extremely
valuable one chat has been a
long time in coming, and
till has far to go. Thanks in
part to contribution uch as
chi anthology, the field will
certainly continue its cur
rent momennim, reminding
u all that in the editors'
own words, we mu t alway
eek to "maintain forward
movement," and "avoid
complacency."
tephanie Muller ' 9

ew Directions doe not
merely abandon its reader
with that grave realization,
but goes on to offer con
structive advice on how the
effects of gender terotyping
can be reversed.
Not urpri ingly, femini t
p ychotherapy is ofi:en
directly involved in the
reversal proce . P ychologi t
William Mitchell, for exam
ple, sugge rs chat while
bulimia and ocher eating di orders re ult from distorted
elf-image born of societal
constraints, many therapie
downplay the e pre ure in
favor of intrap ychic thera
pie that tend to blame the
victim. Mitchell tate that
femini t p ychotherapy, a
program of treatment that
remain aware of the e pow
erful ocioculniral i ue , i
nece ary and effective in
treating the e disorders.
Two article examine a

problem of vital incere t to
college today - the ri ing
incidence of date and
acquaintance rape. Both arti
cle explore the attitudes of
rape "myth ' that upport
the problem; one pecifically
examines the conflicting
me age that ome program
de igned to combat date rape
ultimately end. The article
concludes by offering two
ers of pecific trategie for
avoiding date rape, one Ii t
for men and another for
women. Each list, however,
emphasize empowerment
and women' rights over
trategie that blame the vic
tim and re trice women'
freedom.
ew Directions in Feminist
Psychology pre enrs a number
of other i sue relevant to
contemporary ociety,
including a look at p y
chotherapy with
African-American women,

humane compari on that lie
at the heart of 'interpretive'
anthropology." Burton effec
tively argue that
Evan -Pritchard' tudy
rai ed que tion that were
novel for the time and that
these i sues continue to gen
erate debate in the field of
contemporary anthropology.
Included in the text are
personal anecdote about
Evan -Pritchard that lend a
human touch and make for
intere ting reading. Hi
friend Robert Maugham
(nephew of author omerset
Maugham) recalls the fol
lowing episode in yria: "We
at drinking coffee outside
on the terrace which overlooked the ea and were
joined by an aggre ive
heikh. He began boa ting
tediou ly of hi kill with a

as he lolled in the
deck chair, hat
tered a bottle with
each hot. 'What a
rowdy evening it
i !' he aid as he
put hi pi to! away."
Profe or
Burton' desire to
carry out anthro
pological re earcl,
among Nilotic
people of the
outhern udan
was inspired by
Evan -Pritchard'
work in the ame
British anthropologist Sir Edward Evan Evans
field. Educated
Pritchard in the company ol Azande, c. 1926-27.
at the tate
University of New York at
pi to!. Four empty beer bot
tle had been lefi: on the
tony Brook, University of
ambridge and xford
balcony at the ea' edge.
uddenly, Evan -Pritchard
University, Burton i the
took out his revolver and
author of many article and
without altering hi po ition
books on ymboli m and rit-

0
c..,
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ion. While the poems tand
beautifully on their own,
together they form a power
ful whole that take the
reader on a harrowing jour
ney through the death of a
loved one. De ourcy use
the language of everyday life
Lynne Hugo deCourcy '69
to create exceptional poetry.
he received her ma ter'
A Progress of 1imcles, 1993,
degree from Miami
Ampersand Pre , 3 page ,
University in Oxford, hio,
poetry.
where he live with her
hu band and two children.
A collection of 49 poem , A
Widely published in literary
Progress of Miracles tell the ro
magazine , de ourcy i the
ry of a couple confronting
author of TI,e Time C/,a11ge
death. Narrative , in the voice
(Ampersand Pre , 1992) and
of one or the other main char
the recipient of fellow hip
acter , are interwoven into a
from the hio Arts ouncil,
compelling and rich progre the Kentucky
Foundation for
From A PROGRESS OF MIRACLES
Women
and
'
the National
Endowment for
the Ar . - MHF
ual of the Nilotic people. He
lives in Noank with hi wife
L' Ana Burton, vi icing in tru tor in dance and founder of
the onnecricut oilege
hildren's Dance Center, and
their two children. - MHF

What I Have

Listen! I have this:
an hour I was pure
and time obliged me,
a great red sun hovering
above water, neither rising
nor settling, immense
and still. At the end
of a dock, a man
with our child watching
bright ribbons of sails barely
moving, so calm were
the water and land and
sky, fear not rustling
anywhere. I watched them
watching the boats, tiny fish
leaving slight ripples
around their feet. dangling
in the vast water,
silver and easy as the few
words rippling the air between them,
and l1 was the open hand of water staying
open, waiting forever,
I was the other hand, the earth
that held them open-palmed,
I was the eye of sky
that watched them and loved them
and wanted nothing else.
-

Ly1111e Hll)!O de

011rcy

Diana Altman '63
Holly111ood East,
arol Publi hing
Group, 1992,302
pages, nonfiction.
"Before there v,ra a
Hollywood,Metro
wa a truggling film
distribution compa
ny; Goldwy n wa a
glove sale man
named am
Goldfi h; Mayer was
a guy named Louey
who owned movie
theaters in Haverhill,
Mas .: one known as
The arlic Box and
one (a little nicer)
with a big oil paint
ing of a lion in the
lobby." uch were
the beginnings of
the Hollywood
empire.
1 iana Altman '63
tell the enthralling
rory of the tudio
y tern from an
unu ual perspective,

the New York ide.
Daughter of the late
Al Altman, M M'
first talent cout,
M . Altman undoe
the myth that the
hi rory of movie in
America is about a
few men trying to
make them elve
rich in Hollywood
\: hile making great
art. According to
Alm,an,the hi tory
of American film i
the tory of rich
and powerful the- �
acer owner who
�
needed a continual j
upply of product to Diana Altman's lather, the late MGM talent
fill their theaters.
scout Al Altman, poses with his most famous
discovery, Joan Crawford.
The true tory i
more about finance
that has alway been told
than art,more about New
from the wrong ide of the
York ity than Hollywood.
tele cope, the Hollywood
Altman tell chi tory
end, even though o much
interspersed with interc ring
tidbits about the morion
of the action took place in
New York.
picture indu try. Few people
know that Toto from the
Diana Altman,a film hi torian, received her M.A.
"Wizard of z " " paid
from Harvard Univer ity.
more than the Munchkin ,
or that Joan rawford (Al
he ha publi hed in TI,e
ew York Times, B0s1011
Altman' first di covery) was
Herald, Phoenix, ig11a111re,
a chubby, round-faced girl
who aid he was a dancer,
Is. and tory Q11arterly. Her
intere t in the New York
not an actre .
Here, too, i the history
ide of the Hollywood tory
parked when her father
of Louis B. Mayer,the
emblem of the Hollywood
explained , hy he ,va no
longer in the movie bu ines :
movie mogul fi-0111 hi
humble beginnings in
"They decided to stop mak
ing movie and to tart
Massachu etts to hi ri e and
ultimate di mis al from the
buying them." Diana Alonan
grew up in New York but
ompany bearing hi name.
now live in Newton, Mass.,
Altman also de cribe the
with her hu band and two
cut-throat competition
- MHF
daughters.
among other indu try pio
neers: William Fox, a
multimillionaire who died
Al1111111i a11d Jamlty a111/,ors
111/,0 1110111d like to be i11c/11ded
pennile after the tock
i11 t/,e "Books" seaio11 s/,011ld
market crash; Marcu Loew,
se11d a review copy t?f 1/,eir book
the ruler of the country'
a11d p11blicity material to
large t theater chain; Adolph
onnecricut ollege
Zukor, Albert Warner, Je e
Magazine, 270 J\fo/,ega11
La ky, amuel Goldwyn and
Ave., e111 Lo11do11, CT
ecil B. 1 eMille.
06320--1196.
Hollywood East tell a tory
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C H A E L
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B U R L
, HI T RIA

N G A M E
HAVE

EVER FULLY

plumbed the ecret of Lincoln' inner , orld, and improbable a it may eem,
cholar till are discovering important ne, information about our 16th pre idem.
Ironically, many of the e ne, findings have been buried in very acce ible librarie
or hi torical archive . T his year's Pulitzer Prize for hi tor , for example, went to
Mark E. eely Jr. for 77,e Fare of Liberty: Abmha111 Li11co/11 a11d Ci11il Liberties, which
wa ba ed on voluminou documents available in the ational Archive for over three
decades.
ince 19 4, when I began " orking on 17,e l,mer J Vorld of Abml,a111 Li11co/11 {to be pub
Ii hed later thi year by the Univer ity of Illinoi Pre ), I too have tumbled aero
ignificant cache of revealing ne, Lincoln data, many of them remini cence of people
, ho kne, him.
Enslaved by a promise
At Brown Univer ity last spring, while examining the per onal paper ofJohn Hay, one
of Lincoln' three pri ate secretarie in the White Hou e, I di covered everal interview
, ith Lincoln' friend and political allie in pringfield that add a ne, dimen ion to our
under randing of hi per onal life. onducted in 1 75 by Lincoln' principal ecretary,
John
icolay, the e d cuments were intended for u e in the I -volume Lincoln biog
raphy that icolay and Hay publi hed in I 9 . But the author decided to quote only a
mall fraction of what they gathered. Perhap the mo t dramatic new i in the interview
icolay had with Illinoi enator rville H. BrO\ ning, , ho knew Lincoln well in hi
early year and who recalled much about Lincoln' marriage and courtship:
"I think Mr. L' in anity ldepre ed behavior in January I 41 j ,va but an exaggerated
attack of the fits of de pondency or melancholy to which he wa ubject.
"I was here [in pringfield] at the time - and , hen here attending court I u ed to live
in Mr. Butlerl'J family in" hich Mr. L \J then boarding.
"Mr. L wa engaged to Mi Mary Todd. he wa here on a isit living at Mr. [ inian]
Ed,vardsl'] ....
ConnectlcutCollege,\fa.�11:111r

Despite dozens of biogra
phies, even a recent
four-hour ABC-TV documen·
tary miniseries, historians
continue to add to the body
of Lincolnian knowledge. In
never-before-published
correspondence, Michael
Burlingame finds that
Honest Abe's self-imposed
ethical standards may have
contributed to his bouts of
deep depression.

"Miss Todd (above]

was thoroughly in
earnest [in] her
endeavors to get
Mr. Lincoln, while
on the other hand
Miss Edwards was
something of a
coquette...."

Lincoln with Hay and
Nicolay (at left).

" he had taken a fanc to Mr. Lincoln and I
al\,,ys chought he did m t f the c urring until
they became engaged.
"After an engagement of perhaps a year or so a
Mi Matilda d, ard came to spend a , inter
here. he wa a ousin to inian d, ard .
"Mr. Lincoln became very much attached co
her, IMiss Matilda Edward ] and finally fell de per
ately in I ve v ith her, and
propo ed to her, but he
·
rejected him....
"I thmk chat Mr. Lin oln's aberration of mind
re. ulte<l encirel from the situation he chu. got
him elf into - he v a engaged t Mis li dd, and
in lo e with Mi
d, ards, and hi c n cience
troubled him dreadfully for the supp ed injustice
he had d ne, and the upp ed violation of hi
word which he had committed ....
"I le , a
much affected a co talk incoherently, and co be dilirious [ icl co the extent of not
kno, ing what he , doing ....
"In chi affair f hi c urtship, he undoubtedly
felt that he had made la mistake?] in having
engaged him elf co Mi s Todd. 13uc ha ing done o,
he felt him elf in honor bound to act in perfect
good faith to, ard her - and that g od faith
ompelled him to fi.1Jfill his engagement with her,
if he per i ced in claiming the fulfillment of hi
w rd.
"In th e time I , as at Mr. dward ' a great
deal, and Miss Todd used to sit dm n , ith me, and
talk c me ometime till midnight, about thi affair
f her with Mr. Lincoln. In the e c nver ati n. I
chink it came out, that Mr. Lincoln had perhap on
one occa ion cold Mi Todd chat he loved Matilda
dward • and no doubt hi con cience was greatly
w rked up b the upp ed pain and injury , hich
chi avowal had inflicted upon her.
"I ah ay doubted , hether, had circumranee.
left him entirely free to act up n hi " n impul es, he w uld have v luntarily made propo al
of marriage co Mis Todd. There is no doubt
of her exceeding anxiety to marry him. he
made n concealment that he had very bitter
feelmgs c wards her rival Matilda dward .
"Mi Todd was thorough( in earne t lin)
her endeavor to get Mr. Lincoln, , hile n
the ocher hand Mi s dwards " a
mething
of a coquette ....
"I Hle alwa had the e spells of melancholy.
I have frequently found him in Washington in
the. e very moods. And many times even there,
, hen 111 these moods, he used to talk co me
ab ut hi dome tic trouble.. He ha. several times
told me there that he was con. tantly under great
apprehen ion le t his wife hould d omething
, hich would bring him into di gra e.
"I recollect one occasion very distinctl , hen I
went co hi r 0111 in the xe utive Man ion and
found him in a pell of deep melanchol • su h as I
ha e attempted to de cribe. After talking to me
Ja1111aryI Felmiary /99.l

awhile about his ources of domestic sadnes ,
he sent one of the b
to get a v lume f
Hood's p em . It wa. brought co him and he
read to me everal of chose ad pacheri pie es
- I suppo e because the were accurate pic
ture f hi, wn experience and feelings ....
"As fc r p or Mrs. Lincoln I have for everal
years past con idered her demented."
I expl re thi story further in an article
appearing in an upcoming i ue f .rl111crica11
Hcrira.'<c, '"A F untain f Mi ery, f a Quality
Ab olutel Infernal' : T he Marr iage of
Abraham Lin oln and Mary Todd."
The burden of being "Honest Abe"
T hi summer, in the icola papers at the
Library of ongres and the ic lay-Hay col
lect1on , t the Illinoi tate Historical Library in
pringfield, I encountered many more interview
i olay held with cabinet member ,
enacor., congre men and other who dealt
w ith the pre idem dur ing the ivil War.
Modern scholars scarcely ha e used the e
paper .
A handful of them are pre er ed in an
idio ncratic shorthand chat wa , mercifull ,
readable by an expert I met in Washington.
ne pa age he translated e pecially intrigued
me. I uring an inter iew , ith a Penn ylvania
politico, icola recorded a des ription of this
man' visit co Lincoln in Springfield to urge
the app inm1ent of imon ameron, a major
player in the Republican Party in the Ke tone
rate, to a cabinet po c. The do ument
recounts in longhand hm Lincoln resi. ted chi
pre ure, then , itche into .h rthand ju t a.
the pre ident-elect i about co utter his true
feelings.
When the h rthand expert em me the
tran riptions, I t re open the envel pe and
eagerl
ought Lincoln' w rd about
ameron. Here the are: "All thr ugh the
campaign my fr iend have been calling me
'Hone t Id Abe,' and I have been elected
mainly on that cry. W hat will be thought nm
if the fir t thing I do is co appoint ., who e
very name stinks in the nostrils of the people
for hi corruption?"
ameron eventually became secretary of
war, a job he botched.
At 13r " n I al. o di covered . eri u inade
quacies in the publi hed er i n f John Hay'
diary, perhap the single 1110 t important ource
of information about incoln during the ivil
War a.ide from the pre ident's own , ritings.
The original manu cripc at Bro, n c ntains a
fair amount of material omitted b the editor,
who also tran cribed omc pas age. inaccurate
ly and annotated Ha 's entrie kimpily and at
times erroneou. l

For example, on Ma 6, 186 l, Hay wrote the
following diary entry, omitted in the publi hed ver
sion: "I told him I the pre identl of a truculent
letter written by a tate enator of Kentucky
prote ting again t the occupation of airo I lllinoisl
by Federal tr op . He directed an an , er and I
, rote as follo" : 'The Pre ident has the honor to
ackno, ledge the receipt of your communication of
the 26th ultlimol prote ting again t the tationing
of United tate troop at airo. The President
direcc me to ay that the view
ably tated by
you hall have due consideration, and to assure you
that he would never have ordered the movement of
troop complained of, had he known that a1ro
was in your cnatorial di tri t."'
airo i the outhernmo t cm n 111 lllinoi (not
Kentucky, hence the area tic re pon e), and
Lincoln ordered the reinforcements as a precaution
hordy after the ivil War began.

Piecing history together
The more I del e into Lincoln' life, the more
amazed I am at how hi torian have neglected
obviou ource uch a daily ne, paper . cveral
cholars have " ritten about i ii War military cor
re pondents, and a prize-, inning tudy of pre
coverage of ongre s appeared recently, but no one
ha° y tematically examined pres co erage of
Lincoln him elf.
Moreover, in addition to their publi hed di patehe , corre pondents al.o " rote private letter to
their editor brimming with confidential informa
tion about Lincoln.
Lincoln' third ecretary, William . toddard, I
found to my urpri e. , rote 13 long letters to an
obscure e, York newspaper in 1 6 de cribing
life in ide the White House during the ivil War.
In hi econd term Lincoln wa planning to
replace Nicolay and Hay , ith a young journalist
named oah l3rook . , hom the pre ident aw
almo t daily from late 1862 until hi death t\: o and
a half years later. l3rooks wrote more than 200 dis
patche to the acra111r11tc> Daily 11io11, many of
chem about Lincoln.
From 1860 to 1865, icolay and Hay poradicall kept memoranda of con ersation Lincoln
held , ith variou caller . And there are several oth
er revealing items b Hay - including a lecture on
Lincoln, an obituary for ad Lincoln and
p. eudonymou letter to the Prcwide11ce Jo11mal
about Lincoln in the campaign of 1860 that schol
ar<. have overlooked.
In the unpublished lecture, Hay de cribe. a con
versation between Lincoln and hi White House
predece sor, Jame Buchanan. on Inauguration
Day, 1861: "The c urteou
Id gt·ntleman
ll3uchananl took the new Pre ident a ide for ome
parting word\ into the mer where I was standing
jin the Prl' ident' R.oom of the apitoll. I , aited
with boyish , onder and credulity to hear , hat

momentou coun els were to come from that
gray and weather-beaten head. Every word
mu t have i value at uch an in cant. The ex
President aid: 'I think you will find the ,vater
of the right-hand well at the White Hou e bet
ter than that at the left,' and went on with
many intimate detail of the kitchen' and
pantry. Lincoln Ii tened , ith that weary, intro
verted look of hi , n t an wering, and the next
da , when I recalled the conver ation, admitted
he hadn't heard a word of it."

The search continues
everal other ongoing projects providing new
data on Lincoln are worthy of note. I on E.
Fehrenbacher of tanford University i compil
ing and editing all of Lincoln' purported
utterance . When publi hed, Fehrenbacher'
annotated ver ion of The Recollected Words ef
Abraham U11co/11 , iU pr ve an invaluable ource
for. tudents of Lincoln' life and time .
Doug! L. Wit on and Rodney . Davis of
Knox ollege , ill on relea e two fat vol
ume containing reminiscence of Lincoln
gathered by hi law partner, William H.
Herndon, in the year immediately after the
a a ination. Thi underutilized cornucopia, in
a carefull edited version, " ill revolutionize
cholarly iew of Lincoln' pre-pre idential
year . For rea on unclear to me, hi torian
have treated the Herndon interview , available
at the Library of ongre fi r the pa t half
century, a if they were high-level nuclear
wa te. The Wit on-Davi project , ill finally
help e cablish this oral hi tory collection a a
major source for understanding the force that
haped Linc In.
Gabor . Boritt f etty burg ollege i
devising a computer program to help identify
item , ritten but not igned by Lincoln. It
will compare canonical Lincoln writings with
d cuments that Lincoln may have compo ed
and will likely uncover core of p eudon mou
and
anonymou
new paper
contribution by Lincoln in the lllinois pre .
l3y plo\: ing thr ugh several year of the
pri11g{,eld Jmmial, I have dete ted many uch
piece that eem u piciously Linc lnian. In
addition, Boritt' computer program will
doubtle help identify piece in Tl,e _[ficial
Rrcords of 1/re I Vt,r of 1/re Rebellio11 signed by
cabinet members and generals but actually
, ritten b the pre ident.
nver cly, I am
aim t certain it will dem n crate that Lincoln
did not , rite the fumed letter f condolence
to the , id , Bixby, , ho lo t five ons during
the ivil War.
From all chi new informati n we can look
forward to a richer, fuller under tanding of our
grcate t pre idcnt. •
ConnectlcutCollege,\/n,�a:111r

Keeping up
with the
prolific
Mr. Lincoln
Michael Burlingame,
a member of the
Connecticut College
history department
for 24 years, ls an
ambitious man.
"With so much new
material coming
to light, there is a
need for a modem
cradle-to-grave,
multi-volume
biography of Lincoln.
No such study has
appeared since Carl
Sandburg's day," he
says. Burlingame
aspires to write such
a work, but not
before cranking out
a few other projects.
He currently is
editing the Nicolay
interviews in the form
of a book to be called
Lincoln Recollected,

a new edition of
Hay's diary and
a collection of
correspondence by
journalists he will
title Lincoln Meets
the Press. Look for
his The Inner World
of Abraham Lincoln

later this year.
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EDUCATIONAL
PreCOGNITION
In the writing of Gertrude aye '2 5, Alice
Johnson finds remarkable foresight.
ME NE WERE T

•

WEAVE A TAPE TRY DEPI TING

hi tory of Connecticut Coll g , one bright, golden
thr ad would cro its entire 1 ngth. That thr ad would b l ong
t o G rtrud Noy . Through heer g o od fortun - or
perhap fat - he wa b orn in N w London and ith r ha
witne ed or had an active rol 1n haping very important
ev nt in th hi tory of th colleg
"A a child I attended the opening day [at
the college]," oye wrote, "and I remember a
muddy, bare tretch of land with three buildings
poi ed incongruou ly on it, and a brave fla caff.
There wa a olemn proce sion of black-robed
men and , omen through the mud and much
peech-making, but animating it all wa a en e
f adventure, of hi h things beginning."
ot too many year later, ertrude was
graduated \ ith high honor from chi young
college; moved on to Yale to earn a ma ter'
degree and a Ph.I in English; and, after a hort
tint at the University of lllinoi , returned to her
alma mater. Here he gave 40 year of dedicated
ervice a profe . or, dean and coun elor to
tudents to faculty and to staff.
ver the year and right up to chi very
pring, Gertrude ha given many peeche and
, rinen many article , all of which in one way
or another reveal , hat i happening at the
college, , hat ne, ideas are affecting the
curriculum and what change hould be
anticipated in relation to what was i going on
beyond the confine of the campu . In fact, a
careful reading of her public tatemen over the
year demon trace a remarkable quality of
fore ight.
Gertrude anticipated, well in advance, every

BY AL

ICE

major hift and new development in the
realm of higher education. And he quick!
enlightened the onnecticut ollege
community , ith her remarkabl a cute
analy i of what, at the moment, appeared to
be an in ignificant bump on the educational
horizon. Becau e of chi pre cience the
onnecticut ollege community wa kept
up to date - forewarned and forearmed to
meet the challenge of the future.
hortly after World War II, in 1946, fc r
example, he wrote an e ay entitled "The
Proper tudy of Mankind i Man.' In chi
ummary of current educational activity he
wrote, "We laborer in the education
vineyard are challenged, ometime indeed
taggered, b the in i tent crie of the
ne\ paper , the learned journal , and the
marketplace for more and better education.
ever ha the demand been o univer al, nor
the public so critical of the educational
product."
For ertrude, in the po t World War II
period, after the advent of the atomic bomb
" hen many feared for the urvival of the
human race, ertrude in i ted that mankind
mu t now trive to achieve bener and more
rewarding goal . As he aid, "In short, the
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atomic bomb having demon crated the
keenne of the human mind in destruction,
the world now demands an equally keen
performance in con truction.' In a time of
such profound unre t and fear in the United
tates it was imperative to adhere to the
tenets of a value-oriented liberal arts program
in order to avoid getting lo t in the "heated
debate on technique and machinery."
Even before the advent of the GI Bill,
Gertrude was aware that liberal art college
hould offer returning ervice men and
women "the be t education which they are
capable of receiving ... [but] we must not ...
de ert the perennial ideal of excellence,
which has alway been the trust of the
educational fortre , or do ociery a tragic
disservice .... We must develop not only
intelligent citizen but wi e and beneficent
leader , ome of whom will come from the
rank of ervice men [and women] and
others from the civilians. For those
individual , education mu t be deepened,
inten ified, and enriched, and tandards must
be higher than ever before, as upon the e ...
individuals will fall the crucial tasks in
haping the new world order - and for all
our sake they must not fail."
1 n order to achieve success in the years
ahead, it wa nece ary, according to
Gertrude, for everyone to be "more av.are of
the re pon ibilitie of education and more
critical of ics produces than ever before." Her
recommendation to the college wa to make
"wi e adaptation " but never "jetti on
methods which have proved their permanent
value.' But, she warned, one must bear in
mind that new idea hould alway be
allowed "a fair chance to demon trate their
merics al o."
X,.,__E, AS IN MANY THER PUBLIC
statements, Gertrude associated the
importance of curriculum reform a a good
way to ch Henge college teacher and keep
the nidencs on their toe . Years before
international studies became popular,
enrude urged tudencs and faculty alike to
increase tudies 'on the international level "
becau e a clear under tanding of ocher
countries and other cu]n1res has become
"e entiaJ" if we a a nation are to achieve
' world cooperation" and eliminate the fear
that now accompanie our scientific death
dealing capability. Ultimately, through such a
broadened curr iculum Gertrude envi ioned
an enriching of our national culture ...
[which will lead) to international
under tanding."
Before she became dean of the college, Gertrude was
dean of freshmen for 13 years.

During what came to be labeled the " ilent
Generation " of the '5 and during the height
of the old War Gertrude trove mightil to
convey the importance for the educated , oman
to become involved in a profe ional career
which, "in the pre enc American mode," can
nm be combined , ith marriage and the rai ing
of a family. he pointed out, in a typical addre
to the college community, that in the oviet
Union women were making an imp rtant
contribution to their ociety. As a matter of fact
"able Russian women are educated in a high
proportion a their men and are fi-eel admitted
to the profe ion ."
Here Gertrude provided carding tao oc to
demon crate how far ahead Ru ian women
were in terms of gajning entrance to uch
eemingly "male " trongholds a engineering,
law and medicine. he indicated that, "In our
American economy in the year ahead there , ill
be an increa ing demand for profe ional people,
... and chi demand cannot be met unle many
more women qualify for the profe ion ." Then,
speaking directly to the tudents, he urged
them to intere t themselve " ...not onl in our
immediate future but in longer term planning."
Within a few years of ertrude'
inspirati nal call to undergraduate , young
, omen at onnecticut allege and elsewhere
began to torm the barricade for admi ion to
all kinds of pecialized graduate hool
program .
During the decade of the 6
ertrude
continued to give many challenging peeche to
the tudent and to write many article for the
alumni to explajn what was happening here and
in college aero the country in the wake of
unprecedented tudent political and ocial
activity.
Writing in May 1963 on "The Mobility of
the Pre enc allege Generation," he de cribed
the many change occurring in the academic
world, where "only a hort time ago college wa
a tately and ordered proce ion through four
year ." In fact he aid, in order to bring all
concerned alumni up to date, "The picture has
changed almo t beyond recognition ... [and] i
forcing a rethinking of our aim and methods,
but which i evidence of new life and
purpo efulne in our tudents. Mobility ha
replaced orderliness, and individual initiative and
drive have replaced humility and conformity."
�URI

, TH

E WILD, EX ITI G YEAR

when ruden fir t began to roam the world
here and abroad a cholar , a political activi ts
or as enler on a di tam kibbutz, ertrude
made ure to keep in touch by letter t remind
them that the college upp reed them in their
ptimi tic venture to impr ve the tate of the
world.
In defen e of the mobility and the activism

Gertrude strove mlghllly to encourage women to step out of traditional career roles
and gain entrance to male strongholds like engineering, law and medicine.

of that college generation, Gertrude rep reed
"that college are no, ... at the center of the
world ituati n. Political, religiou , ocial
i sue are m, teer of ncern and debate;
student fi-0111 other college near and far
bring their point of iew to the campus,
, hile ur tudent go abroad a thoughtful
and , rriculate ambas ador . o in tituti n f
campu life or of national life mi e their
keen apprai al and their comtant attempts at
reform . It i a privilege and a challenge to
w rk with the e alert young people who ,vill
ha e ... much to offer in genero�ity,
intelligence, and heer competence t their
a so iate and to ociety a few year ahead."
peaking at the Reunion Banquet in the
pring of 1968, ertrude concentrated n
what alumni alway wanted to hear, �in e
they "ah ay demand progre but ... want
a urance that the basic qualitie the valued
in their alma mater are enduring." In her
u ual mode t manner, he in i ted that "I d
n t pre ume to offer any an wer ; I peak
merel a another ob erver wh happen t
have a grandstand eat on this hilltop."
Ha ing made her di claimer , he
pr eeded t deliver an ou� tanding
ConnectlcutCollege,\ la�a� ""'
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TliE ONCE AND FUTURE DEANS: In Man:h of 1969, Allee Johnson surprised her soon-to-be-retired colleague with a cash gift from Fanning Hali co-workers to pur·
chase new academic garb. In characteristic style, Gertrude accepted the money gratefully, then found a good deal on a robe and donated the remaining sum to help
a senior buy books for grad school.
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MANY OF WH M
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di�serration on 'the ch:rnging r le" ofhigher
education in a 1110 t challenging time in the
hi tory fthe United tares. In order for earlier
graduate t under rand how the c liege
happened to be in ol ed in "such a
phen menal number ofchanges," she pointed
ut " ...that rhe c liege i caught in the midst of
a n, ti nal trauma, for within the la t IO car
our country ha undergone a series of
happening; , hicl1 have undermined ur elf
confiden e and brought u face to face , ith
formidable problem previou I
unacknowledged. The e happening; have been
p litical. ocial, and mili�ry."

HAVE DE VELOPED
A GE UINELY
INTER.NATIONAL
P INT

F VIEW."

7,,,E A XIETIES .AU El UY THE

LI) WAR.

particularly , hen the viets enc up a "man
made mete r" - the putnik - re ulted in a
"stern examination ofour , hole educati nal
rem." At the same time was "al heard a call
fc r great . ial refc rm" ar und the world as
well a at home. A ne, concern with civil
riglm led to nidenr a ti icy 11 , II fron ,
rth
and uth, with dedicated black and white
youth uniting together in a de ire to create a
.J,11111<1r)' frlmwr)' /99.1

ne, society in which big try might be
forever aboli hed. These oung activi ts
turned " ...again t their college and called
them ghett , dream-world , , rids of
'mere' theor and inactivity."' The e rudents
" corned the c ncept ofc liege as
preparation and demanded immediate
involvement in cial acti n; participation
h uld go parallel to education, ... for it i
participation which gi e relevance to
education."
Along with these p litical and ocial
i ue • "ha been the agony ofthe Vietnam
war. . .." ociety on ne level ha preached
"peace and arbitration" and urged "young
people ofdifferent countrie to tudy
together, t lt'arn each other s language and
see their countries: and they have learned
chi lesson." A a consequence, Gertrude
in i ted, "We have reared a generati n, many
f, hom que ti n the morality ofan , r
and many of, h 111 ha e devel ped a
genuinely internati nal point ofview."
W hile, he continued, "this is a rime f
great threat to edu ari n,'' it i al o a time of
"unparalleled opportunity if we know hO\

c deal , ich it." In these critical times, ir is
e senrial chat " n1dents and faculty ... recog111ze
and respect each ocher' r le. and , ork as
allie....." ne mu. c remember rhat "rhe
University wa there before the ocial situation
aro e, and it , ill be there after the current cri i
i pm; it will provide the wi d 111 t judge the
.iruaci n, and it , ill watch the cene be ome
another page of history. The University is the
judge; the recorder; it ha a r le utside of time
a well a in time."

LU. 10 ,

ERTRUDE E l'RES'>ED TlIE

"h pe that we can play well our r le in chi
drama f ciecy and the Univer icy f Fa ulty
and rudencs, o chat we can turn the ability and
came me of our cudent t the highest
educational attainment and help them co
become wise citizen and effecave leader ."
In the year chat have followed her
"retirement " in 1969, it i clear char he has
never reall retired for he continue t ha e her
finger on the pul e of the college. Writing
about "50 Year of Plan . h ck and
alamities " in I 79 ertrude aid, "A ollege
ur i es only by it en icivity co changes 111 rhe
social climate and by the wisdom with which it
adju t , ichout compromi ing it ba ic tands.
Within chis framework it can retain its own
ideals, its high standards, its interest 111 students,
and its 111 . teriou indefinable identity.
onneccicut ha., I believe, ace mpli hed chi
feat; it ha maintained its riginal c 111111im1ent,
while keeping pace with the world and thereby
c ntinuing t attract the kind of scudenc.s and
faculty wh will protect and pre,cn·e it\ value.."
T hat faith and that ptimi 111 were al
app,trenr in her book A History ,!f C()l111CC1ic11t
olle.l!c which wa published in 1982. l lcr
positi e vie, point can be St't'n, for example, in
her defense of the deci i n f the liege co
become coeducational. net' it could bt'
"pr ed that , omen c uld su ceed in
pr fes i nal our. e and caret'rs ... l<11d I wht'n
these claim were granted and young men and
womt'n had bt'comt' accuscomed co working
t gether in ther area , there no longer t't'med
any nt'ed fc r egregation." In reality, ratht'r than
constitute a "dmial of the original purpme of
the ,ollege" it turn out to ha e bt't'l1 "a
fulfillment."
A rt'centl a. the spring rt'uni n f 1992,
Gertrude , a once more called upon to bring
some f the returning graduatt's up co datt' on
the recent hi cor of the c liege. Truly her
relaci n hip , ith
nneccicuc
liege over the
years has been and c ntinues co be fortuitous.
Admired b all, he was a ource of comfc rt to
her ecretarie , a role model co her dean., a
re. pecccd leader co the faculty, t' pecially young
Turk, but mo t of all she , a. beloved by the
cudencs, man of , horn have rem,1ined in

Following her "retirement" In 1969, Gertrude continued to make use of her "grandstand seat
on this hilltop" by organizing the college archives.

touch , irh her years after they , ere
graduated.
In that developing tape tr knm 11 a the
hist ry f onne ti ut ollege, the bright
golden thread chat s mbolize her
contribution will continue to shine brightl .
Teacher, scholar, friend and confidante,
Gertrude
yes c n i. cently remain ahead
of the oft-changing times in the academic
maclstr m. •

'THE UNtVER. ITY
I THEJUD E;
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IT HA AR! LE
UT IDE OF TIME
A WELL A

liccjo/111s011 is dc,111 c111crit11s ,f the colle.1/c n11d
pri!fmor Cllll'rit11s ,f E11,l/lis/1.
All quoc,1ciom taken from the
olh;l/c rll1111111i ·c111s.
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alumni , ho are v ork.ing in en ironmenta1 fields what
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the thought were the m t critical problem affe ting
the Earth and what they or th ir orgaruzati n v ere
doing co help. We al o a ked them t tell u what you
can do. Tc gether, the repiie form an exceptional and
di er e rec rd

.

f alumni achievement, but the al o

demon crate a major hift in po ition for
en ir nmental i ue , , hicl1 have come
out of the backv ater

and i nt o the

:

main cream of our national con ciou ne .
Not o long ago, like th

�:.-�

�_; ;.�. T�is is the �rst in a ser�� :.•�:
of feature articles abouf'?"�
. . - ·inlluentral alumni. · �..:
The March/ April is�ui.wiH
profileJhree "superwomen ;,1• ·t• ·
�- the arts-:· ;,�

proverbial

.,

voice in the wilder ne , our "g reen

J

..t

alumni ' v ere notable but fe, and far between. Now that many
of them have obtained ad anced degree in

n ironmental

tudie (or environmental la, , en ir nmental engineer ing,
fore try and the Ii t goe on), they join the ranks of many ther
who are helping to . hape a complex international agend for
(m111i1111ed 011 pa�e 32)

EDITED BY LISR BROWNELL & MRAY FRAARA
Jm11wryI Frlm111ry 199]

�avis '88 in cenlral Switzerland
(Swiss Ajps in back) dunng Walson
Fellowsllill,

-.
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The fa t th
not believe theq ar
the natura sq tern
Earth puts our spec"es an
all others in jeop rd�...
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"We cannot expect
industrij to shoulder
the burden alone: this
is a time when the
responsibilitij is
going to fall on all
of us."

NELLIE BEETHAM STARK '56 ( M.A., Ph.D., ecology,
Duke University), professor of forest ecology, School
of Forestry, University of Montana, since 1972.
Research interests: tropical rain forests of South
and Central America, nutrient recycling in tropical
and temperate forests, research on Eucalyptus and
radiata pine in Australia
P pulation growth n a global cale i our
ingle greate t environmental problem because it
fires the demand for more goods, timulating
the accelerated decline of natural renewable and
nonrenewable re ource . We mu t learn how to
utilize natural re ource in way that pre erve the
rate and direction of natural proce e . We need
to carefully define the capacity of the land,
ba ed on oil capabilitie , and then learn to live,
" ith population control, harmoniou ly with our
environments.
I have ju t , ritten a book on a new branch of
ecology known a " urechol gy," or the ecology
of urvival. It's a field I've developed as a re ult
of life-long tudie of animal and human
behavi r. ompari on of wild animal and
human behavior hO\ that the more ucce ful
wild animal pecie are adapted to their
environmen and produce little lasting damage
to the eco y cem upon which they depend.
From the e studie come the principle f
urvival, and from the e principle , the IO law
of human urvival.
Read <111d ,l!et 1/ref11as abo111
e11viro11111e111<1/ problc//ls, 1/re11 p11Ss
these 011 to others <1cwm1cly <111d
1111'1/10111 bias. • Lean, to 1/1i11k fo11,l!1er//1. 1i10 11111c/1 c!f /111111<111 <1C1ivit y is .�ovemed b y
s/ror1-1er,11, s/rort-s(l!/rted 1/ri11ki111! 1/ra1 has eco110//lics
11s its basis. J,,lt 11eed to leam the pri11ciples 1?{ s11n1ival
m,d appl y 1/re/11 10 011r everyda y lives.

e•

Nellie Beetham Stark '56

Ja1111ary IFebniary 1993

LOUISE DURFEE '52 (J.D. Yale Law School ),
director, Rhode Island Department of
Environmental Management. Former president,
and founder, "Save the Bay"
It i very difficult co choo e ne out of o
many critical i sue affecting our
environment today, but I chink that in the
northeast corr idor, clea11 air i of major
importance. The high ozone level of the air
adver ely affects u all. The lean Air Act
Amendments of 199 et ome very pecifi
goal for tate in the northea t corridor to
reduce pollutants in the air. W hat we are
finding in Rhode I land is that we cannot
meet the e tandards unle " e reduce the
polluting emi ion fr 111 our car and truck .
We cannot expect indu try to boulder the
burden alone; chi i a time when the
re pon ibility i going to fall on all of us.
We expect that before long we will be
purcha ing low-emis ion vehicle and
requiring trengthened in pection and
maintenance.
• TI,e ///OSI i//lpo,111111 1/ri11,I! 1/rat
the <1ver<1J?l' citize11 c<111 do is be
aware that we i11/rabi1 1/ris p/<111et
,,ery briefly <111d to be co11scio11s
that the <1C1io11 111e take, s/ror1-ra11ge <111d /011.�
ra11,l!e, c<111 //lake per,11<111e111 c/11111,l!es i11 1/,e
co1111111111it)' i11 111/,ic/1 111e live. !f we try to b11ild a
home i11 <1 we1/a11d, <111d s11ccccd i11 doi11g so, 11'£'
/rave 11dversely 111,d pem1<111e111/ y i//lpaaed 1/re
/1<1bi1a1for 111ildl(fe. It //le<111s bei11,I! e11er.rff <fficic111
i11 011r ho/lies <111d p11rc/1<1si1t� .�oods 111it/1 less
p<1cf.:<1,1!i11,I! to create less 11,rute.
DAVID R. FOSTER '77 ( M.S., Ph.D., ecology,
University of Minnesota), director, Harvard
Forest, Harvard University, senior lecturer in
biology, Harvard University, editorial board
member, Journal of Ecology, member, Science
Advisory Committee, Mass. Audubon Society
The global increa e in population i the
driving force behind all ocher environmental
concern including defore cation, pecics lo
and am,o pheric pollution. The mo t
important manife cation of human acti icy
are the direct and indirect di n1rbance t
natural eco y tem . The e range from the
local lo of habitat due to wetland
development and forest cutting to the gl bal
change in atmo pheric conditions re. ulting
from the cumulative impact of many local
proce e .
At the Harvard Fore t, our focu i
re earch, education and demonstration of
ecological proce e in fore ted ec y terns.
ur major empha i i to under cand the
difference in long-term change in fore. ts
re ulting from natural proces e in contrast
with tho e re ulting from human a tivity. We
utilize information chat ha been collected in
central cw ngland and ocher parts of the

w rid ince the early 1900s by ienti at the
Harvard Forest. urrenc tudie in lude t\vo
effor in the L ng-Term Ecological R.e earch
program funded b the ational cience
Foundation, in a rr pica! (the Luquillo
Experimental F re c in Puerto R.ico) and
temperate ite (Harvard Fore t). In bocl1 area ,
we are tud ing the impa t chat human land use
ha exerted n the fore t o er the pa c t\v
centurie . This information i being u ed t
under rand modern defore tarion and fore t
fragmentation in temperate and tropical region
and i being c mpared co the impact of major
natural disturbances, particular! hurricane
winds. The tudie in ew England al o are u ed
as ba eline information fc r under randing fore t
re ponse co atmospheric pollution, including
ozone, increa ed carbon dioxide and acid rain.
• E111pl1<1si.::-C' co11scn1a1icm a11d rcry
f
di,(I! <! all rcs,11,rccs t1I ho111c, a, work
a11d i11 the c,1111111111,ity. • Prc111wu·
c1111iro11111mtal a111are11ess tlm>,(l!h
rnrrcsp,111de11ce with politicim,s a11d support ,!f
apprc>pria1e ,1rxm1i.1:atious. • E,mmra..l!e arade111ic
iustitutio11s likC' 01111ectiwt c>lll',_1/l' to c111p/c>y
dy11a111ic a11d charis111atic c111,irc111111mtalists like Dick
ood111i11 a11d Bill 'icri11,I!, 71,is is 011e key rn the
_f,11ure.

LINDA J. LEAR '62 (M.A., history, Columbia, Ph.D.,
George Washington University ), professor of
Environmental History, George Washington
University; trustee, Rachel Carson Council. Research
interests Include natural resource policy

I con ider America' uncritical acceptance of
technology and recour e to cientific olution
one of the 1110 t critical atticudjnal problem . A
long a " e accept new cechnol gies, i.e., from
pesticide co coaster , without regard t their
consequences or their recyclabilicy, we dig our
own grave. We of the po t\-var generation were
caught chat cience/techn I gy could alway "fix
ic." le' an attitude that make u arrogant to\: ard
nature, and it' de tined t fail.
I tea h American en ironmental history c
help our oung people under tand hO\
American came to their vie, f exploitation f
the natural world and to a k ne\ que tions f
the culture of plenty.
• Be critical of the tccl111olo.l/ical 'Jix."
• Develop a11 a11itudc '?f
i11terrelatio11ship with the 11atural IIIQr/d.
• ale dou,11 e11crythi11.11.

SCOTT R. VOKEY '77, attorney, environmental law,
Preston, Thorgrimson, Shidler, Gates & Ellis, Seattle,
Washington

I eve! ping the proper incentive (probabl
economic) co change behavior
that we
con erve re urce and reduce p Uution i a
critical i ue. Without the e incentive , pollution
and re ource waste , ill continue without
ignificant improvement.

j IC��M:�lf:!::::11!:D'�
My la, firm repre ems a broad array f
pri ate and publi entine that, re responsibly �
managing their environmental problem and
w rking toward p llution prevention and
re ource management. We are doing pro bt1110
, ork for on ervation rganizaci ns. Al. ,
last year, I handled me of the largest air
credit trade. in the United cates.
• Recycle, red11rc hc1111c waste 1111d
reduce co11s11111ptio11 cf elcaricity a11d
111lllcr. • Joi11 a11d bcro111i• aai11 e
i11 a co11scn,c111cy <>(1!<111i::a1io11 that
111cets your i11terests. (11ardl'llill,I/, trails, 11 1ctlm1ds
pro1mio11).

i

JANE A. DIFLEY '71 (M.A., forestry, University of
Massachsetts). northern regional manager for
the American Forest Council, oversees AFC
programs in 18 states, president-elect of the
19,000-member Society of American Foresters, a
national organization of professional foresters

The arch' environment is bountiful, but it
can only upp rt a finite number f pe pie.
P pulation c ntrol i an i ue n ne wants
to t uch - it conjure up aborci n, religi u
ertone and o n. We mu t change o iecy
worldwide o that , omen are alued for
many rea ons, not ju t motherho d.
Educati n of w men is the ke .
M organizati n i. n t direct! in ol ed
, ith populati n. We do have programs to
encourage forest management and an
environmental edu ation program, Project
Learning Tree.
• Limit tl1e 1111111/,er of cl,ildre 11 )'OIi
l,m,e rn "rcplace111e11t."
• Learn abo11t e111 1in111111c11tal
iss11es - 1hcy art· too complex.for
k11ec�jerk reactio11s or sl,111a11s.

MARJORIE HOLLAND '69 (M.A. in ecology, Smith
College; Ph.D. in botany, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst) adjunct associate
professor of biology, George Mason University,
and director, Public Affairs Office, The Ecological
Society of America

There i a lack of general under tanding
about the link between econ mic "health"
and en ironmencal "health."
he Public Affair
ffice of the c logical
ciccy of America serve as a liai n
between e I gi ts and decision-maker pr iding acces to cientific informati n n
environmencal/e ol gical i . ue· of rcgi nal.
nati nal and international importance. In
1991, the ociety published ' he u tainable
Bio phere lnitiati e: An cological R.e earcl1
Agenda." The initiati e, taffcd by three full
time pe pie, focu�e n the r le f ecol gical
cience in the , i e management of arch'
resource and the maintenance of its life
upport sy tem .
• 011scr11c water aro1111d the home.

ConnectlcutCollege.lfo.�11.:i111•

"As long as we
accept new
technologies. i.e..
from pesticides to
toasters. without
regard to their
conseQuences or
their rec�clabilit�.
we dig our own
grave."

• Heigl,ten a111areness ef
e1111iron111ental issues a111ongfa111ily,
friends and colleagues.
• Recycle newspapers, glass,
a/11111i11111n and plastic.

GREGG HARTVIGSEN '84 (M.A. zoology, Ph.D.
candidate in biology, Syracuse University, Biological
Research Labs)

"Arduous. unpopular
and unglamorous
work must be done
at home since 80
percent of the
Earth's resources
are consumed b�
an elite 20 percent
of the Earth's
population...

We seem all too willing to degrade the human
habitat, b th local and regional environments as
well a the global bio phere. The combination
of pollutants - from.the ever-expanding
garbage heap to the oz ne-depleting
chlorofluorocarbon and greenhou e ga e
threaten the habitat on which we depend for
survival and, ultimately the existence of our
pecie .
As an ecologi t I tudy the competitive
interaction between plant pecies and how
the e interactions are affected by the animal
that depend on them for urvival. For my
d ctoral di ertation, I'm u ing gra e from the
erengeti in Africa to te t the importance of
th e interaction .
f

e•

It's i111porta111 to ask 011rse/11es, "I
everyone 011 tl,e planet acted as I do,
wo11/d the Earth be n better place?"
Keep i11 mind tl,nt enc/1 p11rcl,ase //,at
11,e 111ake and eacl, action II e take is a vote for 1/,e 11sc
<?f 011r la11d and resources. Co11siderfollo111ing a
ve.(?etarian diet because tl,e prod11ction ef 111eat protein
req11iresfar 111ore land than tl,e production of vegerable
pro rein. J,,14! c011 p11rc/1nse cars 1/,01 get 50 miles lo tl,e
ga/1011. 11d 111e cn11 try i1ifl11e11ci11_'< 011r representatives
in .'<over11111e111. Call tl,e Wl,ite House opi11io11 li11e
(202) 456- I I I 1.

MARGARETT JONES PHILBRICK '85 (botany and
ecology), director, Denison-Pequotsepos Nature
Center, Mystic, Conn.
I believe the number of human on the Earth i
the mo t critical issue affecting the environment,
e pecially ince it' a ubject which continue to
be con picuou ly avoided. Not only are we
u ing up nonrenewable re ources, we're
� overheating the Earth in the proce s. ign of
� over-u e by human are everywhere, from the
de erts of Africa to the tropical rain fore ts of
outh America to the great parks of our
American We t.
At the Deni on-Pequot epo Nature enter,
we feel that the more one know abollt the
environment, the more one can act responsibly.
The nature center offer a variety of natural
hi tory classes and "hands-on" nature activitie
and field trip . We want both children and
adults to understand how interconnected we are
with nature and h w the little things we do or
don't do can have an impact. ur mis 10n i to
in pire and nurture appreciation of the natural
world and fo rer a personal environmental ethic.

Ja,iuary I February 1993
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Havefe111er childre11.

• Ride a bicycle to scl,ool or work.
• Read arah Clark's book,
Fight Global Warming - 29
Things You an Do andfol/0111 her advice.

LEE DAVIS '88, graphic designer, CARE, the
international relief organization
In the 20 years since the fir t U.N.
conference on the environment in
tockholm, it has become clear that i olated
"band-aid" attempts to protect our global
ecology will not be olution unle there is
a imultaneou tructural transformation of
the paradign1 that repeatedly causes the e
abuses. The U.N. onference on
Environment and Development held in Rio
de Janeiro last June had a its goal the
ynche i of the global reality that a
sustainable ecology and economy are
interdependent.
Education walk hand-in-hand with
po icive action and change; one without the
ocher is either futile, detrimental or both. I
have worked to educate my elf about the
complexity of che e i ue with
nongovernment organizations active in
promoting education for equitable and
ustainable ocietie . urrently, I am
collaborating on a program to introduce the
concepts of global interdependence in the
clas room.
Arduou , unpopular and unglamorous
work mu t be done at home ince 80
percent of the Earth's resources are
con urned by an elite 20 percent of the
Earth' population. We mu c transform our
per onal lifestyles and prioritie .
• Educate yourself about the
issues efglobal i11terdepe11de11ce.
• Follow tl,e '6 R's" Revn/11e, Restnic/11re,
Redistribute, Reduce, Reuse and Recycle

PEGGY RIFKIN LEHMANN '66 (M.A. in
education, Stanford University), director of
Denver Audubon Society's Urban Education
Project - a volunteer-based program that
enables inner-city children to discover and
investigate nature
We eem to have infinite reproduction on a
finite planet. ur project i trying co
introduce elementary-age children to the
environment in their neighborhoods.
Hopefully, valuing their immediate
environment will expand co a concern for
the Earth.
• Recycle, co1is11111e less and
support fa111ily pla1111ing.

•

JOAN PIERCE '73 (M.A. in public health, Boston
University), program manager, Aquifer Land
Acquisition Program, Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection
A huge number of tax d Ilars goe t support
organizations that prom te project that , ill
have deva eating envir nmencal and s ci, I
effect n indigenou people and eco terns in
underdeveloped area . Bu ine s and indu try are
the bigge t obsca le t mo t en ironmencal
pro ramming su h a recycling.
" nvironmental i ue " are supported b a fairly
narrQ\ socioec nomic group - upper
middle- la , white American .

e•

11pporr a11y /om/ pc>li1icia11s a11d
OIJ!a11i::::a1io11s 1/rar work to make yo11r
lo�ale better; fer 1/re111 k11()J11 yo11 are
aware <?f m,d appreciate 1/reir �[forts.
• Be a role 111odel. ,\lake oppart1111i1ies 10 cd11cme
c/rildre11 - /relp 1/re111 10 participate i11 crr11iro11111e111al
projecrs. Jake yo11r kids to t/re m11d Ca11yo11
i11s1cad ef Dis11ey I M1rld.

PENNY HOWELL HELLER '75, senior fisheries
biologist, State of Connecticut Department of
Environmental Protection
The fact that humans do not believe the are
part of the natural tem of the Earth puts
both our pecie and all thers in jeopard .
People feel that human concern and needs
have little or nothing to d , ith the needs f
the re t of the Earth. ur health i related to
the health of all pecie .
The
nnecticut Department of
nvironmental Protection is involved , ith
numerou. programs to protect the rate'
re ource . My work , ith the I P addres e the
impact that vari u human activities ha e on
the near-shore marine envir nment.
pecifically, m team colle ts data on whi h fi h
pecie u e harbors and rivers fc r nursery area .
We u e tho e data to a ses the impact f
sediment dredging, marine development,
ewage di charge and imilar acti ities on the e
marine communitie .

• Recycle as 1111,c/1 as possible.
• Red11ce 111as1efi1/ 11se of e11e,;{!y a11d

111<11crials, especially toxic m,d 11011de,(/mdable materials.
• Pro111CJ1e policies 1/rat facilitate 1/rese.first /Ill() steps
lomlly, 11a1io11ally a11d i111ema1io11ally.
GREGORY SILBER '78,(M.A. in marine sciences,
San Jose State University; Ph.D. in Biology,
University of California, Santa Cruz), assistant
scientific program director, Marine Mammal
Commission
The arch cannot upport u rained human
population growth at current le els and al o
pro ide quality f life and health for its
inhabitants. The demands created b human
population lead t man of our sub equent
environmental and energy problems. Human

e

impact i a c ntinu u and perva ive i sue in
the commission' efforn t c n erve and
protect marine mammal and
their habi� ts.

• Ed11cate c/1ildre11 re.(!ardi11,(/
prcs£watio11 of 1/re e1111iro11111e111.

FRANK KOHN M.A. '80 (B.S. In psychology,
Hobart College), wildlife biological technician,
Department of Zoological Research, National
Zoological Park
W hile en ironmental i. sues are high-profile
t pies, the public rill needs to be educated
about the interaction between the arch and
it inhabitant . Ir is a complex, yet delicate
balance. We all need to under tand hO\ ne
mall change in the y tem can affect
counties other parts fc r the h rt-term and
long-term future.
The ational Zoological Park prom tc
the concept of public educari n through
exhibition and attempts to pre enc nature as a
\ hole in the z o. W ithin the Department f
Z logic, I llesearch, , e attempt to
understand a few piece of the arch' puzzle.
We are stud ing , ay t breed narurallyccurring pecies, such as the green iguana,
in the rropi
that the ma be farmed and
u ed a. alternati e protein urce for the
inhabitants rather than clearing fore r land for
cattle. Through a onrrolled genetic
population management pr gram, , e are
working on the reintroduction f the Golden
Li n Tamarin, a mall, endangered pr imate.
to the Brazilian forests. Thi aim entail an
inten e educari n f the re idcnts of l3razil.

• 11ders1a11d 1/re fway 11a111re
i111emc1s 111i1/r itsel 011 a basic le,,c/.
• Ed11cme ot/rers, especially 011r
c/rildrcrr.

ConnecticutCollege.l/11�a:i11e

"Take ijour kids to
the Grand Canijon
instead of Disneij
World."

"In the absence
of informed
participation of the
citizenrq. commerce
wins out. This almost
never bodes well for
the natural world."

GLENN DREYER MA '83 (8.S. in general ecology,
University of California, Davis), Director,
Connecticut College Arboretum
Human population growth is our envir nment'
mo c ignificant concern ince all cher
environmental problen re. ult fi-om the needs
and de ires of human .
The Arboretum pr mote the con ervacion of
native pecie , biological diver iry and
pre er ation of open pace and al o educates
people about the natural world and hO\ , e can
manage our natural re ource in a uscainable
fa hion.
.
• Practice birtl, co111rol.
• 11pport orga11iz<11io11s 1!,a1 promote
birth co11trof world111fr/e.
• Ed11rn1e 1/,e Je111 cl,i/dre11 )'OIi do
/,ave to live more .11e111le, less co11s11111ptive lifest)'les.

MARK D. GERSHMAN '83 (M.S. in Field Naturalist
Program, University of Vermont), wetlands wildlife
coordinator, City of Boulder, Colorado
People have lo t ight of the power they hold.
ra root organization have an incredible
potential to dictate policy both for and again c
environmental value . In the ab ence of
informed participation of the citizenry,
commerce win out. Thi i short-term at best
and almo t never b de well for the natural
\ orld.
I am fortunate c work with a city
government that i taking the initiative co
pre erve and pr ce t native e o y tem and to
con erve natural feature in the urban landscape.
Boulder has o er 20,000 acre of cicy
o, ned open pace and i working on a
wetland protection program chat
include an ordinance mu h more
protective than existing federal
legi lation.
• E11jo)' the bea111y, diversit)'
a11d i111e,gril)' 11,/1ile it lasts

- a11d so thm it "'">'
e11d11re.

DAN TUCKER '75, seed investor,
consultant to Conservation Tourism Ltd,
San Jose, Costa Rica. Interests include
establishing private reserves of rain
forest lands and working with the Rain
Forest Aerial Tram project
The de truction of biological diver icy
i a critical i ue. M generation grew
up in an era chat promoted
commerciali 111; we plunged headfir c
into new market , expanded produce
line , urrounded ourselve , irh
creature comforts and gave little
thought co the con equence . For example, not
o long ago we encouraged Third World
countries to earn foreign exchange by raising
cattle for export. The practice nece itated the

j,11111aryIFebniary /993

wh le.ale de. tructi n f ariou fore t
habitat . R.ai ing America's favorite fruit, the
banana, involve clear-cutting land, and
pe cicide. cau ed terilicy in me banana
, orker in the 1970 . My w rk with the
Mini try of atural R.e ources in osta
R.ica ha been dire ted to, ard e cabli hing
private re erve of rainfore t. The aerial tram
project now underway will give "ecotouri cs" and o ta Ricans a unique treetops
excur ion over 1.7 km. f rainfore t canopy
with its pectacular diver icy. Al o, on 111
own, I have taken -W acre of Dry Forest
Land - an old cattle farm - and tarted
my 0\ n ref◄ re cation experiment, planting
c hew, mango, coconut, teak and many
ocher trees.
• Read 5 imple Things Yi u
an Do to ave the Earth. •

WHnT WE Do
Long before it was fashionable - since 1970, in
fact - Connecticut College has tried to be a model
of what small communities can do to reduce their
impact on the environment.
• The college prints its letterhead, weekly and
monthly events calendars, faculty/staff newspaper,
admissions publications and this magazine on
recycled paper that contains at least 10 percent post
consumer waste.
• All napkins and toilet paper used on campus are
made from recycled materials with a minimum
post-consumer waste content of 30 percent.
• Styrofoam cups are banned in the dining rooms;
plastic cups are made with recycled material and are
recycled again.
• In campus offices and classrooms, waste paper is
separated into two categories and recycled.
• Bottles and cans, cardboard, milk and juice
containers, batteries, oil and scrap metal also are
recycled.
• Garbage from dining rooms is sent to a local pig
farm.
• Campus kitchens use low-phosphate soap.
• Leaves are composted for use in flower beds and
with new plantings on campus.
• The healing plant uses low-sulfur oil and natural
gas. and the efficiency of heating equipment has
been greatly increased in recent years. Thermostats
are set at 68 degrees, winter; 78 degrees, summer.
• Environmental coordinators in every dorm and
administrative building make sure policies are
carried out.

Portfolio

Ret11r11i11g to J!Vildemess

Charles Moser '77 paints a v1s1on of
the American landscape
"O ur nation's problematic
relationship to the land has
been a source of inspiration to
artists for nearly two
centuries. The way I approach
landscape themes has evolved
over the years. As an
undergraduate at Connecticut
College, I became fascinated
with photo-realism and wrote
an honors thesis on the
subject during my senior year.
In retrospect, I think photorealism was a way for a
figurative artist to come out of
the closet while appearing to
be a process-oriented, post
minimalist conceptualist. By
1980, my interest in
photographic reality gave way
to an exploration of the
magical qualities of natural
light and the psychological
effect of monumentalizing a
few simple landscape
elements. Following a difficult
transition period in the mid
'80s, I began drawing from
specific sites. Paintings
became studio reconstructions
/{1>111111111'" '"' ,,,,�,· -10/

Waters of the Pine Plain, 1990,

oil on canvas, 28" x 20"

ConnecticutCollege.l J,1�,1:111.-
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Road Into a wood, 1982, charcoal on paper, 32" x 48"

"Previously recog11i ed as a
realist painter who exhibited a11
indebtedness to photo-realis111 as
well as to Edward Hopper,
Moser has literally been co111i11g
out of the 111oods into a 11e111
field of pai11terly endeavor. .. "
-Jc>h11 IV

c>ok, Ar Magazine

j,11111nry I Frbrunry
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Road and Field, 1982, oil on canvas, 66" x 78"

Study for "Road and Field," 1982, charcoal on paper, 18" x 21"

Connecticut College.\ l,(�t1::111r
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of these experiences.
Small in scale and gentle
in temperament, the
subject is always a
landscape which shows
evidence of a previous
human presence and is
now in the process of
returning to wilderness."
Charles Moser has had
solo exhibitions at the
David Findlay Galleries,
New York City; the New
Britain Museum of Art,
New Britain, Connecticut;
the Mattatuck Museum,

•

Waterbury, Connecticut;
and the Schmidt
Bingham Gallery, New
York City, and has shown
his work in dozens of
selected group
exhibitions from New
York to Florida. After
earning an M.F.A. from
Queens College, he was
a visiting artist at Yale
University's Seminars on
Religious Issues in
Contemporary Art; New
York University, Institute
of Fine Arts; and the Kent
Place School in NJ.

Hamlin Ridge, 1990, oil

on canvas, 28" x 20"
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Alumni Correspondents

Corrrsponde111:

Virginia Roe
20 Avery Ln.
Waterford, T 06385
Correspo11de111:

K;ithryn H ulbcrt HaU
65 entrnl Ave.
o. Hill, pt. 1-50
cedham, MA 02192
If are seeking a class corrrspo11de111

for yo11r class. If yo11 arr i111errs1ed,
I
please
co111aa 1/1e Alumni Offict.

Please send news 10:
Class ores, onnecricut oUege Mag:i2.me,
270 Molrega11 A,-e., 'ew Lo11don, CT 06320

If arr seeki11.e a class corrrspo11de111
for your class. If you arr mtertsttd,
I
please
co111aa tire Alu11111i Office.

/>least send 11e,1,s to:
Class 'ores, onnecricut ollcge Magaz.,nc,
270 J\lo/rega11 Allt'., New Lo11do11, T 06320

Reunion: June4-6, 1993
11t' arr seekiug af class correspo11de111
for your class. I you arr 1111eres1ed,
please collltUI 1l1e Alu11111i Office.

Please send 11e,1,s to:
Class ores, onnecticut oUege Magazmc,
270 J\lo/1ega11 A, ., 'er11 Lo11do11, CT 06320
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Elizabeth Merry Miller traveled in the
winter to Tenerife in the cenic,volcanic
anary I lands. he hope to vi it Cappadocia,
Turkey. he doe n't drive but has ome rela
tive and many friends near her apartment in
coastal ME.
Elizabeth Holmes Baldwin keeps going
in pite of eyesight troubles. In April, he vis
ited outhern A with a cou in - ome
desert Oowers and good zoo , but too many
cars and people no, . And of course, he vaca
tioned on Gorn I land, ME, last summer.

25
26
27

Corrrspo11de111:

Aura Kepler wrote fi:om a senior re idence
in ambridge, "Al , I have very little new ."
he i badly handicapped by arthriti .
Marg aret Dunham Cornwell, who
now lives in an apartment connected to her
daughter' hou e in VT, went to a grand
nephew' wedding in Guilford, T, and on to
ape od la t July. he love the beauty of
changing seasons in VT.
Eugenia Walsh Bent keep in telephone
contact with Peg Dunham Cornwell.
enie' daughter, also a
grad, lives near her.
Hazel Converse Laun lives in Hartford.
he ,valks outside every day, play bridge and
crabble and reads more that he ha ever had
time to before. "No complaints!"
Marion Vibert Clark, now transplanted
&om the Berkshires to
where her on i an
astronomer, still misses the East. he writes,"I
am trying to get used to the Wi t as a good old
lady hould. The 'old' describes me. The 'lady'
I hope does. The 'good' I wonder about."

Dorothy
l{j(bourn, 4 Forest t.,
Hartford, T 06105 and Emily
Warner, ovenant Village,
-10 Pilgrnm Manor,
romwcll, T 06416
111' arr seekinJI a class corresponde111
for your class. If you are i111ercr1ed,
please co111t1t1 tire A/11111111 Office.

Please send 11e,1,s 10:
Class ores, onncccicut oUcgc Magazine. 270
,\lo/1ega11 A,.-., 'er,, Lo11do11, CT 06320

I

Elizabeth Holmes Baldwm
57 Millbrook Rd.
Medfield. MA 02052

Corrrspo11de11ts:

I

29
30
31
32

Correspo11de111:

Minnie Wacchin ky Peck
1351 arncoga Ave., pc. 1
95129
an Joe,
Reunion: Ju,e4-6, 1993
Corrrspo11de111:

arnh Brown choenhut
RR 1.Box211
Fairlee, VT 0"045

Corrrspo11de111:

Verne M. Hall
290 Hamburg Rd.
Lyme, T ()()371

Correspo11de111:

Louisa M. Kent
Midland Park Apts., W-10
orwich, Y 13 15
Corrrspo11de111s: Gertrude

mith
ook, 109 Village Park Dr.,
Wilha1mv1Uc, NY 14221 and
l3eatrice W hitcomb, 333
eminole Blvd. #554,
eminole, FL 34642

orrespo11de111:

Mabel Barnes Knauff
39 Laurel Hill Dr.
ianric, T 06357

ConnecticutCollegei\1a.�azi11e

Reunion: June4-6, 1993
Correspo11dm1:

Jessie Wachenheim Burnck
220 Lake hore Dr.
Putnam Valley, NY 10579
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Correspo11de111:

Ann (Andy) rocker W heeler
P. . Bx 1 1
Westport Pt., MA 02791

My concern for all our FL-based classmate
after Hurricane Andrew was answered by" afe
and ound" reports.
Marg aret Austin Grumhaus � rote
"no damage" to her Naples apartment just palm fronds blown about. However, the
move into a newly buiJt retirement home
was delayed until Jan. becau e the � indow
were being manufactured in Miami where
the factory was without power.
In ape oral, Catherine Baker
andberg pent a day putting things in ide
and pulling down butters. Andrew whirled.
pa t harmle ly, o the next day, he put
everything back.
Cary Bauer Bresnan and Joe were in
for hi
G reunion at the time, but

..111111111
' .... '
�

Happy

100th
Birthday
to Ruth Trail McClellan
'19 on December 21, 1992
and to
ociate Professor
Emeritu ofEngli h and
Retired Dean of ophomore
Catherine Oakes on
December 22, 1992!

•

•

cou ins in Fe. Myers reported no damage.
Mari on B ogart H ol tzman and
George drove 2,50 mile round trip for a
vacation on Prince Edward I land. Their
aparonent in Miami was not hurt, but on
Ted's house in Homestead was demolished.
Luckily he wa not there. A sign on the
door ays "condemned," but he plan to
rebuild. Meanwhile, an o centation of
peacocks has moved in!
Helen Frey S ore nson reported no
damage in ara Ota. he had a rainy vacation
in hina, ME, and was disappointed not co
see niece Janet Frey Harte, the ' 22 clas baby,
m a co Bay.
L ouise Hil l C orliss and lark were
vacationing in NH, when Andrew barely
missed New rlcan . Lou say their new
location in Mandeville i much safer evacuation can be a nightmare in The Big
Easy.
Alison Jacobs McBride and Vince
were afe in their Audubon- pon ored bird
anccuary pot in Bradenton, but the
hurricane brought back vivid memories of
arol in ' 53 when their cottage in the
arolina , a et afloat. The McB' went
north for i_x weeks in the ummer, vi icing
children and familie in hicago, Philly and
Worce cer, MA. In Dec. , they celebrated
Och birthdays and their 50th anniversary.
Elean or L au ghlin B owsher i 1n
aple from
ct. co May o mi ed
Andrew' vi it and reported no damage.
Ruth Lister Davis, in Vero Beach, aid
Andrew produced a few qualls, with heavy
ea , but no de truction. he helped � ith
upplie enc to the migrant worker who
lo t everything in Home cead. he looked
forward to the return of friend for the
�vinter eason.
G ladys Russell Munroe and Lamar
felt nary a nitch of Andrew' nortings in
rlando. Daughter and g randdaughter
vi iced from Phoeni_x in July.
D orothy Sisson Tuten enc a three
page d etailed account of havoc in
Home tead, but n o mention of any
problems in range ity.
Mary Turn ock Jaeger wa in
leveland "country clubbing around" when
Andrew kipped pa t anibel I land.
Husband, John, evacuated, however. Life i
great on "this emerald isle - much golf,
cenni , volunteer opportunitie and great
people." Tonuny would love to know where
all clas mate originally from leveland are
located now.
Olga Wester Russell had an exciting
trip to Denmark, "discovering cousin by
the moment." ne fe cive day coincided
,vich daughter Lauren's trip to openhagen.
Emily Daggy Vogel and Hank cruised
the Ala kan Waterways on a mall hip - a
very congenial g roup, with college
profe ors co "educate" the p engers.
Emma H owe Waddington and Le
crui ed, too - a rather dismal 10 days of
rain in the Norwegian Fjords.

Marjorie Bishop i well, but " lowed
down a bit" after her hospital cay. he plans
an Elderho eel trip to Puerto R.ico.
Lillian Bacon Hearne i doing well
with help from family and friends. "My dog
and I stay here in NH through ever y
beautiful season."
A I write in ct. , We tporc, MA, i
celebrating with flamboyant farewell to
ummer - leaf peepers here don't have to
travel north to revel in the glorious foliage!
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Correspo11de111:
abrina ( ubby) Burr anders
133 Boulter Rd.
Wethersfield, T 06109
JI� 11rr seeki11J1 11 dllSS <orrespo11de111
for )'Ollr dllSS. Ifyou are i11terestrd,
ple11Se collla<t tire A/1111111i Office.

J>le11Se se11d mws to:
Clrus oles, onnccricut oUegc Magazine,
270 Molteg1111 Alif., 'ew L..o11do11, CT 06320
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Co"espo11den1:
Edith Burnham arlough
505 Franklin Turnpike
Allrnclale, NJ 0740 I
Reunion: June4-6, 1993
Co"espo11de11t:
Mary arolmc
(M ) Jenks weer
361 West t.
cedham, MA 02194

Elsie Schwenk Tayl or reported chat the
weather in Bo ton ,vas beautiful for the wed
ding of her first granddaughter who walked
down the ai le on the arm of her first son,
Allen. The ceremony was performed by her
on-in-law. Lacer, Elsie and Don rented a car
and toured through New England.
Frances Blatch reminded me that
during her college days she ,vas learning to
fly a Piper ub! he had a letter from Lee
Walser Jones.
Winnie Frank Randolph and Selma
Silverman Swatsburg attended Alumni
Weekend. Along with Frances Walker
Chase and my elf, MC Jenks Sweet, we
are forming plans for our 55th reunion. Kris
Lambert '69, executive director of the
Alumni As ociation, visited u while he was
in Boston finalizing plans and even for the
Sykes Society (that's us now!) .
The cla extends ympathy to the family
of Gertrude Backes Littlefair, who died
on 12/15/91.

39

Correspo11de111s: Maryhannah
lingerland Barberi, 42
T hornton t., Hamden, T
06517 and Margaret Robison
Loehr, 22 Turtle reek Dr.,
Tequesta. FL 33469

j111111ary/Frbn111ry 1993

Margaret A bell P owell received the
Pre idem' Award of Merit at the cience
Announcement Dinner on 10/2/92. The
award was given in recognition of Margy'
"comminnent co the values embraced by the
Connecticut ollege community." Margy was
very impre ed with the new Athletic enter,
"Never could the la of '39 have predicted
the mental and phy ical growth of our alma
n1ater."
Another award recepienc was Ruth Hale
Buchanan, who received The Connecticut
ollege Medal at the cience Armouncement
Dinner. The
Medal i the h.ighe t honor
the college can be tow on"chose who e
accompli hments and services have enhanced
i reputation and nouri hed it growth. "
Ruth' daughter, Diane Buchanan Wilsey '65,
received the Pre ident's Award of Merit along
with Margaret A b ell P owell . Ruth
de cribed the event as "very exciting."
The class extends ympathy to the family
of Elizabeth Fessenden Kenah, who died
on 5/20/92.
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Co"espo11de111:
Elizabeth Thompson Dodge
55 Woodland Trail
Em Falmouth, MA 02536
Co"esp,mde111:
Jane Kennedy cwman
46900 Bermont, Unit 159
Punta orcla, FL 33982

Nineteen-ninety two was the year of the 55th
high chool reunion. Janet Bunyan Kramer,
Jane W ray Lindsay, Sally Tremaine
N orth and Allayne Ernst Wick enjoyed
theirs at Hathaway Brown in leveland.
Louise (Stevie) Stevenson Andersen
attended her at Abbott Academy (now
Andover). he and Mary Emily Pettingell
Smith-Peterson were co-chairs.
Your corre pondent, Jane Kennedy
Newman had to mi her but did ee
cla smaces from We cwood, NJ, over the
ummer. tevie and I loved our fir t ykes
luncheon where I met Sadie oit Benjamin
' 19. I aw my grandson, Morgan Newman
Schwar c z , g raduat e from high chool
(valedictorian). He is now at Princeton.
Cathy Elias Moore i bu y with her
Mailbid sales and ANA (coins) conventions
in A and FL.
Virginia Newberry Leach announce
new twin grandsons.
Terry Strong Heller-R odegest has
moved to Bethel, T. he traveled co two
family reunions, plu trips to Paris and the
West oast.
Phyllis Walters Wtlliams took a trip to
Berlin, Prague, Budapest and Vienna that was
sponsored by t. Pete Museum of Fine Arts.
Peg Lafore Wyatt and Jack had a
month of European travel. They went to a
pre-retirement conference for Episcopalian
bishop and their �ves. Peg and Jack al o

attended an outstanding hakespeare Festival
in OR.
Sarah Kohr Gre gory met Dayton
classmates Betty Schmidt Gilmore and
Pat Fulmer Landis. he also talked with
Jeanne Turner Creed, who love Santa Fe.
Midge Wicoff Cooper returned from
a trip to the Holy Land and Egypt. Midge
found the experience "mind boggling." ( he
also met and talked with Princess Diana at a
museum in Cairo.) Midge has three
generations of
alumni in her family:
daughter , Lynne Cooper Sitton '69 and
Barbara Cooper Neale '72, and grandson
Jeffiey itton '96.
Mary Farrell Morse says, "Retirement
means many new experiences. Our latest is
gardening, while till enjoying travel,
grandchildren, golf and master' swinuning."
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Correspo11de111:

Jane Worley Peak
Vinson Hall. Ape. 306
6251 Old Dominion Dr.
McLean, VA 22101

A new clipping, buried away for 23 years,
came to light recently. Jc concerned the
exploits of the son of Dick and Marjorie
Mitchell Rose. First Lt. Richard Rose was
awarded three major battle decoration in
Vietnam during a four-month period: the
ilver car medal, the Bronze Scar medal, and
the oak leaf cluster. The article stated, 'Lt.
Rose's outstanding di play of aggre ivene ,
devotion to duty and personal bravery is in
keeping with the finest traditions of military
ervice." uch a glowing citation mu t have
filled his parents ,vith as much pride concern
for his safety. Rick urvived his army duty and
now heads an insurance agency in H.
Debbie Boies Guyton and husband,
Boone, enjoy traveling, particularly to see
their five children. Julie and her bu band live
in Minneapoli with their on. Le lie and
two boys moved co t. Paul after the death
of her husband. Mark lives in Asheville, N ,
with his wife and cwo daughters, and
laudia is in Hot prings, AR, with her
husband and on. Youngest, Peter, is the
only one do e to Debbie and Doone' home
in Woodbridge, CT. He lives in Stamford.
Six grandchildren range from 7 to college
age. Retirement is an opportunity for
Boone to write: he publi hed a book in
March '92 on hi experience testing the
Navy and Marine fighter/bomber Corsair
and is working on a second. Debbie fills her
days with volunteer work and gardening.
T hey had lunch recently with Mercedes
Ma tthews Williams and Duncan.
Mercedes lives near Je anne Lefevre
Hauser in CA.
It is with regret that I tell you of che
death of Mary Ann Kwis Calhoun of
Youngstown, OH, on 8/16/92. She had
been ill with cancer for only three months.
he died ju t two weeks before he and Bill

would have celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary. Mary Ann leaves one on, two
daughter and four grandchildren. I wrote to
Bill, sending the ympathy of the cla s, and
received a gracious note from him in reply.
Reunion: June4-6, 1993
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Correspo11de11t.s: Barbara Murphy
Drcwsrcr, 73 Ganung Dr.,

Ossining, NY 10562 and Jane
corms Wcnneis, 27 Pinc Ave.,
Madison, NJ 07940

Correspo11de11t.s: Elise Abrahams
Jo cph on, 645 Frontier, La
ruccs, NM 8 001 and Alice
arcy Weller, 423 lifton Blvd.,
East Lansing. MI -I 23

Frances Smith Minshall ha a new grandon - a total of nine granddaughters and
three grand ons. he spends winter in FL and
summer on Kelleys Island, OH, where she i
active in the historical society. he entertained
two of her granddaughters, age 10 and 4,
while their paren were moving their busi
ness. Franny had fun celebrating her sister'
50th wedding anniversary.
Mary Kent Hewitt Norton graduated
from a four-year training program in healing
cience, Hands of Light, in June '92. In JlJly,
her youngest on, Gerald, married and took
his wife to lndone ia where he heads the
Babcock Wilcox Indonesia ompany. In
Aug., hu band, Jerry, had a near fatal heart
anack from which he is recuperating. Kenny
work rwo days a week at the office of a
holi tic physician.
Jean Loomis Hendrickson .tayed in
A longer chi spring to ee the outdoor
musical production of "Ramona." T hree
hundred townspeople participated in the
production staged in the town of Hemet.
Arab elle Kennard Dear i on the
boards of ilver Foils (golf) and andhill

Garden Club. She toured I om1gal and pain
in '91 and Austria and witzerland in '92.
Four of her five children live in MD. Golf,
bridge, reading and Brock' large stamp
collection fill tl1eir days. Arlcie had lunch in
'91 with Libb y DeM erritt C o b b,
Barb ara Pfohl Byrnside and Mona
Friedman Jacobson (whom she also see
at meetings ofche Engli h peaking Union).
Alice Adams Hilmer and daughter
Nicky, C '80, attended the Sept. '92
Alumni Weekend becau e of the dedication
of the new crew facilities. Nicky had been a
crew member.
Caroline Townley von Mayrhauser
has ix granddaughters; the eldest i now a
ophomorc at
. "Luckily, they only come
in pair co vi it." A grandson was born Sept.
'91 in VA. ocky still takes part in enior
Active Barn Players, who often take one-act
comedies to retirement homes and church
group . Arthriti negates writing at any
length. Travel i re tricted by
kar's health
which is dependent on a pacemaker and
oxygen. ocky wi he "anyone coming to
Kansa icy or thereabouts would give me a
buzz. Would enjoy chatting with you."
Barbara Pfohl Byrnside enjoyed a
good chat with Ellie Abrahams Josephson
after 48 years. he i moving co a di£ferent
treet in the same town and pent this past.
ummer "picking and Orting." Barbara
didn't even get to her beloved island in
anada. All are well and thankful to be o.
Phyllis Cunningham Vogel and Dick
love retirement. He keep busy with hi
garden and computer programming; she
\vith volunteer activitie , crafts and bridge.
Grandsons
are
teenagers
while
granddaughter, Hannah, has ju t lo t her fir t
baby tooth. Phyl's health is not good, but
she i hanging in there.
Maril yn Ke ck Kirwin has four
children and three grandchildren. he ha
been coaching high chool tennis for 15

Several class officers and members of the 50th Reunion Committee of the Class of '44 met on campus on
9/18/92 during Alumni Weekend to discuss plans for their 50th Reunion Weekend and class gitt. Pictured
from lell are: Allee Adams Hilmer, Nan Grindle Amstutz, Marjorie Moody Shiffer, Ethel Sproul Fells,
Barbara Jones Alling, Marge Alexander Harrison, Lois Webster Rlcklin and Libby DeMerril Cobb.
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years - which keep her bu y four months
out of the year. Marilyn has a ummer home
in Bellaire, Ml. he till lives in IN.
Li b b y Swisher Childs and her
husband had two marvelous family reunions
- one week in Ann Arbor, Ml, and one
week in D with their three children,
pou es and two grandchildren.
Ruthe Nash Wolverton and Walt had
a great ummer trip through the anadian
Rockies vi iring seven national parks. July
was a perfect time to go - temperature wa
in the 7 , it wa dry, and there were locs of
wildflower . New b ok po ibilities?
Ellie Houston Oberlin enjoyed eeing
Plant House immortalized on a Co,111eaia11
ColleJ:e Magazine cover. Dave is till working
part-time and playing golf. Ellie i feeling
better than he has in years, for no known
rea on, o he is looking forward co '94. Ellie
had a visit with Ted Whalen when he wa
passing through Fall
hurch. he also saw
Marge Alexander Harrison and Libby
DeMerritt Cob b at Stratton Nicolson
McKillop's hou e.
Mona Friedman Jacobson's activitie
include bridge, croquet and course at the
community college. In May '92. he traveled
to Turkey and England; in Aug . to the
Briti h I le . on and family live nearby in
Pinehur t, N . Ide t g randdaughter i
getting her master' while working at Price
Waterhou e. Her second granddaughter, a jr.
at the U. of Miami, spent the summer in
Paris. Third granddaughter i at the North
arolina High chool of Math and cience .
Grandson i in high chool and a swimmer.
Ellie
A brahams
Josephson's
grandsons are 7, 5 and I in Baltimore and
Kennebunkport, ME. Trip include one to
the Ea t in pring, and many hort one to
the Grand anyon and anta Fe where they
are hou e-hunting. Activitie include
reading, writing (a family history), taking
course and working with a soup kitchen.
Marjorie Moody Shiffer's t rip to
England and Wale wa great, e pecially
Wale . They hope to return to the Briti h
I le someday. Their children visited in July.
P hy llis Miller Hurley and Ja k took an
extensive auto trip from Hou ton to ew
England, as far as Bangor, ME, and then
we t through anada. They vi ited both
and
their college c ampuses Bowdoin. It was Phyl's first time back ince
graduation and he wa greatly moved by
the beauty of the campus. "I felt almost
overwhelmed by the changes. uch visions
the founder mu t have had." Her newe t
activity is the foundation of an inve tment
club - a truly educational experience. Her
olde t grandchild will be in college next
year; the youngest is I .
Marie Romney Hill (who still goe by
the nickname of ookie) was widowed
twice and has been married to Jim Hill for
t wo year. Jim, � ho t udied voice at
Juilliard, ha retired from computer
management. "All this make me the happy

mother of three step-mother of eight and
grandmother of 1 !"
Susan Balderston Pettin gill had a
month in Jackson Hole with all children and
grandchildren. The group ranged in age
fi-om 1 to 70. "Thank heavens for separate
cabin and a good baby sitter." ue plans to
attend our 5 th and hopes she has persuaded
Karla Yepsen Copithorn to come also.
Jane Howarth Yost likes retirement on
ape od, but arthritis make writing
difficult.
Ruth Hine's retirement life goes on in
tl1e same, happy, bu y pattern. he went to
Argentina last fall to within 500 mile of
Antarctica. he' now leaving for Baffin
I land and reenland.
Elizabeth Hassell Styles announces a
new "beyootiful" g r andson. he's still
golfing, t r aveling, doing church and
volunteer work. Hass is more into gardening
than cleaning hou e. he enjoys retirement
and is grateful for her good health.
Lucretia Lincoln Stanley and George
took their second fabulous trip to visit son
ary and family in Australia. They were
accompanied by their on Paul and hi
family. Teeto and eorge remain active in
the Jehovah' Wime e . Both are in good
health no\ . Teeto enjoy life more after an
operation to correct a hearing loss.
Peggy Rubinstein Hellman's hu band
died in '77. Life ha changed but i rill
good. he ha four daughter and four
grandchildren. Daughter, ue, is a teacher.
an is a therapist . Barbara, in A, takes care
of her two boy . Margery, the younge t by
IO year , i married to an Australian and
live there. Peggy drive for Meals-on
W heels and
peration Food earch and
tutors a mall girl from the inner city. he
taught yoga for IO yea until he developed
hip problems. After urgery, her legs are the
same length - whi h makes her feel taller!
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Elizabeth Brown
Les(je, 10 Grimes R.d., Id
Greewich, T 6870 and Jane
berg R.odgers, 7501
Democracy Blvd., 8413,
Dethesda, MD 20 17
Correspo11de111s:

Marilyn (Skip)
oughlin R.udolph
539 Ford Ave.
Kingston, PA 18704
Correspo11de111:

The la of '46 ends sympatl1y to the fami
ly of Ann Muir Strickland, who wa
tragically drowned on 11/ 1 /92 while vaca
tioning in Brazil.
Correspo11de111:

Ann Wetherald raff
Rabbit Trail R.d. RD #3
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
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Marion Koenig
charfenstein, 52 D andy Drive,
os ob, T 06 07 and
Margaret Reynolds Ilise, 43
Balsa R.oad, anta Fe, NM
75 5
Correspo11de11ts:

From Jean Handley, happy new about Ted
Hirsch, hu band of Gloria Reade Hirsch,
who won a first place a\vard of 5,000 for a
comedic drama in the '92 Beverly Hills
Theatre Guild Playwright ompetition. Julie
Harri wa one of the finali t judge . Ted
retired from bu iness four year ago to renew
his theater career.
Mim Ward Ferkes, Sallie Ward Lutz
and Marcia Quinn Alfano enjoy Life in
arasota, FL. In '92, Mun and allie traveled
to the Netherlands \vith a group of 26 mat
included two C '38ers!
Another Floridian, Barbara Gamrnie
Frey, retired from t. Andrew' chool,
Boca Raton, where he wa chair of the
English Department., and bought a condo
in Delray Beach. Barbara saw Jane
Frederick, who retired to hapel Hill,
N , which he love.
Sela Wadhams Barker, cw Havenite
for 45 years, has worked as a serologi t,
ub titute t eacher and Red ros and
YW A volunteer. he and husband, Dick,
enjoy a lot of travel in connection with
Dick' cientific pursuics. One daughter is a
social worker in mental health; two ocher
daughters live in Portland, OR; one on is a
fore ter for the tate of WA. ela ometimes
ee Betty Morse Baptie and Lois Clark
Hansen at the grocery tore.
Edie Le Witt Mead spent two weeks
last ept. "walking up and down mountains
in witzerland."
M a g gie Milliken Tyson pent a
"fabulous unshine-y week" with Chella
Sladek Schmidt and her hu band on
Mercer I land, WA, last Aug. hella is active
in The Women' Club of cattle, where he,
Maggie and Ginger Dravis Ellison had
lunch one day.
Eleanor Barber Malmfeldt provide
library services for three public chools and a
middle chool in Man field, T. he also
works aturday at a public library.
Jane W hee ler Camp bell, another
librarian, works part-time while hu band,
Bill, has his own business as a manufacturer'
repre entative.
ne daughter i married,
living in Knoxville, TN; another works for
the Di covery hannel in D ; daughter
number three lives at home and works locally.
Janet Alden Carrick and hu band,
Bill, an insurance agent, mi s hicago but
are appreciating a new country home in
Holden, MA.
Marika Hartman Herndon retired
Art Information peciali t at the National
Gallery, wa Flower how hair for the
lkebana International hapter in aples.
Helene Sulzer Guarnaccia, a retired

grandmother of three, "does" antique show
and has written four books on novelty alt
and pepper hakers from the '3 to '5 .
Carol Hu.lsapple Fernow is involved
in everal public health project and in
maintaining d1e "extensive" garden she and
her late hu band de igned and planted in
Wilton, T. arol crows, ''I'm a cowboy on
a rider mower!" Her daughter i a doctor,
her on a lawyer.
Janet Wakefield, Ph.D. , also boa ts a
family loaded with advanced degrees. Janet
i chief p y chologi t for orthern H
Mental Health and Development ervice .
Marquita harp Gladwin has joined
the world of miniature , building and
redecorating doll hou es with electrical and
workshop a i t &om husband, Homer. He
and Marquita went on a grueling crui e of
AK and the Yukon Territory, and found that
the nearly 24 hour of daylight made
leeping difficult! Their three children live
&om ME to NY to A.
Enid W illiford Waldron had dinner
and a good v i it with Peggy Lucas
Gunther. T he Waldrons have traveled to
hina twice and w the "Pas ion Play" in
berammergau in '9
From Win ton- alem,
, Marge
Reichgott Sosnik continues to air her
lively radio how, "Marge at Large." he
de cribe it a a medle of interview , books,
fa hion, travel, celebrities, etc. he and
hu band, Bob, cruised the mailer aribbean
I le on the II oddess.
La t ummer, potter Jean Mueller Card
and Nancy Morrow Nee had an enjoyable
vi it in tylish an Francisco. Jean then went
on to Phoenix, AZ, to reunite with Nat
Shattuck Harper. Jean de cribed at and
ancy a "two of the nice t, mo t
intere ting people I've met in 44 years!"
Jackie Fihn Isaac, recendy widowed,
enjoy tennis, traveling and working at
olumbu ' oodwill Rehabilitation enter
and the Homeless Familie F undation. he
delights in four married children and five
grandchildren.
Wee Flanagan Coffin is retired &om
anterbury chool where hu band, John,
till teache . Wee hared Alumni Weekend
in New London with Shirl Reese Olson,
clas pre idem; Jean Handley, who planned
a reunion panel di cu ion u ing fellow
clas mates as participant ; Dodie Quinn
McDonald, reunion chair, and Mary Jane
Coons Johnson, class agent chair.
Prudy Tallman Wood, mother of four
and grandmother of three, love her litde
ocean-side home in La Jolla, A. Animal
rights has gotten her into politic .
Fellow alifornian, Phyllis Barnhill
T helen has tepped down as "prime mover
and haker" of Marin Ballet {training
chool). he i doing art commi ions,
which leave her more time for hu band,
Max, and I I grandchildren!
Shirley MacKenzie W ilton teaches
we tern civilization and women in ociety at

cean ounty ollege in Tom River, NJ.
he vi ited Alice Smith Barrett and Pat
Dole chi ummer at ape May.
When the mercury plunges in Unadilla,
NY, Bobbie Kite Yeager and hu band,
Ilill, escape to their winter home in Naples.
Shirley Nicholson Roos's on, Pieter,
i a ite manager and curator at a living
hi tory hou e, farm and mill. Daughter,
Barbara i upervi or at Goldman- ach
Library,
Y . Hu band,
a par i
appearing in "Into the Wood " at a
Philadelphia cheater.
Dorothy Greenhall Beller, fi rmer
health coun elor, enjoy retirement with
hu band, Jerry. Their prioritie are four
grandchildren, golf and bridge. I orothy
finds the number 45 "overwhelming."
Betsy Richards Hopkins, retired from
teaching, alute her grandchildren, "all
terrific kids, and I feel bles ed."
Liz Hand would I ve to visit wid1 any
alumni coming to D . Write or phone the
Alumni ffice for Liz's addre and phone.
In July,
ancy M orrow
ee
entertained Polly Amrein, who just
returned &om hina; peripatetic poet, Phy)
Hoge; and Peggy Reynolds Rist, who
attended a family reunion in Berkeley. They
had a gala lunch at ancy' hillside home in
an Francisco. o one wanted the afternoon
to end. The ecs enjoy opera and travel, and
ancy is taking cour e at the Fromm
Institute. Polly love living in Berkeley. Phyl
i a hard-working volunteer for the new
Albuquerque M) Friends chool.
Polly Summers LePore and hu band,
Vince, are ettled in unriver, R, with its
clear kie , clean water and wonderful
people. Polly i active in the A i tance
League, Hug-a-Bear Project, a ade Mu ic
Festival and unriver amre enter.
Nancy Head Bryant in Princeville,
HI, de cribed the aftermath of Hurricane
lnike: Kauai looked like a war zone and
some hou es like the Jolly Green iant
tepped on them. Groves of tree left upright
look like grove of telephone pole . ne
third of their hou e wa blown awa ; part of
their roof landed up again t a neighbor's
hou e. "I can't say enough nice things about
the U. . Army, ati nal uard and Red
ro who helped o much." Before the
disa cer, ancy sa� Bobbie Kite Yeager in

NH. T he Bryants live in HI &om ct. to
May and in NH from May to Oct.
Jerja, pain, on the o ta del ol, i
where Emily Gaskill Veenstra, widowed
ince ' 7, pend part of her year. Jerja
provide her with an intere ting life - quite
different from ew anaan, T.
Barbara Bates Stone and husband,
Aid, are happily devoting time to family,
friends, hobbie and volunteer work.
Helen Pope Miller till works a an
organi t/choir director. he occa ionally
perform on harp ichord with a recorder
player and vocali t. Doth n'lu ic and family
till are a ource of j y and satisfaction.
Frances Ferris Ackema plan to
attend reunion then participate in either an
Elderho tel or a duplicate br idge
tournament.
Peggy continue to welcome ne\ from
'48ers all over the U. . and the world!
The cl
ends its deepest ympathy to
the family of Angie Sbona. who died
3/6/92, and co the family of Nancy Goslee
Horne, who died on 9/ I /92.
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Correspo11dr111s: Jane Broman
Brown, P. . Box 323,
ampton. H 03223 and
ylvia Joffe Garfinkle, 14
Whitewood Dr.. Ro lyn, NY
11576

Co"cspo11de111:

Anne Rus 1110 Griffin
1010 Langley Rd.

orfolk, VA 23507

Dear cla mate , we heard from everal
Ma sachu ettians thi ummer.Joann Cohan
Robin and Dick pent a emester at Harvard,
where Dick continued hi torical re earch, and
Joey gave a recital with a violinist. In May, they
traveled to Avila, pain, where Dick gave a
paper on antayana; then on to England to ce
Joey' sister. on Dave has his Ph.D. and is at
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. Joey vi iced
�vith Gaby Nosworthy Morris on the U
campu . Daughter, Debbie, ha been working
\ ith the kiing for rhe di abled program at
Winter Park, 0. Her film on kiing, "To
Dream Again," recently won rwo ilver medals
at the lympics for the Disabled in Albertville,
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Club News Connecticut College Alumni Association
Presidential Receptions in five cities

While President Gaudiani was on sabbatical, Dr.
William Niering was called upon to serve as acting
president. His duties included participating in the
Presidential Receptions co-sponsored by clubs, the
Alumni Office and the President's Office. Dr. Niering
traveled to five cities - Boston, Chicago, New York,
Washington, DC, and New Haven - and met with
many alumni, parents, and prospective students.
Dr. Niering talked about the exciting events and
developments at Connecticut College, the
environmental challenges we face as humans and
the work that Connecticut College and its students
are doing to meet these challenges. One alumnus from the Class of 1979 said, "Dr.
Niering is so full of energy he made me wish I had taken botany as a student."
I'd like to thank Dr. Niering for his work with the alumni - and thank the clubs that
helped us set up these receptions!
Actress and Volunteer Susan St. James speaks to Alumni in Fair1ield County

•

The Connecticut College Club of Fairfield County had a fantastic day on December 6.
Susan St. James, the star of TV series "Kate & Allie" and "MacMillan and Wife" and one
time student at Connecticut, spoke to 50 alumni about her life as volunteer and her work
with the Special Olympics. Her talk was timely as Connecticut College will be hosting this
summer's state games of the Connecticut Special Olympics. Besides Susan, the college's
Director of the Office of Volunteers for Community Service Tracee Reiser spoke to alumni
about the college's award-winning volunteer programs. Alumni also heard Kelly Barsham
'95 speak about her work as a student volunteer. The college's Shwiffs sang a few tunes
that cheered everyone on a cold December day.
The Connecticut College Club of Michigan and the Connecticut College Club of the
Twin Cities host receptions for Prospective Students

The Clubs in Michigan and the Twin Cities gathered alumni from their regions to help
recruit some of Michigan's and Minnesota's finest high school students for Connecticut
College. The get-togethers provided a good mix of alumni and prospective students, and
all were able to learn more about the college.
Connecticut College clubs aid in the College's recruitment efforts through the Alumni
Admissions Representative Program. This program allows alumni to meet and interview
prospective students, and incoming freshmen have the chance to meet some of the
recepients of a Connecticut College education.
Chicago Club goes for the GOLD (Graduates Of the Last Decade, 1982-92) with
monthly special events

In an effort to engage alumni from the classes of 1982-92 (GOLD), the Connecticut
College Club of Chicago has offered a gathering for these classes at various Chicago hot
spots. In September, the club sponsored a business networking event, and in October,
November and December, the club met at area restaurants and nightclubs. So far they've
had a great response.
Boston alumni enjoy art at Levinson Kane Gallery

Thirty alumni from the Boston area gathered at the Levinson Kane Gallery for a private
viewing of "The Body Politic," a mixed-media group exhibition with work that focuses on
contempory politics. The Connecticut College Club of Boston, who sponsored the event
with the help of Rob Levinson '84, raffled a piece of work from the exhibit. -A. Sharp '89
For more information about the Connecticut College Club Program, please call Andrew C.
Sharp '89, Director of Clubs and Educational Programs, (203) 439-2310.
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AL. Joey continue mu ic therapy activitie
with the brain injured.
Mary Gillam Barber reported the sad
new that her husband, Donald, Yale '44, died
in Dec. '91. He was the father of Patricia
Barber agnell '72. Our belated and deepest
ympathies to Mary and the Barber family.
le wa great co hear from Cynthia Hill
Williams this past ummer. he remembered
past high jinks at Grace mith. ynnie and
husband, Dick, have two married daughters
and three grandchildren. For the last 30 years,
he has bred and trained Golden Retr ievers
which he run in Retriever Field Trial .
ynnie " upports her habit" by working in a
garden center in her hometown of Wayland,
MA. ince Dick' retirement, they do a lot of
traveling, mo t recently to Ireland in ept.
Joan S anger Maid m ent live in
W illiamsburg, VA, not far &om your corre
pondent. he y that he continues to teach
private piano le ons co everal cudents, love
tennis and ha , in addition co three children
out of college, four enjoyable grandchildren.
Joan Thompson Baker has appointed
herself the class "nudge," reminding all fourth
floor Katherine Dlunts of our next reunion
three years hence! You know how fast the
years go by the e days, o cart planning. Until
next time - as ever, Ru .
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Correspondents: Iri Bain
Hutchinson, 7 53 learwaccr
ovc Dr., lndianapoli , I
46240 and usan Askin
Wolman, 2512 cone Mill R.d.,
Baltimore, Ml 212

Betty Beck Barrett and Jack enjoy ME, even
in winter! Jack practice orthopedic surgery.
Berry is bu y with children, grandchildren and
frequent visits co leveland co ee her -year
old mother. Daughter Mary and hu band,
Xavier, fini hed a four-year tour with the U. .
Air Force in England and expect to live in
NY for a year where Xavier has a fellowship
at olumbia. Mary' practice will be on hold
while the family, including four little ones,
ettle in. arolyn and tephen live in NH but
may move to ME where tephen doe a lot of
business. Daughter Martha remodeled the
family cottage at Boothbay. ally and Alec are
also in NY . Alec' book, 11,e Ri1,er Keeper,
,va published in '91. ally is a freelance pho
tographer. on, Dan, works for an insurance
company in Bo ton. He visits more often ince
the company bought him a car.
Following Marianne Edwards Lewis'
worldwide trip can be a real challange. Her
mo t recent voyage was to Verona, alzburg
and Munich with the pera uild. T he
group saw ix operas and two concerts in I 0
day! The mo t enjoyable time was in
Verona where they aw two opera in lhe
Roman Arena. Quite spectacular! Marianne
also v isited w ith Vaugh an G roner
Spilsbury on Long I land while all five
on , three wive and three grandchildren
were visiting. It ounds like a busy time for
AV and Walcer.

Martha Harris Raymond pent three
weeks visiting old friend and relative last
summer. She and Bill attended Martha's 45th
high chool reunion in Cleveland and Bill's
40th at Princeton during their travel east
from their home in A. Nier building a deer
fence this ummer, they are busy landscaping.
Martha, her three daughters, two
grandchildren and Im band, Bill, are all well.
As for your cla corre pondnent, Iris
Bain Hutchinson, we rented five condos
in King ton P la nt ation, M yrtle Beach
during the fir t week in Aug. when four
children, four spouses and nine
grandchildren vacationed with us. Except
for occa ionally losing a child, we all had a
wonderful time and are now building a small
condo there which hould be finished in the
spring for future vacations.
Paula Meltzer Nelson and Mel were
my ho t at a delightful " lecpover" date!
They spent four months in Key Biscayne,
FL, chi past winter and have become avid
golfers. Would you believe it of the e two
tennis fanatic ? I under tand they are a
formidable pair on the golf cour e after ju t
one year!
Lauralee Lutz, of Ann Arbor, Ml,
writes an hysterical card remini cing about
our fourth floor J.A. antic . Pa s on news
about your pre enc day antic , Lutzie!
Mary Pennywitt Lester sent an article
from the ewark tar Ledger reporting on a
g roup of ornell Univer icy scienci ts,
including the Le ter ' on, Luke, who built a
device that can beam light pul e 2 billion
times per econd, a world record for a laser.
A " trained quantum well" laser, it i
expected to be u ed for telecom
munications.
Bar Nash Hanson's Christmas card
howed a photo of Bar and Herb with their
filly, Damewood. Bar writes, "Racing has
opened up a whole new world for u !"
World travel kept Bar and Herb on the road:
a trip to western MT after reunion,
Christmas in Hong Kong, New Year's in
Bangkok, and Feb. in the G alapago I lands.
Herb continue to travel for bu ine a well.
In April, I had the good fortune to pend a
day in D with Bar, who accompanied
Herb on a trip. We were joined by Ginny
Eason Weinmann, a D
re ident ince
Jack was named chief of protocol for the
W hite Hou e. It wa a very pecial get
together. I can't imagine a more perfect
hostess than Ginny representing the U. .
Joan Andrew W hite visited Bar and
Herb in early April when she visited her
daughter who had her second son in June.
Roldah Northrup Cameron, who
shared the new regarding Libby' baby, also
reported that Jeanne Tucker Zenker and
Dave' on, David Jr., presented the Zenkers
with David Ill in May '92. ongratularions
to all you lucky grandparents.
Roldah al o write that he enjoyed a
vi it with Jane Keltie early la t June. Jane
regaled her with tories about jetting over to

A message from

Leslie Margolin '77
President, Connecticut College Alum/1.i Association

E

xciting and challenging times lie ahead
for Connecticut ollege. In support of
the college's conunitment to enter the
21st century as a leader in liberal arts
education, the Alumni As ociation has
adopted a strategic plan entitled "The
Challenge to Engage." ( ee Vol. 2, o. 2)
ur goal is to rekindle your memories
- remind you of pecial moments at
Connecticut ollege - and to in pire you
to give back to the college, through your
volunteer efforts, ju t a token of what you
carried away when you graduated. We
encourage you to reconnect with the
college to exper ience some of the
excitement, the education, the enthu iasm
and the satisfaction that come from being
meaningfully involved with a large family with a hared hi tory.
Your financial support is also critical to en ure the college's place in the 21
century. Not everyone has the m ans to make a large financial contr ibution but
your participation through sending even 10 will make a difference. W hen
onnecticut competes with other college and universitie for corporate and
foundation upport the first que tion asked i , "What percentage of your
alumni upport the ollege?" Foundations and corporations want to upport
in titution that have trong admini trative leadership and broad-based,
committed alumni upport.
La t year, alumni participation registered 44 percent, an all-rime high for the
college. Our goal is to increase participation to at lea t 50 percent by 1997. I
think we can get there ooner! To date, our trustees have participated with a
200 percent increase in their annual giving. The Alumni A ociation Executive
Board is pursuing the ame goal. Faculty and staff, on their own initiative,
launched a campaign to fund two cholarship and they, too, are pursuing full
participation.
We need you. I ask you to .upport our efforts to engage, in ome manner,
1 0 percent of our alumni population. end u a check that is commensurate
witl1 your circumstances. end us a note and let u know you'd be willing to
participate in a club or cla activity, to spon or an intern hip, to speak with a
current wdent and share your knowledge and experience, to participate in
Alumni College, to return to onnecticut for a reunion or ju t a stroll down
memory lane, or to do whatever you can to help en ure Connecticut's future
and to protect our r ich legacy.
Very personally and very gratefully, I thank you for your help and I extend
my best wishe to you and yours for a happy, healthy 1993.
pain for the wedding of a friend' on.
A recent card from Barbara Molinsky
Waxler de cribe a visit to Pittsburgh to ee
her son who is an intern at Univer ity
Hospital. ay Barbara in her inimitable way,
"I'm much too young to have a on who is
a doctor. I chink I'll tell people he's my
brother." Barbara saw Betsy Wasserman
Lodwick who "looks terri6c!"
Ju c as I \V3 complering the new for this
i ue, I received a great letter from Barbara
W i egand P illote de cribing a mini
reunion of IO classmates on June 20th at
Mona Gustafson Affinito's in he hire,
T. Harr iet Bass ett MacGregor and
Bob, Rennie Aschaffenburg Christensen
and Bob, Pam Farnsworth French and
ConnecticutCollegei\ fa,�<1�i11e

Helen Pavlovich Twomey and Neil,
Inez Marg Hemlock and Walter, Joanne
Willard Nesteruk and John, Justine
Shepherd Freud and Don, Peggy Park
Mautner and the Pillotes were all together

Jack,

at Mona's haring pictures and stories. Helen
and Neil had just returned from a trip to
z echoslovakia. Hattie and Bob were
talking of a return trip co entral America.
lnie and Walter had been to the West oast.
Peggy i enjoying her retirement in NY .
They counted 28 children and 26
grandchildren between them, ix retired
hu bands with four wives till working, and
three till ver y involved in volunteer
community service. Notes and picture from
Joan Campbell Phil lips and Bets y

•

Colgan Pitt were also hared. Bobbie
writes, "It was a fun time for all of u and
we were pleased the camaraderie we have
hared ince our orth ottage Days ('474 ) together i till a part of each of u and
has become a part of our hu bands as well."
Bobbie gets to Baltimore abour once a
month a he erve a trea urer on the
Maryland Federation of Women'
lub
Executive ommittee. he reports he had a
nice visit with Roldah over the fourth of
July when he and Bob were enjoying a
week at Bethany Beach. Roldah wa at
Rehoboth Beach with her daughter, Jackie,
also a
grad, her husband and children.
Lastly, Bobbie says she and Bob are enjoying
their fifth grandchild, Elizabeth Margaret,
born in May '92, to their on and daughrer
i n-law \ ho live clo e by. The Pillote '
daughters live in H and PA, and they don't
get to see them often enough.
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Correspo11de111:

athcrinc Kirch Diecnch

4224 91st Ave. E
Bellevue, WA 9 004

Reunion: June4-6, 1993
Correspo11de111:

Janet Roesch Frauenfelder
23505 Bluestem Dr.
0401
Golden,
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Correspo11de111:

Lois Keating Learned

IO Lawrence t.

Greenlawn,

Y 117-10

M'Lee Catledge Sampson is an assi rant in
an optomecri t's office rwo days a week near
her home in trarford, T. This ummer, he
and Bob vi ired her daughter, haron, and rwo
children in an Francisco; vi ired friends in
Minneapolis where they enjoyed the cace
Fair: and met their on Tom' in-laws.
Mary Alice Joslyn Gurley runs a bed
and breakfa t from her home in
W illiam town, Ma s. he's there with her
9-year-old mother. Mar y's daughter,
handa, lives in Reading, Mas ., with her
hu b and, Dan McKee and the fir t
grandchild, Ryan, born 12/ 18/9 I . on,
Richard, is married to Dr. Robin Alexander
and i a fourth-year pediatr ic internal
medicine re ident in acramento, A.
Younge t on, David, married to ydney, is a
third year law rudent at the U. of an Diego.
Sue Gaffney Munroe, w ho lives in
Wood tock, T, is a par t-time librar y
as i rant. ldest daughter, Leslie, is married.
Another daughter, who graduated from
Arizona rate U., works as a graphic arti t.
The Munroe' oldest on is an artist living in
Taos, NM. A econd on works for Pratt &
W hitney in T. Husband, Art, i ale
manager for a company that make foot

witches. They are beginning to plan for
their retirement.
I, Lois Keating Learned, had lunch
recently with Aorence Vars McQuilling,
who' fine and bu y \vith her four children
and six grandchildren. Tom, who live in
Northport, Y, works for his dad in the
marine bu ine s and doc much traveling.
He and hi \vife were off to Europe for rwo
weeks. achy, the maritime lawyer, who
lives in Brooklyn, is back at work and bu y
with her year-old girl. arol live in T and
ha three boy - there ha n't been a girl in
her h� band's family for ix generation !
Andrew, after a Oing with a NY job, is
now ar Harvard Bu ine chool.
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Correspo11de111:

Jocelyn Andre, M1tchcU
16701 ud Dr.
Rockeville, MD 20853

Barbara Bruno Cooke reache Engli h a a

econd Language co immigrants in yracuse,
NY. he i doing a pilot program that include
total support to the students in the form of
vocational training and coun cling to ee that
they do not "fall through the crack " after
learning the language. Her hu band retired
from the foreign ervice and i now at yracu e
U. as ambassador in residence. Although they
lived oversea for 25 years, they till enj y trav
eling and do a lot of it. They have a daughter
who graduated from Harvard and a on who
graduated from Wesleyan. he ees Sondra
Gelb Myers occasionally.
C ynthia Donnally B rown and
hu band live in V irginia Beach, do e to the
,varer. he ha worked on and off over the
years, but no, volunteer at the hospital and
pla tennis.
Lynn Gar rick Jannen live in
Princeton, 1, ,vith her hu band. They both
retired a year ago, he from nur ing. Two
daughter are married, and they have one
grandchild.
Judith

Pennypacker

Goodwin

recently received a " elebration of
Excellence Award" from the T care
Board of Education for her project entitled
"Br idging the Gap, a pan Between
Elementary and econdary rudents."
My hu band, David, and I cook the
opportunity pre ented by a golf outing in
PA to stop in hippensburg, PA, co visit Jean
Johnston, who was a professor of chemi try
during our college year . he ha been
retired for many year but continue to be
active in church and civic affairs. We hadn't
seen each other for more than 30 years, but
we took up our friendship where we left off
as if tho e intervening years had not existed.
I al o vi iced
in cpt. '92 for Alumni
Weekend. The highlight of the trip was a
talk by summer reading author, Ann Petry. If
you haven't read her book, The rreer, I
recommend it to you, along \vith any other
of hers you can find!

Ja1111ary!Fcbniary I 99)
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Corresp1111de11t:

Ellie Erickson Ford

315 Grist Mill Dr.
Ba kmg R.idge, � 07920

Carole Awad Hunt works hard as the exec
utive chair for the New York chool
Volunteers fundraising drive that trains volun
teers to go into public chools as tutors. Carole
wrote, ''Jim and I just returned from a week
on a ranch in MT and a week biking in
witzerland. Jim Jr. is at Lehman Brother ,
and Jeff is job hunting. tephanie i at
In titutional lnve tor ."
Julia Conner Collard is finishing her la t
year as president of the Manhasset, NY, Board
of Education and looking forward ro a le
pre ured existence. AJ and Julia traveled to
Japan and hina in the spring and to Europe
in the fall. Daughter, Liz, is a second-year law
tudent at YU. on Bill is in his final year
of a five-year engineering and bu ine program at Lehigh. Tom i a r. in high chool.
Julia ay , "I think I ee the light at the end of
the tunnel."
Natalie Greenough Tuckerman and
Jean Bahr Waltrip got together three time
in '92: fir t, for their 4 th reunion at
hatham Hall in April, then for atalie'
daughter arah's wedding in July, and again
in Oct. for Jean's on Kevin' wedding.
Nellie Beetharn Stark retired as fore t
ecologi t from the U. of Montana in Dec.
'92. he moved to R and built a log barn,
mo tly unaided, and will build a log house
next spr ing.
ellie may retur n co
profes ional life or may continue to farm,
rai ing cotti h ca and llamas.
Mar il yn Hurd Roach wrote,
"Greetings from Tulsa, OK. Jim i retired
from IBM, and we are enjoying tl1e lei ure
time and the chance to explore ome of tl1e
ur rounding rare . We vacationed in
Branson, M , chi pring. We returned to
the ortheast in Aug. and vi iced with
family, including �ix children (and mate )
plus even grandchildren. ur grandchildren
range in age from 17 to brand new, o we
feel very ble ed."
Jackie Jenks McCabe's first grandchild
, a born in Jan. '92 - Ian Mc abe
chappe, on of daughter, Tracy, and on-in
law, core, both of w hom are pursuing
Ph.D. in Madison, W I. Jackie said, "I am
till working as a teacher' aide in the Engli h
department at our local high chool and
have added part-time work at the library.
Enjoyed a wonderful trip to Paris, where my
brother-in-law lives, in Oct. '92.
Gloria MacArthur Van Duyne ha
seven granddaughters and one grandson. A
daughter �va married last Aug. and is living
in D , attending John Hopkin U.
raduate chool. A son i getting his MBA
at night from the U. of Michigan/ Ann
Arbor. Another daughter got her MBA at
the U. of hicago and i now a ysrem
R.
anal y se for Hewlett-Packard in
Another daughter is hoping co get into

medical chool. on Erick i practicing
medicine. Gloria continue to be involved in
community -music, children, different
projects, and my tore's life ha not lowed
- speeds up daily!"
Nancy Stewart Roberts' daughter
Jenifer had her third son, not daughter, a
previously reported' ha e Mackenzie
Philpot join big brothers Tyler, 6, and
pencer, 3. The Roberts al o have a new
granddaughter, Brittany Ann, born in Sept.
to on, Stew, and his wife. Stew is an FI31
agent in an Diego. The Robert ' on,
Mark, is living in MD and working for the
federal governmenc in D . Daughter, Julie,
live in Mystic and will complete her cour e
work at C in Dec. Nancy wrote, "It' been
great having a child at onnecticut and
getting a wonderful education. I taught an
incensive ix-week pani h course there thi
summer chat covered a whole year' work to
a delightful class."
Marge Lewin Ross ent the following,
"I started working this fall a a volunteer at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art. I'm till a
consultanc on ummer programs for tudcnts
to 18 for Tips on Trip and amp . ur
daughter, Nancy, a
graduate, is no,
working in Prague, and athy i a jr. at
Daronouth."
Margot Harper Zeeb wrote, "Noted
in last class new that everyone' children are
getting married and producing grandkid .
I'm foUowing the crowd - third daughter
got married in May Qoining one out of
three sons) and third grandchild arrived in
JuJy. We're still spread acros the continent
(T , 0, A, OR, FL) and in Germany,
but do keep in very clo e contact via phone
and everal gec-cogethers per year. I'm still in
part-time social work, bur I'm now totally
involved at Ea t Tenne see hildren'
Ho pital as the home health ocial worker
ince la t Jan."
I, Ellie Erickson Ford, was cleaning
out a bookcase and came aero s a well used
copy of Beo11111!f The in ide cover bore the
following in cription: "PROPERTY OF
Dee Frankenstein, Jane Haynes, Ruth
Milliken and Janet Ziegler." How are you
all? W hat are you doing these days?
When my ister-in-law, Nancy Redway
Ford, wa cleaning out her family's conage,
she gave me a book entitled, Histoq1 of
Co1111ectiwt Coll ege, publi hed in '43. It
belonged to Nancy' mother, Idell Frances
Godard Redway '25.
No other news. I chink our postcards
went out too late for many of you to
respond in time for this issue. o send them
to me as oon a you can, and the next
magazine will be chock-full of new .
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Coffespo11de111s: Anne Dctarando
Hartman, 108 Albemarle Road.
Ncwtonville, MA 02160 and
Libby Kirch caton. 57 Fair
aks, St. Louis, M 63124

Reunion: June4-6, 1993
Com·spo11dm1:
Judith Ankarstr:m ar on
21 Linden l.
eedham, MA 02192
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Coffespo11d1•11ts: V irginia rtccd
Levick, 10 argent Ln.,
Atherton, A 94027 and Jane
t.urctt woccs, 920 Rye Valley
Dr. , Meadowbrook, PA 19046

Mimi Adams Bitzer reports three more
grandchildren.
Lucy Allen Sep ark received her
ma ter' in education in May '92, concinue
teaching in pringfield, MA, and ings with
the weec Adelines.
Winon a Clinton Barker travels
internationally in her po ition as director of
a database project. n her way to Beijing
and Tokyo, she'll sec her daughter, Lauren,
22, in VA, and on, David, 27, in Berkeley.
Hu band, John, a cienri t at A A, i
involved in developing acdlicc y tems.
Lloyd Dow MiUs received her ma ter'
in German from U / anta Barbara in '91.
Her passion is hiking in olvang, A, and
witzerland.
heers from Marcia Fortin Sherman
who unpack from y.:r another move - this
time to Wolverhampton, England. She lefr
behind a new grandson.
Judy Bassin Peknik report from
tamford, T, " ame job, ame husband,
ame hou e - I'm content." he pent
I 0/2/92 at Parents· Weekend at
with
daughter usan '93.
Anne Frankel Robinson's daughter'
wedding brought out Barbara Carney
Staines, Sally Withington and Nancy
Kushlan Wanger. Anne till w r ites
occa ionally publishe hort rorie and keep
her bone moving , ith aerobic dancing and
,valking.
Gail Glidden Goodell visited Jan
Bremer Sturg is in the Midwest and
caroused with Sally Withing ton at a
Bo con
cocktail parry. " ee you at
Reunion '94!"
Cecily Hamlin Wells has es enrially
retired from publishing to hit the tenni
cour and timulace the brain with writing
courses at the Radcliffe Graduate eminars.
W hile Ginger Reed Levick's back
regroups, she enjoys and i stimulated by
work on the tanford U. Board for Re earch
on Women and Gender. And by organizing
a conference on "women in the '90 " in
Palo AJro.
Sara Kellogg Goodrich hits thi
bulletin with news of daughter Lisa' master'
degree in public relation . on, John, works
a an ace golf pro at Farmington oumry
lub. al keeps pumping those bone a
Ethel Walker' athletic coordinator.
Nancy Savin, the special events
coordinator for ave the hildren, put on a

ConnecticutCollege.Ha�nzi11e

big do in Greenwich, T.
Erny Lou Zahniser Baldridge reports
char on, Jeff, with hi Ph.D. in clinical
p ychology, enjoys his married life and
re idency at Peterson Air Force Ba e in
Colorado prings. Daughter, Kim works on
pecial events at Mademoiselle in NY. Emy
Lou has old her paper bu ine , bought a
hou e in anta Fe and chair a group of
private citizens to upporr child protective
services.
Fifry-niners a sedate group? "N T!"
Keep the news rolling and remember we
aim to please by printing your life talc ,
caking great liberties with illegible new
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Co"espo11de111:
ancy Waddell
502 First t.
Langley, WA 98260
Cc'"espo11dr111:
Joan umner ster, 255
Hillcrest R.d., Fairfield, T
06-130 and Eileen l�em
halfoun, RFD #4, Box 923,
Wc·t Brattleboro. VT 05301
Correspo11de111:
Louise Brickley P hippen
300 Highridgc R.d.
cncrevillc, DE I 9807

Prudence Roberts Kidd misse her grand
son who moved to an Diego with hi
mother, Bet y. Prudence's eldest daughter,
Jennifer, married a fellow doctor in the fam
ily' home in Traverse Ciry, Ml, on Aug. 22.
The bride came down with the 24-hour flu
and mi ed mo t of the festivities. Their hon
eymoon cruise was the last hip ouc of Miami
before Hurricane Andrew hit. Youngest daugh
ter, Margaret, i training her three-year-old
Quarter Horse and i now a r. in high chool.
Kay Stewart tarted her econd year of
a Ph.D. program in clinical psychology at
hio U. he finds it hard work, but loves it.
130th her sons are enjoying Brigham Young
U. It wa good to hear that her daughter i
making a trong recovery and planning to go
on to college. Kay was unable to come co
our reunion due co exam , but aw Mary
Wily Falconer last Dec.
Susan Eckert Lynch, our clas
pre idenr, reports a very successful alumni
wcck.:nd. It was particularly worthwhile for
her to sec progre s being made on "our"
room in rozicr-William and the new 6eld
house. AU is weU with the Lynche . Oldest
on, Ron, ha joined middJe on, harlie in
A. Andy is still studying at CorneU. Ron
r. and usie have some interesting trip
planned as alway .
Jean Cutinelli Tinelli ha taught art
appreciation at a local adult chool for about
16 years. he has begun caking ome of her
rndent on art tours - one to the an
Franci co Bay Arca and another to Lo

•

SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
PH I BETA KAPPA
The Della Chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa is pleased to announce it
will award two scholarships of
approximately S1 .200 each to
Connecticut College alumni for
lull-time graduate study during the
1993-94 academic year. Due date
for applications is March 25. 1993.
Alumni interested in applying for
one of these awards should write
to the Chapter Vice President for
application forms:
Professor Wayne R. Swanson
Box 5575
Connecticut College
New London. CT 06320
Recipients will be informed of the
results by May 1. 1993.
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the other with on, con, in Italy.
Judy Bassewitz T heran's daughter,
Elizabeth, Harvard '94, pent ix weeks
doing archaeological tudy at d1e American
chool in Athens and is spending her jr. year
in Rome doing more of the ame. Judy's
on, David, R.idgewood High chool '94, i
doing well, and Judy her elf i teaching
French tutorial co an eighdl grade bal.lerina
from AB Lincoln enter for a year.
ince our 30th reunion, Damon
(Pokey) Reed ha started her own busine
as a marketing and exhibition consultant for
the fine arts. It is a natural extension of her
previou work and fie in well with her
flexible chedule. Thi ummer, he was able
to have three gloriou week of fam ily
vacation time - "a treat and a success!"
ork and I, Louise Brickley Phippen,
are now "empty ne ter " and are finding it a
trange adju tmenc. My meatloaf la t a
week! We did get co London and Geneva
last June and Bald Head I land, C, in Aug.
Now it's back to teaching at oncord
Preschool. harlie, the youngest son, left for
Lafayette
ollege; W in is at
orn ell
raduate chool tudying plants; and liver
works at New York Telephone.

Reunion: June4-6, 1993
Correspo11de111:

Angele . Next year' plans include NY and
Italy. Jean's outside intere ts include church,
local arts fund-rai ers and garden.ing (orchids
and fuschias). Jean has been divorced for 11
years and h two grown daughters.
M argo Conderman Arnold and
hu band had a wonderful trip co Paris dlis
past ept. he writes dlat it was her first trip
out of d1e U. . in 24 years. Margo is writing
an autobiography. No longer with T ime
Life Librarie , Margo ha a new job with
Friendship Heights hiropractice.
Judy Karr Morse ,vas among the many
happy "reunioner ." ince then, he ha
visited Nickie Nichols Bennett in NH and
Tamsen Evans George in ambridge.
Ellen Watson Payzant i teaching gang
prevention to fourth to ixth graders and
peer mediation to high chool jrs. and rs.
as well a adults. he has become very active
in Planned Parenthood. Ellen i the past
pre idem of the Planned Parendlood Board
and a board member of dle action fund.
Duffie Stafford Lorr write that he
enjoyed peru ing dle reunion book and wa
able to vt IC with B et s y Cart er
Bannerman and Sandra Loving Linder
while in San Franci co in Aug. he got to
ee for herself dle destruction caused by the
Lo Angele riot and all the problem
inherent co big cicie - omething he
doesn't nus back home in IA.
Sally Scott Molwitz had a painting
exhibition during Aug. and epc. in
Westche ter, NY. he and her husband were
lucky enough to have two vacations, one
widl daughter, Gillian, in Boulder, 0, and

uc Bernstein Mer y
1111 Park Ave.
cw York, NY 10128
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Correspo11de111:

andra Banni tcr Dolan
301 lilf Ave.
Pelham, NY IO 03
Corrrspm1de111s:

Leslie ctterholm Fox, 26
onestoga Way, Gia tonbury,
T 06033 and Ann Brauer
Gigounas, 840 tony Hill R.d.,
Tiburon, A 94920

Pat Antell Andrews, who ti.11 live in New
rleans, has received her master's in public
health and i now working for dle Loui iana
Tumor Registry as a biostati tician and epi
demiologist. he sent a newspaper clipping in
which Elizabeth Murphy W helan wa
quoted in regard co a tudy about the benefits
of V itamin . Bedl is the executive director
of dle New York-based American ouncil
on Science and Health.
Susan Bucken ham completed a
college cour e in micro-computer and i
being further cucored by her 14-year-old
nephew. he was uppo ed to ail on the
Q11ee11 Elizabet/, 2 to England with her 12year-old nephew in ept., but no doubt had
to change plan after the unfortunate
g rounding o f that g reat liner off the
Elizabeth Islands dlis ummer. W hat did you
do instead, ue?
Elaine DeSantis Benvenuto ( till of
NY ) pent three week in London and
Pari la t hri cma with her daughter,
Kecia, in celebration of Kecia's graduation
from tanford. he keeps in touch with
Sally R y an lg non. Elaine i the
godmother of ally' 4-year-old c.laughter.
Joan Havens Perry teaches Latin at the
ali bury chool in Litchfield ounry, T.
Her daughter, Kyla, attends Rhodes allege
in Memphi .
Sy bil Pickett Veeder of Piccsburgh
works for a psychologist in a general practice
and recendy completed her Ph.D. Her
hu band, an attorney, p ecialize in
environmental problem . hildren are: ybil,
25, a nurse in harlotce ville, VA; Hillary,
23, of NY , who is working on a master's in
museum tud.ies at NYU; and errit, 17, a
r. at Berkshire chool, MA, where he play
football, basketball and lacro
Your correspondent, Leslie Setterholm
Fox, had a wonderful unm1er traveling to all
corner of the U .. My mother took my
ister-in-la, and me on a cruise from an
Francisco to AK and returned with ports of
call at Vancouver (fabulous, even in the

HAPPY CAMPERS - Members of the Class of '64 gather al Cathy Layne Frank's camp, South Hero, VI, in
July '92. From left to right: Marcia Silcox Crockett, Platt Townend Arnold, Sue Hackenburg Trethewey, Cathy
Layne Frank, Ann Weatherby Smith, Kirk Palmer Senske and Donna Richmond Carleton.

Ja1111ary/Febn1ary
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ALUMNI TRAVEL
ALUMNI COLLEGE ABROAD

Join members of the Connecticut College Community in a trip to the Lake District in
England to study the poetry of William Wordsworth and view the breathtaking
countryside. Professor of English Janet Gezari and Visiting Professor of English
Jonathan Wordsworth (a descendent of the poet} will be the faculty speakers.
July 3-17, 1993

BIKE VERMONT

Shoreham Inn - three-day weekend trip
August 6-8, 1993

DANUBE RIVER TRIP
Fifteen-day adventure from Vienna to
Istanbul
September 6-20, 1993
For more information contact Bridget
Bernard in the Alumni Office, 439-2304.
pouring rain), Ketchikan, Juneau, Glacier Bay
(yes, we did see the glaciers calving) and best of all - V ictoria, British olumbia.
Then Ashley, 21, and I pent nine days in OK
and AR at a family reunion. Other weekends
were spent on Block I land, R.I; and in
Wiscasset, ME, and Marblehead, MA.
After the cruise, I stayed with Susan
Hardesty Christy in Mill Valley, A, for a
lovely weekend that included lunch with
Elizabeth Lamb at the cop of Mt.
Tamalpai on a beautiful clear afternoon. It
was great to get caught up with both of
them (they're looking mahvalou , dahlings!)
ue's daughter have both graduated from
UC/Santa ruz. Imber, 25, started medical
school in O H this fall. achy, 22, is a
journalist in an Franci co. Bitsy lives about
half an hour from ue and is taking voice
lessons, among other pur uics.
Now let us hear from YOU!
We extend our symp athy to Mary
Strayer McGowan whose husband,
Duncan, architect and developer, died of
complications from a second stroke.
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Correspo11de111s: Betsy Greenberg
Feinberg, 8014 Greentree R.d..
Bethesda, MD 20817 and
Pamela Mcndcliohn, 1�0. Box
4597, Arcata, A 95521

Correspo11de111:
usan Leahy Eldert
P.O. Box 78
Wallingford, CT 06492

Married: Linda Barker to Kenneth Koziol,
9/6/92.
The 25th reunion was a wonderful event
carefully orchestrated by Chris Miller St.
Jean and Dana Freedman Liebman.
Stevie Pierson Connell has the same
hu band, same children, same dog, same job.
Everyone and everything is getting bigger
except her salary.

Martha Kidd Cyr is till living in ME.
Martha reports that she had a great time at
the 25th - it made her wonder why it took
her 25 year to return. She had a vi it from
Debbie Swanson Handy and her
daughter, Miller. They are planning an
annual event in quirrel I land, ME.
Anne Moloney Black was sor ry to
mis the reunion. he traveled out west this
past ummer with husband, tephen, and
stepdaughter, Katie. he has now ettled
back into life in D after spending � o
years in London where tephen is involved
in his law firm. Anne received her MBA at
London Business chool.
Debbie Small Russel had a great time
at the 25th. he joined Wendy Wiener
Wolf and her hu band, Jim. T he four of
them originally double dated in college and
were both married following graduation.
Debbie is busy as a recreational therapist at a
killed nur ing facility and volunteers with
Planned Parenthood. She and Jim celebrated
their 25th anniverary in June while hiking
the awtooth Wilderne of Idaho.
Sara Markun Dean reports that her
day (and nights) are filled with working
full-rime as an office manager for a market
research firm and getting three children
ready for college. he al o teache adult
education Italian classes.
Laurie Levinson Pohn's daughter,
Kendra, took a year off from college to kate
with the Ice apade . Kendra is no� a
freshman at U. of olorado. Laurie's on,
Justin, is a kier and tennis player. Laurie i
happily divorced and VP of a tele ales
company and owner of a sports magazine
distributor hip. he enjoys teaching yoga
and pends a month in India every fall. he
ha been a vegetarian ince '83 and has an
intere t in animal rights. Her .life is busy and
focused on growth and self-transformation.
Deborah Benjamin did make it to the
reunion ... in time for dinner! However, she
managed to extend the reunion by having
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Trish Carr, and Deb Fun kh ouser
Perlman to her home in Lake unapee,
NH, in July.
Dede Clements has joined the hi tory
department of Montgomery Bell Academy,
an independent school for boys in Nashville,
and looks forward to working in its fine arts
deparm1ent. Daughter, Kendra, 13, and on,
William, 10, are thriving and fun.
Sharon Sa ger Freimuth graduated
from ase Western Reserve U. in May '92
and has a legal po ition with entury
Products, a baby products manufacturer.
Ladeen, 24, live in D . and attend the
Fletcher chool of Law and Diplomacy.
Kyle, 2I, is spending his jr. year in Paris in
the Internacional chool of Busine from
Washington U. in t. Louis. Joel, 17, a r. in
high ·chool, i planning a year in Israel
before college.
Ruth Berkholtz Ciriacks; husband,
Aaron; and son, Luke, moved to the pine
woods of central WI two year ago after
even year in Madison, WI. R.uth had
worked for the Dane County her iff's
Department, and Aaron was a food ervice
upervisor at University Ho pita!. R.uth h
ince returned to new paper reporting for a
local weekly and writes feature articles when
time allows. Leisure time i pent fly fi hing
on the cream nearby their cabin. R.uth would love to hear from all her clas maces.
Please contact the alumni office for her
address and phone number.
Elizabeth George writes that he i a
v i ctim of multiple clero is � hich
neces itated giving up her work as a public
utility rate analyst. For the past year, she has
been confined in a nursing home facility on
Cape od near her family. Please call or
contact the alumni office for her addres and
phone number.
Terry Taffinder Grosvenor has 4
children: Amanda, 10; Andrew, 8;
Sherwoode, 5; and Nancy, 3, and a new
puppy, Dasi) Dogabone, 4 1110 . Terry has
been , r icing more songs and ju t finished
hooting a TV pilot for PBS that encourages
children to read.
Luise Mayer Palace has been living
near D for the past 17 years and has been a
ingle parent for nine year . She teaches
third grade in Annandale, V A , and is
working on a ma tcr's degree in gifted
educati on. Her son, Michael, 22, is a
graduate student at UVA and daughter,
Anne, I 9, i a sophomore at Bucknell U. In
' 90, Lui e and her kids traveled with
Connecticut allege and Wesleyan on a
safari to East Africa. Last ummer they went
to o ta R.ica, Au tralia and Tahiti.
Chris Miller St. Jean wants to thank all
who-attended the 25th and made it the best
ever! he suggests that while dinner at the
Knowlton Green wa cooler than ex-pected,
our haring es ion in KO was warm and
memorable. The fall has brought a change in
Chris's life. he is now teaching part time
which leave her time to operate 1110111' caxi
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ervice for Nicole, 13, and Ju tin, 11. he
will ee everyone in five years.
Nancy Gro s s e lfin ger is a 1stant
profe or of
ociology teaching a
criminology concentration. Her tuden arc
all hear ing-impaired and the goal i to
prepare competitive candidate for graduate
ju tice pracricum po ition and graduate
chool . Her continuing re earch intere cs
include comparative criminol gy ju tice,
women and disabled person . Please contact
the alumni office for her address and phone.
Janet Levy Rivkin married Lawrence
Rivkin in May '91. he inherited a
, onderful in cant family and travels a great
deal in Europe. he ha emi-retired after
selling her real e cace company to the
women who worked for her. Her interest in
art continues as her hu band and he brow c
mu eum around the \ orld. They have a
country home in Kent, T, and enjoy
antiquing. he has kept in touch with
Barbara Kaplan Goldstein, and they try
to vi it arc ho, whenever they can.
Elayne Zweifler Gardstein of Great
Neck,
Y, wr ites that the reunion \ a
wonderful. Our cla s gave a record reunion
gift, and he was proud to serve a cla agent
chair. he and hu band, Hank, celebrated
their 25th anniver ary. I aughcer, Tracy,
graduated from
in May and 1s in the
graduate wr iting program at mer on,
Bo con. Daughter, Bee ey, i a sr. in high
ch I. Elayne keeps bu y as an academic
librarian at UNY and cay involved with
a an alumni admis ion repre entative.
Sue Ende! Kerner' on, Andre\ , is in
eventh grade; Jeff i in (, urth grade, and
David i in nur ery chool. In ept. '92,
hu band, Marty, spoke at an international
telecommunications conference in enoa,
Italy. ue and the older boys accompanied
him. ue is rehearsing for J11st Before Jeep, a
new play about a homele family; the
production will tour chools for a year. he
also got a guest directing spot for the month
of March in incinnati. ue attended Linda
Barker's wedding in Annapoli
Sandy C lement Haddad had a
wonderful time at the reunion. he had
dinner with Anne Foss, Judy Oates, Deb
Benjamin, Deb Funkhouser Perlman
and Trish Carr. andy returned to
to
cake courses for teacher certification!
Kate Kennedy Richards i in trarning
with Dean W iner Reynolds in its broker
program. he completed her MBA at
Queen'
ollege in harlotte, N . Kate
al o pent two week in Bolivia doing
volunteer \ ork and sight-seeing. on David,
21, work in harlotce. on Peter, 1 ,
tarted his fre hman year at the ollege of
harleston.
Anne H o lbro o k nyder ha been
teaching cial tudies at aint Basil Academy
in PA for ten years.
the world i con tantly
changing, her job is alwa interesting. ldest
daughter, Ally a, i a ophomore at Ithaca
ollege in NY; Jessica is a r. in high school;

hristian i in eighth grade.
Bahira ( Betty ) Sugarman work
with individual , ouple and familie
ombining tradmonal and p ychotherapcutic
modalities with cran per onal and healing
work. he teache elf development and
relation hip kill coa t co coa t with her
hu band, heldon I enbcrg. In addition, he
is team-teaching meditation classes and Tai
hi huan and beginning co lead group in
"spiritual eldering."
Margery Gan lives in merville, MA,
and ha a full-time, private practice with a
specialty in e ting disorder�. he is also raff
upcrvisor at Beth I. rael Ho pita! in Boston.
Plea e call the alumni office for Margery'
new addre .
Linda Barker say he couldn't wait to
reach the age of 5 like Ro emary Park, co
marry for the Ii c time. he co k the plunge
ac a young 47! usan Ende) Kerner and
family attended the wedding in Annapolis.
Carol Cohen Freifelder is a televi ion
sale executive at KATZ ommunicacions in
Y . on, raig, attend a Monce ori
chool witl1 Marjorie inger J o eph' on,
tephen. Young on, Jack, 1, keep chem
hopping. arol' husband works for pnvace
indu try after pending time a the pecial
Deputy ommi ioner of Insurance for the
tate of cw Jersey. he and her family live
in Y
and have a weekend hou e on
Long I land.
Ellen Glascock still live in Kearny, � •
and teache at c. Franci.
ollege in
Brooklyn. Recently finding her elf
"uncoupled," she is trying to keep bu y
applying for promotion co profe or, making
frequent trip co ape od and romping
,vith her dog, Truro.
Carol Hermann moot was coo busy
earning money for college tuition and
ho ting foreign exchange tudents co be able
co attend the reumon.
Liz Martin O'Toole also had a great
time ac the reunion. Her bigge t change is
having both kids in college: Je ica i a jr. at
ornell, and Megan i a freshman at
olumbia.
Annie Rothfus Marra i living and
working as a professional inger/ ongwricer
in hapel Hill, N . he i married to
V incent, a holi tic health-care practitioner,
and they have four children: Tri can, 23;
Lyra 11; Aurora, ; and kye, 7. Annie has
produced and released a cassette of original
songs called "T hru the Fog," available
through Midnight Ro e Publishers, hapel
Hill, N .
Elizabeth Brahler Williams love
teaching kindergarcners ac
harlocte
ountry Day chool. Daughter, Laura,
graduated from U
and , orks for a PR
firm in
Y . Betty i pulling her life
together after the death of her hu band, JR,
last year. The entire ountry Day chool
community mourn the lo o f a great
teacher and friend.
Marjorie inger Joseph cill lives in
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Y , on che Upper We c 1de, near
encral Park \ ith hu band, d, and on .
till
ceven, 5, and Matche\, 17 mo . he
counsel ac the Vera lnstiruce of Ju tice.
Wendy Casman D oherty , orks for a
non-profit organization. Daughter, Kate, i
attending Tuft , and Brendan i ac
Darnn uth. Wendy ends her best t all.
Lisa Stonberg Karofsky reports chat
her interior design career pro pers, and
hu band, Paul, is a re our e to the family
busine se.. Li a' daughter, Jody, i a ocial
worker for tl1e elder! , and on, David, i a
sr. ac Bowdoin ollege.
Margaretann Hart Robert \ rote a
long letter detailing her several moves the
p c few years. he i no\ ectled in MD.
ldcsc daughter i a fre hman in high scho I
w here she plays volleyball. Younge t
daughter, Emily, a fifth grader, i a ucce. ful
diver. Margaretann repor chat he h 5 been
hies ed with four years of go d health after
urgery and chemotherapy for breast cancer
in ' 88. he says chat a supportive family,
wonderful doctors and prayer helped her
tl1rough me dark and difficult time . he
ha ju c fini bed \ orking at a hand-crafted
gallery and will now uh ticute teach after 14
years of full-time mocherho d. Margaretann
keep in couch with
ancy Stein
MacMillan, Nancy Ford Fennell and
Luise Mayer Palace.
he al o live fairly
do e to Ellen ceinberg Mann '6 .
I, ue Leahy Eldert, have returned ease
after liv ing in
for 15 year . I am
teaching biology at hoate R emary I Jail,
an independent b arding h I. I lu band,
John, is the financial planner for the chool,
and 5011 , Tom and a ey, are a r. and a
ophomore, re pectively. Ac time ic eem
overwhelming for us co all be work111g and
liv111g ac the ame place. Had a wonderful
time at the reunion. I rayed for the
weekend ac Nancy Newcomb's home in
Id Lyme along w ith Su an Ende!
Kerner, u an Cohn Doran, Heather
Woods Ames and Georgia Whidden.
We stayed up lace in the night talking about
the evolution of the role of women in ur
ociety. We thought back to our fre hman
reading book, Tl,e Fe111i11i11e Mystiq11e. and
talked long and hard about where we had
come a women and where we were going!
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Reunion: June4.£, 1003
Correspo11dm1:

Joyce Todd ' onnor
1414 Towne quarc
Allison Park, PA 1510 I

ur 25th reunion is scheduled for June, but
our class bank account is not in good hape.
Plea e end your cla due co Katharine
usman Howe. all or write the Alumni
ffice for Katharine' addre .
Stephanie Barrett Branch i till
teaching 0ying and 0ying acrobatic and ha
three ummer under her belt flying float
plane in 13riti h olumbia. he ha two

"exqui ite" children
understanding" hu band.

and

"a

mo t

Ricki Chapman McGlashan , ill be
attending the reunion after her oldest on
graduate from Yale thi spring. he and
I ug are enjoying the "empty ne t." Ricki
doe freelance and volunteer de ktop
publi hing.
Ally on Cook Gall of Morn town,
�. is assi tant director of America's Jewish
ommittee for �- he al o i chair of the
local chool b ard. Ally on went t I rael
thi pa t ummer to pick up her daughter
who pent the year there.
Barbara DiTrolio Mannino works for
a national healthcare company where he has
full re pon ibtlity for lea ing a , ell a
property and liability insurance. he als i a
publicist for lub 13asketball U A, a ports
organization that develop a , ide-ba�ed club
y tem for ba ketball.
Ann Engstrom Reydel i trying t0 di
everything we t of B ton in her real estate
career to pay tuition. on Tom i a freshman
at the U. f Vermont, and on teven i in
eighth grade at 13clmont Hill hool.
Dinsmore Fulton, past
director f
capital gifts, has recently moved t0 V T co
become deputy director f the Ver mont
acural Res ur e ouncil. he returned to
in ept. to dedicate the field hou e and
christen the rowing shell Di11s111orc . F11lto11
'68- "the tlmll of a lifetime," she reports!
Jane Ranallo Goodman i� involved in
all facets f PR and communication w rk
for the Laborer International Union of
orth Amer ica.
he' a pioneer for
management level women in a male
dominated field. Both �tep ons have no,
graduated from college, and Alex i in
e nd grade. he i cur rently recovering
from breast can er urgery but plans t0 join
us at the reunion.
Linda Groat ,
able to ad pt a baby
girl, Laura Linw od tern, born 6/ 14/92. In
June, he fini�hcd her five-year term as
a ociate dean of the ollcge f Archite cure
and Urban Planning, U. f Michigan. T his
spring, she will return as a ociate profcs or
of architecture after pending the fall , ith
baby Laura.
Another couple adjusting well to the
"empty nest" syndrome i Harriet Le lie
Herman Pratt and hu band. Daughter
Michelle i a r. at the U. f Texas, and
daughter I ebra i a fre hman at entenary
olkgc in LA.
eil and Sheila Herman Sheer went
to Israel thi fall. Ide t daughter, Li a,
graduated from kidmore in '91. and L1ra i
a sophomore at Mt. Holyoke.
Andy Hintlian Mendell and hu�band,
Tom, pent laH ummer c cling thr ugh
Italy and Fran e. T hey found the
country ide beautiful, the food wonderful
and the exerci e "slimming."
In addition to swimming from Alcatraz
to �hore and under the
Iden Gate, Judy
Irving ha� been directing a PU erie on

" u tainable development" in mall village
filmed in Zimbabwe and cpal in '91. he
aim finished a fiction film, " ut of the Way
afe," and would like tO d more work with
actor.;.
An elementary chool mu ic teacher,
usan Kennedy Bishov al o ac ompanic
chc Acron and Merrimac Valley ommuniry
horu e . he lives in helmsford, MA,
with her husband and 12-ycar-old daughter.
Donna Matthews' whole family i
ba k in ch I! he is pur umg a master' in
p ychology, and hu band, Kevin, attend
13 rd ollcge. Urendon and 13rett arc in
elementary �chool, and daughter, Heather,
attends graduate �chool at UPenn.
Lynda Mauriello Fran k lin and
Midge Auwerter hepard had a nice visit
on the Jer.;ey hore thi past ummer. Lynda'
daughter, Jennifer, i a r. at e rgecown,
and both b
arc at Pingry chool. ynda
continue her volunteer work.
Candace Mayeron i pre ident of Him
and Her Production., the "largest producer of
male beefcake mcrch ndi e in the world fc r
calendar.;, p te� and gift cards." he is also
manager of Turbo, an American ladiator,
and Tarzan of the tclcvi ion how, "Tarzan.''
Lynn Miles i till running her tore,
am ara, in towe, V T. he had dinner
recently , ith Loui e Belden Fairbank
overlooking beautiful Lake hamplain.
Barbara Modeski Holbrook and
hu band retired from the avy fter 25 year
of military life. T hey arc now building a
home near Tampa, FL, , here they plan to
settle d wn for a , hilc.
Joyce ewman i till a TV pr ducer
f, r 011s11111er Reports, primarily airing on
Hl3
and PB . Her hu band teaches
ancient car Eastern languages and culture
at olumbia and i head of the Bible
I ep rtment at the Je, i h T heological
eminary. he has three ch I-age children.
Laura Pliskin Gottwald has her own
interior design and decorating busines in
NY
pccializing in hotel , re taurant ,
residential work, per iod and ht toric
pre er vation a well a s consultation for
architects and private clients.
Patti Reinfeld Kolodny ha been
visiting high �ch I a an alumni admi ion
rcpre cnt ative for onnecticut. he al o
intervie in her area of Princeton. Patti is a
docent at the Arc Museum, Pr inceton U.
Ginger Puder Goldfarb attended Patti'
daughter' bat 111itzml1 la t May.
usan Sharkey Hoffman and her
hu band, Tom, r un their O\ n business.
u�an's on graduated 111aj/11a w111 /a,ufe in
May from the U. of Tennc�ec. on Joe is a
jr. t the U. f W isconsin/Madi�on. Her
two daughter\ are tiU at home.
Cheryl Shepley Manniello is acting
and dancing into the hearts of her audiences
a Lil in a fabulou producti n f "Annie"
nd the lead in " nee Upon a Mattre ."
he' al� takmg cducati n c ur.;es, working
to, ard a teaching cer tificate.
heryl

Connecticut College,\ ltl.11<1:111r

chore graphed a production of "Anything
G e " in Jan.
n / 29/92, Kathy Spen dlove
Talmadge married H. Pierre allc, an Id
high chool fr iend. In the ummer of '9I ,
Kathy old her hou e i n M A and bought an
old farm hou e 111 Dec. '91. Her biography
of John Muir wa publi hed chi pa t fall.
Cynthia S t ork Gerber i really
looking forward to the big 25th reunion.
he i busy in real estate and chool/civic
acttvities , hen not being a mom.

Helen Reynolds, Carol Mancusi
Ungaro and Katharine Susman Howe

had a pleasant visit with Pre . audiani in
H uston last pring.
Jean Winans Fi her works C. r Mead
I at.1 entral training and consulting with
cor porate librarian .
he live
in
llernard viUe, �. where he practice yoga.
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Corres1J<l11de,11:

Mary Bario" Mueller
6 Fireside Dr.

Bamngton, RI 02806

Corrcspo11de11t:

Pamc1a Allen hcllard
25 131rchwood Rd.
len Rock, � 07-152

Myrna Chandler Gold tein's on, Brett, is
a frc hman • t onnecticut. Her daughter,
amantha, is a freshman at T he roton
chool. Myrna works as a corre pondent for
five Hane-Hanks community new pape and
a a contributing writer for a enrral MA
medical newspaper, Hospital e111s. he al o
hosts her o, n loca.l cable interview program
called "A Per.; nal Per pective." Her hu band,
Mark, i chief of pediatrics and rudent health
ervice at MIT and an a i rant professor at
Harvard Medical chool.
Russell Josephson hopes to return to
tea hing after completing an elementary
cducati n cer tification prog ram. He
continues to work a a consultant on health
and environmental is ue and urge u to
"keep working for pea cl"
Barbara Ke hen i planning a cruise to
AK and i "generally nostalgic for my
primism and cnthu ia 111 around political
belief! that I had at onnecticut." he
pra ti cs law and lives in oncord, NH,
, ith a ignif:icant other of ten year.;.
Bonnie Monfort Bopp moved from
Albuquerque to ama Fe, NM. Please call or
w r ite the Alumni ffice for Bonnie'
address and phone number.
Laura Na h juggle career and family,
tea hing and consulting bu iness ethic . he
recently published ood l 111e111io11s ide, A
/a11a.11er's

11ide to Resolvi11,(! Etl1ical Problems.

Younger daughter, or inna, and Carol
hasha Green's daughter, Ariana. go to
ballet Jes on rogether at the U ton Ballet
chool.

•

ALUMNI SONS ANO DAUGHTERS - Associate Olrector of Admissions Lee Coffin and Admissions
Counselor Jeff Alexander '92 speak to high school students during the Alumni Sons & Daughters program
on November 12-14, 1992. Sponsored by the Alumni Association, the program gives children of alumni
Insight Into the selective college admissions process, helping them to make the best possible college
match. Thirty-seven students participated In the program, which Is In Its second year.

•

Karen
ielsen Be van worked in
advertising les at Do\ Jones until ' 6 but
now keeps busy \ ith +.1 /2-year-old son,
Andrew. he performs in musical and
operetta for the Blue I (ill Troupe' charity
production in Y . Tht' pring '92 "out
of town" ho\ , R11dd(�ore, was held in
Bronxville, , here he lives. Karen had the
lead role, Ro e Maybud, and continues
voice tudies at arah Lawrence ollcgc.
orre pondent, Pat Allen Shellard,
urges any classmates who have an extra copy
of their holiday letter to end it, edited or
unedited. Worlcing as a part-time ecrctary
and keeping up with two ad lescents keeps
me busy, o I apologize for the I ng delays
in printing ome of your news.
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campaign. usan continue to travel with her
children and hu band. Her la t trip was to
England with the boys in June. he spends a
lot of time at their house in T on
weekends and during the ummer.
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Corrrs,xmdeut:

I cborah ,arber King,
5-1 Marukccsctt c.
Pembroke, MA 02359

Reunion: Jurl!4-6, 1003

om,110111/euts: Bnan Robie,
19-19 Willco reek Pt.,

Manetta, GA 30068 and
Mary Ann iU ircely, P.
Oox 207, Wycombe, PA

18980

Comspo11dmts: harlocce Parker
Vincent, 53-17 Gaimborough
Dr., Fairfax, VA 22032 and
Francie van dcr Hoevcn mp,
27 Woodle1gh Dr., Oat n
Rouge. LA 70 10

Sarah Walker Helwig writes that he recent
ly moved back to the Bo ton area after
pending almost 20 years in MD. harlie has
a new job with a pension fund company in
Boston, and he ha relocated her con ulting
bu ines which pecialize in retail market
studies. Their daughter arc now 15 and I 0.
Susan Hirschhorn works as a
development con ultant to Evelyn H.
Lauder at £ tee Lauder ompanie . They
rai ed 15 million for the Evelyn H. Lauder
Breast enter at Memorial loan-Kettering
enter. he i active in Allenteven on chool where her two on ,
Alexander, 9-1/2, and Jonathon, 7, attend.
he i on the chool' board and is co-chair
of the 4 million building and endowment

After 12 year as a oa t Guard pilot and the
advi or for all combat re cues at ea during the
Gulf War, Harr y "Terk" Williams has lefi
the service. He and wife, Konni, have moved
back to H \vith Hank, 17, and Becki, 13,
and own k yhaven Aviation, Ltd. in
Roche ter. They have a 20-year contract to
operate the tate airport and their bu iness,
which includes a flight school, aircraft rental,
sale and maintenance. Terk write , "We're
having a ball!"
Mar y
Gardner
Youn g send
" reetings from A!" Mary and hu band,
Dirk, (
A '72) plan to be in New London
thi fall for hi 20th reunion, and he hopes
he can return to
for the '73 reunion.
Last ummer, their clan (Ryan, 15; Kyle, 13;
and Kelly, I 0) put 8,100 mile on a mini-van
as they toured the country for four weeks,
including the
campu . Ryan may apply
- the " alifornia boy" \ nts to play ice
hockey! Mary re rui phy icians for FHP
Healthcare, a large, managed care
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orgamzat1on in the we tern tate . During
her time there, they've quadrupled the taff
from 100 to 400 doctors. he writes, " ee
you next June!"
P hylli Annunziata i a guidance
counselor for grade 6, 7 and 8 at Brown
Middle chool, Madison, T. he still live
in Branford, T, loves to travel, and often
visits family and friends in T, NY and VA.
Cathy Duncan Pray works with Red
ro s Blood ervices, handling notification
of donor with po itive test result for
infectiou. di ease , including Hf\✓. Hu band,
Bob, i a captain in the oa t uard,
tationed in Bo ton. They have two boy :
hri , 13, and ory, 3.
Barbara Guibord Hornsy i a partner
in charge of the environmental practice at
the law firm of W in ton and trawn. he
h two children, Elizabeth, 10, and Anne
Alici, 5, and plan to attend the reunion!
Karen Richey a sisted the alifornia
oun ii of hurche last year in tracking
biU in the alifornia Legi lature on child
upport, hunger, non-di crimination for
gay , and other ocial i ue . he recently
married eorge W hite, without changing
her name, and moved &om acramento to
Bakersfield, A.
Lynne Griffiths is living in Y on
the "terrific" Upper West ide. he is an
executive recruiter for financial professionals,
and write that although it's tough to be
doing this in today' economy, it' a fun and
fulfilling busine
Emily Hanna Hayes and husband,
Rich, have been busy a bees! Tom, 14, won
the school pelling bee and participated in a
regional bee ar Monmouth ollege. David,
11, won the chool geography bee and
placed eventh in the J tate final at
Rutger . hri , , won the econd grade
peUing bee.
Janice Majewski is busy doing the
"Mother' Marvelou Juggling Act" balancing fuU-time work a an accessibility
coordinator at the mith onian In titution
and full-time family life with husband,
Richard Delmar, and hri topher, 3. he
write the challenge is "well worth the
effort!"
Kathar ine Mar g uier Gassa uer
Fleissener live in Vienna, Au tria, with
hu band, Ferry; hr istopher, 12; and
aroline, 10. he reports Ferry has tarted a
new oftware company, and in their free
time they all play golf.
Keith C. Nappi owns and operates
uburban ycle and port enter, retail
sale and service of bicycle, lci, and fitne
equipment. He and wife, Darlene, live in
Plainv ille, T, and have three children,
Rosanna, 1O; Bruce, 4; and Dana, 3. When
Keith and Darlene travel, they slci or go on
bilcing trip . They ee Ted chlene '75 and
Wes hotko lci '76 on a regular ba is.
Maggi Elbert Paar and her family have
returned to the "real world," D , after two
year in Key West, FL. W hile enjoying

'

paradi e, they et up a market re earch
program as direct r of MR for the Fl rida
Keys Touri t Development ouncil. Tom is
back to a desk job after cruising the
aribbean as commander of a oast Guard
cutter. Jessica i looking fc rward to rejoining
her former clas mate in seventh grade.
Maggi i looking forward to the reunion.
C arl Eugene Kim m ons enjoy s
teaching. He caught ocial tudie at lark
Lane Junior High chool, Waterford, T,
and ha been teaching for nine year at
Waterford High chool.
Elaine Bjorhus Gibbs and husband,
Jeffrey, have three children: hri topher, 15,
who attends uflield Academy; Jennifer, 12,
a Little League All- tar; and Alexandra, 10,
a ballerina. A full-time mother, Elaine
pends her time at their new home in orth
Granby, T, and at their econd home in
hatham, ape od.
Susan Sanderson Martino works as a
nur e anesthetist at Waterbury, T, Hospital.
he has tarted her lase cour e co complete a
master' degree in health care management
at Hartford Graduate enter. he plan to
vi it Mary Ellen Kenny and Robin
Willcox.
Mindy Ros -West i VP of inve cments

for hase Manhattan Bank. he and
husband, Rob, live in Manhattan and spend
their ummer in outhhampton, LI.
Melissa Ross DeMarsh has completed
a three-year program in communication
di order . he ha a ne� job a peech
language pachologi c at the Ma achu etts
Ho pica) chool in anton, MA.
Seth Cummins is coun el to the e,
York iry Department of Tran portation.
He lives in Brooklyn with wife, athy, and
their twin girl , Drew and helby, 2. Th ey
often ee ina Davit Hamill and Jim
Hamill '74 as , ell a arol Adams '72.
Toni Romeo Burns m ved from N
co PA in '9 to buy a 25-acre farm. he i
" emi-retired" from teaching French and has
used all of her energy co rem del their 150year-old tone farmhou e. Husband, hris,
flies 737 for U Air. Daughter, Antonia, 16,
i driving, working and setting her igh on
a good college. on, Griffin, is 4. They go
on a yearly trip to the Bahamas. he ay ,
"Rural life is good medicine! Thinking of
getting a horse or two."
Nancy Jen en Devin recently received
her master' degree in education from alve
Regina U. Her final project was an audio
taped lide pre entation of the hi tory of
Portsmouth, RI. Nancy i curator of the
Portsmouth Hi torical ociery and teaches
fifth grade. on, James, i a high school
sophomore, and daughter, Darcy, a r., hopes
to pursue a biochemistry career at
in '93.
June Axelrod Poses continue to love
being a mom to Daniel, 4. he keeps herself
busy with volunteer activitie at Daniel's
pre chool , their ynagogue, and at the
R.ichm nd Jewish ommuniry enter. La t
June, they had a wonderful time , hen
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Cathy Welles Cook '73
late e11ator, 18th District, Co1111.
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well, achy ook i a walking contra
diction - a Republjcan with a liberal
agenda. But M . ook rejects uch label as
tereotype .
"I'm fi cally conservative and ocially
liberal," he explain , noting that it ha
been ea ier to accomplish her goal within
the framework of the
P. "I believe in
individual taking re pon ibiJjty for colJec
tive ocial problem ." And if there i one
"Cathy Cook gives the gift of dignity to
label that doe fit M . ook, it'
others." - Charles Kuralt, CBS News
"problem- olver."
As the new tate enator for
onnecticut's 18th I i trice, an area with 9
0 con tiruents in roton,
tonington and ix other to, n , M . ook i till toni hed at how many local
Democrats cro ed party line on ovember 3. he and opponent Tom
M oukaw her both acknowledge that they ran a fair, "i sues-ba ed ' campaign.
Thi wasn't the ca e in 199 when ook lo t to another Democratic opponent
in one of the region' mo t bitter and controversiaJ campaign .
Locally and nationally, M . ook first gained recognition a the founder of
eabird Enterprises. Without federal funds, the privately o, ned company uc
ceeded in creating mall bu ine es and real job for the mentalJy handicapped. In
recent years, he chaired the Regional Ta k Force on R.acial/Ethnic Equity in
chools to e tabli h the region' first magnet chool; the project became a nation
al prototype due to the large number of chool di trices involved. As a former
member of the roton Board of Education, M . ook thinks thi i a minor
miracle. " an you imagine working through ten different chool boards to
accompli h omething?" he a ks.
M . ook al o founded and now directs the Teenline Hotline affiliated with
the national agency, ontact. "We had had 1 area teenage uicides in the previ
ou two-and-a-half year ," he noted. Now the program has 26 high school and
college students, including ome fi-om onnecticut olJege, who have complet
ed the 24-week training to be volunteer counselor .
At onnecticut olJege, , here he majored in human ecology, M . ook
-.va a full- cholarship tudent. "It wa a difficult time," he recall . "The family
bu ine had failed, and I never would have dreamed of attending onnecticut if
it hadn't been for the cholarship." he credi Dean Emeritu Alice Johnson and
former ollege ecretary Jane Brede on with making her scholarship po ible.
he al o met Roger ook, then a cadet at the U. . oa t Guard Academy,
at the dance known to many a the &e hmen "pig pu h" and within 10 day was
engaged to be married. The ooks have three children: Adam, 18; aleb, 14;
and Betsy, 12. aleb, who was born with Down's syndrome, and whose
pro pee for the furure in pired the founding of eabird Enterpri e i being
mainstreamed in the public chools and i now in a eventh grade math clas . He
began learning French during a family trip to the outh of France. "Travel i a
priority for the whole family, but e pecially where aleb i concerned," ay M .
ook who feel it i important for him to learn behavior appropriate to the rest
of ociety, as welJ a the experience of travel.
M . ook ha had her hare of learning experience overseas. Her favorite?
Afi:er lecturing in New Delhi at a chool for cruldren with di abilitie , he was
inundated with reque ts to demon trace American break dancing. "There I wa
in 115-degree heat, dancing to a Michael Jackson tape!" - LHB
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Robert Sanders '78
Assistant Prefessor ef Chi11ese Ohio fate
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fascinatingjourney, says Robert ander '78.
ander , who majored in hine e and A ian
studies, is now an as istant profe or of hine e
at Ohio tate Univer ity. Recently, he vi iced
onnecticut ollege to de cribe hi journey o
far and to encourage tuden ju t tarting to
explore hinese.
In a talk he titled "Learning hine e: Two
T housand tep Later, he told Chine e major
how "very inau piciou ' hi fir t tep were. A
a high school enior in Woods Hole Ma . he
yearned to ee beyond America and Europe, so he came to onnecticut to
v1s1t hine e Clas e - during an ice torm. He tepped from hi father' car,
immediately fell on the ice, and 0011 learned that because of the torm, all
classe were canceled.
T he admi ion staff called Professor Emeritus of hine e harle hu,
who came right over to di cu the college' hine e tudie program and to
invite the vi itor to lunch at his hou e.
• tudying hine e at Connecticut wa a wonderful intimate experi
ence. You could really get to know your teachers and fellow tudents," aid
ander , who aid he e pecially appreciated that experience a he went on to
larger in titution . He received his master's degree from the Univer ity of
Hawaii and hi doctorate from the Univer ity of alifornia Berkeley. He al o
tudied at National Taiwan Univer ity and at Peking Univer ity. He i married to Atsuko T ukamoco, who teache Japane e at Ohio We leyan
Univer ity.
ander has returned everal time to Peking and Taipei to re earch the
differences in the way Mandarin, the official hine e language, is spoken in
each place. "The peech i quite different, but nobody ha ever tudied it
empirically,' he aid.
In hi fre hman year, ander learned that words wer not everything.
"Learning a language is not simply ub tituting one et of words for another.
The language i embedded in the culture," he aid.
'Nothing compares with living abroad, with having the chance to
ob erve and under tand the culture that underlie the language," he added.
Remembering hi fir t class in Taiwan, he wa till caught off guard when hi
50 or more fellow tudents tood up to bow to the teacher, who naturally,
bowed in return. In Chinese cla sroom , he ob erved, a tudent having trou
ble would never blame the teacher or the book . "In tead, you would ask,
'what about me i incorrect? "' he explained. He learned that if hine e
friends a ked him out while he wa tudying he hould stop working and go
with them; his individual plans mu t not interfere with tho e of the group.
He al o learned that the correct re pon e to a compliment i , "You'rejust
being polite,' and that the worst thing co reply is "thank you."
But Sander found the hine e to be patient witl1 awkward foreigner .
He kept going, kept learning and made many fr iends. He urged hi Ii tener
tojourney on. "It' all very do-able," he assured them. - arolyn Battista
Ja1111a')•lf'dmiary 1993

ALUMNI TRAVEL
COLUMBIA AND SNAKE RIVERS
May 1-7

REUNION '93

June 4-6

ALUMNI COLLEGE

June 18-21

ALUMNI TRAVEL
ALUMNI COLLEGE ABROAD
England's Lake District
July 3-17

ALUMNI TRAVEL
BIKE VERMONT
Aug. 6-8

ALUMNI TRAVEL
DANUBE RIVER
Sept. 6-20

FALL WEEKEND '93

(Alumni Weekend and
Parents' Weekend)
October 22-24
For more information call the Alumni
Office, 203-439-2300. Schedule
subject to change.
Leslie Mamoorian and her family came to

visit them in R.ichrnond, VA. he hopes to
attend the 2 th reunion.
Susan Krebs is busy with her children,
work and volunteer work. Her publication,
The Political Col/ecror, was featured in U
e111s. She i chair of the education
committee at hri t Lutheran hur h in
York, PA, and celebrated turning 40 by
buying an exercise bike and a piano! he
reports he is thrilled with piano le ons and
is "progressing rapidly."
Barbara Flournoy love working in
accounts receivable at the county public
health department near her home in anta
R.o a, A. In May, he enjoyed a week-long
vacation in Yosemite and quaw Valley. he
ornetime hear from Joan Pierce.
Joan Pierce wa promoted to program
manager of the Aquifer Land Acqui ition
Program, Division of Water Supply, Dept. of

Environmental Protection, MA. Joan lives in
Quincy, MA, in a '27 bungalow and ay he
ha almo t finished redoing the bathroom
("sheet rocking is no fun, but doing the wall
and floor tile wasn't bad!") A Grand anyon
rafting and hiking vacation is in the works.
( ee "Green Alumni" article in this issue.)
Mark Litvin is finance director of the
NY hakespeare Fe rival. Married to Jilana
Van Meter, they have a on, Noah, I .
Christine Clarke Metcalfe live with
husband, tephen, in Dorset, VT. he owns
and operates trong, trecched and
Centered, providing fitness consultation and
massage therapy. he earned her ma ter'
degree in p ychology at U onn.
Shirley Sheffield Mislick lives in FL
from October co May, where she teaches
English as a econd Language. Plans are in
the works for a trip to Greece.
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Dons King
Mathieson, 64 Vernon Pkwy.,
Mt. Vernon, NY 10552 and
Marion Miller Vokey, 9710 4 ch
Ave. NE, cattle, WA 9 115
Correspo11de111s:

Born: to Pam McMurray Foote and Mike,
Kevin 4/5/92.

75
76
77

Correspo11de,11s: Miriam
Jo ephson Whitehouse, P. . Box
68, ape Porpoise, ME 04014
and Nancy Gruver, 2127
olumbus Ave., Duluth, M
55 03

Correspo11de111:

Laurene GiovanneUi Palmer
23 Parish HiU R.d.
orth Windham, T 06256

Correspo11dmts: Wendy randall,
24 Landing Ln., North
K.in�town, R.l 02 52 and
heila aunders, 3 6 Avcnida de
la Vcreda, �ai, CA 93023

Married: Laura Eisener to Paul
Kenworthy, 5/30/92.
Born: to Margy Erdman Becker and
Jim, umner Pardee 3/9/92.
Eric Birnbaum's work ac Lipton i
going well. He and wife, Nancy, keep bu y
with daughters, arah, 5, and Rebecca, 2.
Eric manages to play hockey a couple times
a week.
Rick Bernardo enjoyed Reunion '92.
An entertainer (comedy, ong writing) and
freelance writer, Rick continues his bu iness,
Professional Performance Program . A a
profe sional speaker, he u e theatr ical
perfo r mances to potlight and explore
professional communication and ethic .
Scott Carney and Melanie Kozol '79
were married seven years ago. They have
two children, Milo, 4-1 /2, and Theo, 6

JANET MAVEC '78: A

L

Passio11 for Religious Jewel ry

T FALL, ME
NNECTl UT
LLEGE ALUM 1 MAY HAVE R.E G IZED THE
beatific apparition holding the 17th-centu ry cro in a New York Time ' photo.
Janet Mavec '7 , owner of]. Mavec & ompany, an antique jewelry and ilver gallery
on New York ity' Madison Avenue, modeled for the catalogue cover for the
gallery' " igns of Faith," an exhibit and sale of jewelry from the hristian, Judaic and
Buddhi t traditions.
Are objec of faith becoming chic collector's items? " ure it' trendy," Mavec
told the Times. 'But doe n't it all boil down to Madonna? he ct the tyle for us all."
The fom1er art history major at onnecticut, who funher honed her kills at
otheby' in London, now organizes several theme ho each year for her own gallery.
mo . con went on to ear n an MBA at
NYU, while Melanie finished her chooling
for an MFA from the chool of Visual Ar
in Manhattan. In '91, cote was awarded the
title Ma ter ommelier by the ourt of
Master ommeliers in London. He IS one of
only 19 in chi country to have this title.
urrently, he works as the busines manager
for NY 's Gotham Bar and Grill. Melanie
ha pursued her art career ,vith exhibitions
inNY .
Michele DeBisschop S aczyniski
write , "After 15 years in variou sale and
marketing positions at
ET, I am on loan
to the tate of onnecticut Department of
Economic Development to a i t with The
onnecticut bu ine retenuon and
e,
attraction campaign. Thi i a multi-million
dollar, three-year effort funded by a
consortium of tate utilitie . ne of the first
people I worked with on the assignment was
Michael Franklin '76, executive director of
the eatech Incubator in roton, T. My
hu band, Rich, and I have lived in Ea t
Hampton, T, for eight year and enjoy
down-hill kiing and travel.The highlight of
our '92 voyaging wa the cruise we took in
May through the Panama anal. I heartily
recommend it to anyone who enjoy s
unu ual ices and cruising."
Debbie Cohen Tirrell and hu band,
Phil, live in Ea t Providence, RJ, with their
twin ons, Lee and Justin, 4 , and Zachary, 2.
Phil is a real e tate agent for entury 21,
and Debbie works part-time a a reference
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librarian at the Ea t Providence Public
Library. he's al o very bu y as librarian and
membership co-chair for the local Mother
ofTwins lub. Debbie keep in touch with
Alexandra atsio '79 and she would really
like to hear from loria Amodeo Kozlow lei
'76 and Anna Zi -Patton ' 0.
Triss Casserly Critchfiel d and her
husband, David, have ju t completed a move
to ME after living in the ouch for IO years.
Elaine DeMore i the manager for
information ervice for Playhou e quare
enter, the third largest perfor ming arts
complex in the U. . laine was part of the
team that created a new ti keting company
for the center, which included in calling
new ticketing ofrware. Elaine returned to
figure k ating and wa appointed as a
regional accountant, the people who
compute the core &om the judge marks.
In March '92, he volunteered at the World
Figure kating hampion hip in akland,
A. he w a great deal of kating and met
A nica DeFrantz '74, who wa attending the
championship in her lympic capacity.
Ray Ann De Prisco Havasy and
hu band, teve, live in Pore Wa hingcon,
NY, with their 4-1/2-year-old, hri topher.
Ray Ann star ted a gr aduate degree in
econdar y education and education
administration at olumbia U. in ept. '92.
he teache biology and environmental
cience on the high chool level. Ray Ann is
creating a non-profit legal istance office to
help people who can not afford attorneys.

•

On the Up and Up Alumni Career Moves
Providence, R.I. - Ruth Roney McMullin '63 was elected to Fleet Financial Group's Board of
Directors. Acting president and chief executive officer of the Harvard Bu iness chool
Publishing Group, McMullin also serve as one of three members of the chairman' comminee
ofUNR Industrie , a teel products company, based in hicago.
She is a member of the boards of Bausch & Lomb, Inc. and Middle ex Assurance ompany
and is also the director of the YaleU niversity Press and the Mathematical ciences Education
Board (National Academy of ciences).
A resident of We tport, T, McMullin holds a master' degree in management from Yale.
New Yor11, N.Y. - Marcia Baron Hershey '73 was appointed head of the Retail Fixed Income
Department within the Fixed Income Division ofShean;on Lehman Brothers, Inc. The
department works to upport and expand the distribution of all fixed income products.
Hershey has been with hearson Lehman ince 19 3.
Providence, R.I. - Ronald Gallo '76 was named president of The Rhode Island Foundation,
a community foundation e tablished in 1916 . Gallo wa previou ly executive director of the
Je ie Ball duPont Fund, a private foundation based in Jacksonville, Fla.
Gallo holds a master' in education, ad.mini tration and planning from HarvardU niversity
and expects to complete his doctorate in ocial policy at Harvard thi year.

•

Washington, O.C. - Linda Leinbach Mays '85 was appointed executive director of theU.
hamber of ommerce' Office of Membership Gra roots Management. May , who received
her degree in government, is responsible for planning and implementing the hamber's
revitalized gras roots network, the largest busine advocacy network in the nation. he ,vill
recruit and educate members on the hamber's National Business Agenda, and encourage
them to work with their elected officials to ensure the Agenda is implemented.
he was previously the executive vice pre idem of the Vote America Foundation, which was
e tabli hed to encourage people to regi ter and vote.
he al o erve a pre idem of the Parent
Re ource enter, a non-profit organization
for parents and young children.
Laura Eisener and new husband, Paul
Kenworthy '76, are living in augu , MA.
Laura ha a landscape de ign bu iness and
al o teaches landscape courses at Radcliffe
eminar and i curriculum coordinator for
the landscape de ign program at Endicott
College in Beverly, MA. Paul is a software
consultant for a company in toneham, MA.
What little pare time they had this summer,
was pent sailing on their boat Mesketet.
Karen Fisher i well and happy living
in hapel Hill, NC, ,vith her two children,
Taylor, 7, and Katharine, 4. he works full
time at the U. Pre byterian hurch a an
office manager.
Emily Odza works at occupational
Health ervice in Oakland. he also edits a
neighborhood organization new letter,
hoping to u e this experience for a future
editing job and potential new career. Emily
recently set out on her own after ending a
1 1 -year relationship and find her elf
enjoying her new studio and her new lease
on life.
Coleen O'Shea lives in Westport, T,
with husband, David Anderson, and children,
Nicholas, 5, and Timotl1y, 3. he is executive
editor at Bantam Books working primarily
out of her home. oleen would love to hear
from old friends and prospective writers.
Barbara Meichner Doughty opened
a busine s called Flying hanges, a non
profit, therapeutic r iding program. The
business is located in Bath, ME, where

Barbara live . Barbara believe r iding a
strong, well-trained horse can empower its
rider to overcome a variety of problems "from dependence on a wheelchair to the
trauma of exual abu e."
Ana Maria Portela McGinnis and
husband, Frank, have one daughter, Delia.
Ana works for J.P. tevens as VP of sales and
marketing.
Lori Siedlecki Fitzgerald i in her
ixth year at Fidelity Investments working in
the Marketing Management Department in
Bo ton. Hu band, Jim, is a partner in an
environmental consulting fir m also in
Boston. They live in harlestown and were
delighted to see usan Bacon and David
McLaughlin '76 tl1is summer during one of
their trip home from Costa Rica. They also
ee Jane Wescott Smith and husband, Bill,
frequently.
Cynthia Tower live in cattle where
he has lived since graduation, enjoying the
tremendou beauty of the area. he works a
an inve tment officer for Fir t Inter tate
Bank, but her pa ion in life is her work at
the Woodland Park Zoo where he spends
weekends as a keeper aide of the big cats and
bird of prey as well as doing ome
fundrai ing.
The following is an excerpt from a letter
I received from Alan ruikshank, father of
the late Jill Cruikshank: "My wife and I
were deeply moved to read in your class
notes of your 15th reunion moment of
silence chat included our daughter, Jill. That
he continue to be remembered i a tribute
to both Jill and her fellow cla mates. he
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11,e family a11d friends

of

JIii Pixley Cruikshank '77
1955-1978

have established an endowed
library fund in Jill' memory, the
income to be used for books in
American tudies. Cl mates and
friends wi hing to contribute may
end donations to:
Brian Rogers, ollege Librarian
Charle E. hain Library
Connecticut olJcge
270 Mohegan Avenue
New London, CT 06320-41 %

had happy day at onn and would be mo t
pleased that her memory lives on."
I, Wendy Cranda ll, he itated when
Ken Crerar asked me to share the class
corre pendent po ition for the next five-year
term. Bue, I mu t admit, it is kind of
intere ting to hear from classmates. I'd like
to bring you up to peed on my life. I am
now working in our fam ily bu iness,
A haway Line & Twine Manuf acturing
ompany. I am part of the ixth generation
in the busine . I' m also on two local Board
of Director : The Wester ly/Paw catuck
Chamber of
ommerce and Literacy
Volunteers of Washington ounty. I quench
my intere t in the outdoor by ea kayaking
in Narragansen Bay and hiking in the White
Mountains.

Reunion: June4"6, 1!m
Correspo11de111s:

Marcy onnelly Gookin, 2725
Oak Hill Drive. Allison Park.
PA 15101 and Leigh emonite
Palmer, 11 Village Brook Rd.,
Yarmouth, ME 04096
Born: to La urie Heiss Gre a ly and
ornelius, Connor Eklund 6/14/92 .

79
80

Correspo11de111:

Judith A. Newman
3 Momclair Ave.
Montclair, NJ 07042
Correspo11de111s: Ellen Harris
Knoblock, 11 Sherman t.,
Belmont, MA 02178 and Paul
A. (fony) Littlefield, 122 Emery
c., Portland, ME 04103

Married: Peter Capalbo to Jody Powers,
9/30/90 .
B orn: to Peter Capalbo and Jody,
Nichola Peter 9/28/92; co David
Butterworth and u an, Henr y Miffiin
6/1 /92; to Nancy Hollister Reynolds
and Tom, Erin 12/27/91 .

Peter Capalbo called at long last to say
that he is married to Jody and has a baby
boy, Nicholas. Peter lives in Covington, Rl,
and works in sales for Metropolitan Life. He
keeps in t0uch with Giles Troug h t on,
who lives in the San Francisco area and
works for Liberty Murual.
Nanc y Hollister Reyn olds and
husband, Tom, still live in Oakton, VA, with
their four girls: Alison, 7; Caitlin, 5; Kristen,
3; and Erin, 7 mos. Nancy is involved in the
children's schools and other community
groups. They visit CT a few time a year
and try to see Laurie Cummings Case
and Amy Hirnrnelstein Fabricant.
Amy Kohen Cohn, Nicky Hilmer
Cook and Ellen Harris Knoblock had a
mini-reunion at Conn ecticut during
Alumni Weekend. Ellen brought along
Caroline, 4 mo . while son, Christopher, 3,
had a weekend with his dad. Amy, her
husband, Marty, and children, John, 6, and
Margaret, 3, repor ted minimal damage
during Hurricane Andrew. They feel very
lucky. Nicky is till enjoying Denver and
trips to Aspen to see the leaves with
husband.Joe, and daughter, Kaitlin, 2. It was
al o good to see Nory Babbit and Anne
Verplanck.
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Correspo11de111s: Kenneth M.
Goldstein, 94 Dudley t. #1.,
Brook.line, MA 02146 and
Christine axe Easton, 272
Wildflower Ln., Somerville, NJ
0 876

Born: to Wayne Malinowsk i and Karen
Lanphear Malinowski, Alexandra Grace

82

8/25/92.

are working for the hurricane relief fund.
Dave is happy to report significant progress.
Previously, he was working on the
Bu h/Quayle campai. gn in Houston.

84
85
86

Correspo11de11t.s:

Elizabeth A. Kolber, 790
Boylston St., Apt. 5G, Bo ton,
MA 02199 and Bart Hoskin .
22 Larchmont Rd., alem, MA
01970
Correspo11deuts:

Kathleen A. Goodwin-Boyd, 33
Maple t., Florence, MA 01060
and Anne-Marie Parsons, 185
Hubbard t., Apt. I,
Gia tonbury, T 06033

Correspo11de111: uzanne Muri
200 hurch t., Apt. 1
Newton, MA 02158

Married: Julia May to Marc Boddewyn,
7/11/92; John McCormick tO Jennifer
Worley, 3/21/92; Susan Spencer to teven
ramer, 9/12/92.
Born: co Laura Maguire Hoke and
Robby, AiJsa Hob on 8/14/92.
Julia May Boddewyn married Marc
last July. Julia is an art advi ory as i tant at
itibank in NY; M ark i a land cape
architect at Quennell RotllSchild Associates,
also in NY.
Jodi Kelber is at the U. of Arizona/
Tucson pursuing a ma ter's in art hi tory.
Jodi says it' going to take a lifetime to
appreciate country mu ic. he finds the
desert a beautiful, yet major, change from
the beaches of the Northeast.
Laura Maguire Hoke and her husband,
Robby, are tl1e proud parents of baby AiJsa!
Laura she adores her daughter and highly

recommends tlm everybody get one!
John McCormick married in March
'92 to Jennifer Worley. Jennifer is from
Canton, CT, and works with Asset
Management in Avon, CT, whileJohn is still
p ur uing real estate with the Far l ey
ompany in Hartford.
Brendan O'Donnell attends U C/
Davis Medical School.
Susan Spencer Cramer wa married
in ept. to ceven Cramer. The wedding
doubled a a mini-reunion for the la of
'86. In attendance were: Kristen
Rademacher and Tom W ilinsk y
(members of the wedding party), Lynne
Pogmore LaBelle, Christina Horzepa,
Anne Young and Liz Schelpert. Jodi
Kelber wa sorely mis ed. In addition,
u an tarted a new job a an editor at
Diversio11s, a NY-ba ed travel magazine. The
only thing that hasn't changed is u an's
address - she still loves living in Brooklyn!
You may remember reading about
Susan Zuckerman Broude's wedding
announcement in an earlier i ue. he wrote
to fill in ome details. In attendance were
Marie Di Mattina, Shari Passerman
Turner, Paula Red d y and Cy nthia
Fazzari ' . They went to Austria (ju t
usan and Mark!) on their honeymoon to
ki and then on co alzburg and V ienna.
Susan and Mark reside in Manhattan, where
usan till enjoy working for Goldman
Sach and is involved in the Connecticut
College Club of NYC.
P.S. A specia] hello to Richard Snyder,
whom I met in the parking lot of a mall in
Framingham, MA. I hope Waltham i
creating you witl1 respect!

Correspo11de111:

Grace Sweet Bitter
2 Oakwood Way
West Windsor, NJ 08691

Born: to Alice Elsbree Eckerson and
Bruce, Samuel Elsbree 5/1/92.
Our class notes are looking lim. Please
send me your news and I'll be sure to get it
in! Those of you who saw me at reunion
know that my husband, two kids and I
camped out at my parent's hou e for a few
weeks waiting to move to our new house
near Princeton. Fortunately, for a l l
concerned, w e were only there for three
weeks and are now happily settled in our
new community.

I

I

Reunion: June4-o, 1993
Correspo11de11t.s: Karen Neilson
Rae, 8 UJlShine Dr., Marlboro,
MA 01752 and Erica Van
Brimer Goldfarb, 4334 Garfield
Ave. S., Minneapoli , MN
55409

David Blaney, wife, Chun Li, and daugh
ter, Tiffany, live in Miami, FL, where they

PROOF THAT ROMANCE AT CONN CAVE HAS A FUTURE: Michael Rosenburg '86 and Shelley Brown '88 (Iron!
row, left) were married on Sept. 6, 1992. Alums attending the wedding were: bottom row, from left, the
groom and bride, Sean Fagan '87, Amanda Kuklln '88, Nemo Hannafin '86 and Will Eglin '86; top row, from
left, Jim Crowley '86, Dave Torrey '88, Dave Benjack '86, Polly Altrocchl Clark '86, Olivia Cottrell '88, Tara
Kilbane Dixon '88, Nick Kouwenhoven '86, John Derderian '86 and Paul Chiesa '87.
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Correspo11dents: Mkhele M.
Austin, 53 onanicus Rd.,
Jamestown. RJ 02835 and
Manha Denial KendJer, 5112
Town Place, Middletown, CT

►•◄►•◄

Reunion: Jure<Hl, 1900
Co"espo11dems: Burke La lair,
4804 Wellington Dr., Apr. 108,
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 and
Kimberly Sa,vycr, 55 Main St.,
Apt. 4, Charlestown, MA

I I

06457

02129
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Married: Thorn Pozen to haris Arnold
'86, 9/1 /91; Kimberly Priest to Burke
LaClair, 6/6/92; Beth Lopez to Tom
Roche, 6/13/92; Penny McKean to Sasha
Lazor, 6/21 /92; Marianna Gatje to Pierre
Perrier, 6/25/92; Karen Michals k i to
Andrew Wang '89, 7/ 18/92.
Elizabeth Schroeder worked for the
New York City Ballet until Dec. '91 when he
moved on to a job in development and finance
for Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts. The com
pany arranged pro bo110 legal counsel and
repre emation for low-income artists and arts
organizations. he aJ o ju t tarted a part-time
MBA program at Fordham U. - he hope
to have her degree by spring '96. Last year,
Elizabeth made her performing debut singing
, nd playing guitar at various coffeehouses.
Lisa Baiter is living and working at an
organic farm and w ilderne cent e r in
Northern CA. he educate local children
about the environment and methods for
u cainable living.
After coaching volleyball at
onn,
bartending in the aribbean and teaching
skiing in 0, Todd Cochran has found a
career path. This past fall, Todd began
attending Columbia U. to pursue a ma ter'
in phy ical therapy.
Kay Carlson graduated la t May from
Duke U. with a ma ter's in environmental
management and a specialization in coastal
zone management.
The envy of many a basketball fan, Liz
Irwin works for the NBA as tht: lict:nsing
manager.
Katty Jones joined the ranks of the
world travelers in ept. and is expected to
return in the pring.
Jenny Krane graduated from Bo ton U.
Law chool last spring, and is working for a
firm in NY C.
Beth Lopez live in Brooklyn, NY,
with her Im band, Tom Roche, and attends
law school. Fdicity W heeler '87 was a
bridesmaid in Beth's June '92 wedding.
Penny McKean and Sasha Lazor
were married in June '92, and now live in
W h eaton, MD. Lisa Hod ge, Jeanne
Mar tin, Tanya Shaw and Derek
Shoffner erved as attendants, while a host
of other alumni were also on hand ( ee the
group photo) . Penny is currently the dean of
students for the middle school at Stone
Ridge Country D ay in Bethe da, MD.

Connecticut College Unity Alumni Council Update
by Anadri Chiso/111 '92,
Connectiwt College Unity Alumni Council t11dent Relations Coordi11ator

I

A. EFFORT TO TAY ON ISTENT WITH THE VARIOU GROUPS THAT HAVE WORKED
TO modify tl1e language and terminologie used to identify people of color, the
Minority Alumni Committee ha decided to change its name to the Unity Alumni
Council (UAC). Traditionally, the term "minority" was used to refer to African, Asian,
Latino and Native Americans. Ofien this word was used to lump u together and to
identify our ")es er" statu , not only in terms of numbers, but in our rreannent and
exeerience . Although there have been changes in the labels, people of African, Asian,
Latino and Native American de cent continue to experience discrimination.
Neverchele , we believe that po itive labeling doe make a difference in how member
of the e group perceive themselves and how ochers perceive them. By redefining our
selves, we are reclaiming our identities and empowering our communities.
Changing the name from "minority" to "unity" is a logical progression. Since its
inception, Unity Hou e has been the focal point of upport for people of color at
onnecticut ollege. The culture , value and rich tradition of the e proud group of
people have been nurtured and developed through Unity House. We urge you to join u
in accepting the change in our name so that we can fully acknowledge the many contri
butions that Unity Hou e has made to the past and pre enc membe� of both the
Connecticut College and New London communities.
The Unity Alumni Council ls sponsoring a logo contest. The logo hould represent people of col
or as a group, and it will be used in a sociation with both the Council and Unity House.
The contest is open to both tudents and alumni. The winner will be announced during
Eclipse Weekend and will receive 50.
ALANA (African, Latino, Asian and Native American), the new journal of students of color, is
eeking submis ions from tudents and alumni. You may submit pro e, poetry, drawings
and short stories. Please contribute your work to this dynamic journal celebrating our
experiences. Contact person: Raitiya Ruangsuwana at Unity House.
FYI: Eclipse Weekend and Unity Alumni Weekend wlll take place April 2 • 4. For details call
Unity I-louse (203) 439-262
For more information regarding Unity Alumni ouncil activitie , contact Unity Hou e
or the Alumni Association. Unity Alumni Council Executive Board: Frank Tuitt ' 7,
Chairperson; Janet Fo ter RTC ' 0, Vice hairperson; atherine James '75, Alumni
Executive Board Repre entative; Michael oreU '90, Trea urer; Dorie! Larrier '90,
ecretary; Leslie W illiams ' , Faculty/ Admini trator oordinator; Anadri hisolm '92,
tudent Relation Coordinator; Earl Holman '76; Alumni Activities Coordinator; Lisa
Middleton, Unity Director.

asha, mt:anwhile, works as a case proce or
at the Wa hington Processing Center in
Arlington, VA.
Almo t eight year after meeting as
fre hmen in Blackstone, Kim Priest and
Burke LaClair finally married in June '92.
Christina Priest Beebe '86 was matron of
honor, while Maura Doran and Jen
Bleezarde Gauthier were bride maids.
Kim and Burke were pleast:d that Geoff
Buckley '87, Dan Git terman, Lauren
Me l tzer, Ke v in Wolfe, Elizab e th
McCullough, Penny McKean, Sasha
Lazor and Jen Perry '89 were also able to
attend. l{jm is head teacher at a pre chool in
Bethe da, MD. Afier two years of academic
procrastination, Burke finished his MPA at
U onn in May '92 and now works as a
manag ement a i c a nt for the
icy of
Rockville, MD.
Joanne Rich teaches Engli b and
French at the Darrow chool in up tate NY.
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90
91

Com:spo11de111s: Deborah
Dorman, 220 Century Place
#3205, Alexandria, VA
22304 and Alexandra Mac oil
Buckley, 264 Harris t.,
Eugene, OR 97405
Comspo11dents: Jenmfer Harvey,

73 Loyola Ave., Atherton, A
94025 and Dana McAlistcr, 3
Hitchcock Rd., Westport, CT

06 0

Correspo11de11ts: John Kogan,

9920 Carmelit:i Dr., Potomac,
MD 20854 and Jonathan Zobel,
79 Pine Brook Dr., Larchmont,
NY 1053

Married: Leigh Graves to Melvin Ware,

10/17/92.

Paula Lynn Mir t o graduated from
Harvard U. on 6/4/92 with a master's in edu-

Helen Healy Foster

Wi .,on Aug. 3, 1992.*

'27, Milwaukee,

Edith Schupner L ester '27, Lo
Gatos, alif., on ept. 13, 1992. A retired
history teacher, Mrs. Le ter continued co
teach one cl a week co high chool enior
in Lo Gato . Mr . Le ter wa pn:deceased
by her hu band, Willi Mason Le ter, in
1968. urvivors include a daughter, four
grandson and eight great-grandchildren.
Ruth Ackerman '29, anra Ro a,
Calif.,in ept. 1992.*
Marjori e

Attending the June 21, 1992, wedding of Penny McKean '88 and Sasha Lazor '88 were: lop row, from left,
Jill Long '86, Beth McKiernan '88, Burke LaClair '88; middle row, from left, Ed Hewson '89, Marc LaPlace
'88, Martha Zschock '88, John Burns '88, Kim Priest Laclair '88, John Bogaty '88; first row, from left, Holly
Darr Byrne '88, Chris Byrne '86, Lisa Hodge '88, Jeanne Martin '88, Tanya Shah '88, the bride and groom,
and Derek Shoffner '88. Nol pictured was Judy Martin '86.

cation. he wa inducted into the Harvard
hapter of Phi Delta Kappa,the internation
al profes ional fraternity in education, n
5/1/92. Paula teaches at King' Highway
School in Wesporc.

92
RTC

Comsp<111de111:

Brooke Hcjduk
18 ouch Russell #5
Boston. MA 02115

two step ons, two grandchildren and a great
grandchild.
Olive Brooke Robotham '25, West
Hanford, onn., on Oct. 16, 1992. Mrs.
Robotham received her master' degree with
honor in cla ical Engli h from Trinity
ollege. he wa employed as chief of
erology by the race of onnecticuc for 36
year prior to her retirement in 1960.
u r v ivors include one
on, four
grandchildren, a tep-grand on and two
tepgreac-grandchildren.
Catherine Dau chy Brons on '26,

Corl'l'SJ)Ollde111:

Marilyn Dunphy RT
8 orcingham Rd.

' 6

Id Lyme, T 06371

There are no RT note in chi i ue. Look
for news in future i ue .

We t Redding, onn., on Aug. 29, 1992.
Wife of the lace Herbert Erving Bron on,
Mr . Bronson taught chool in Washington
Depoe and Redding, 01111. he i survived
by a on, a daughter, ix grandchildren and
three great-grandchildren.

Gove

Stu dley

'29,

Montpelier, Vt., on Aug. 4, 1992. After
World War II Mrs. rudley wa involved in
br inging clothing, medicine and other
upplie co needy people in England and
Germany - all done privately and
independently. he i urvived by her
husband, Victor tudlcy.
Ruth Litch Redlack '30, Bethe da,
Md., on Feb. 5, 1992.
Helen Ches ebro Wi l c ox '31,
arlsbad, N.M., on ct. 25, 1992. Mrs.
Wilcox taught elementary chool until her
retirement in 197-L The lase of her
immediate family, she was the widow of
John 1� Wilcox,who died in 1950.
C onstan c e

Ganoe

Jones

'31,

Bradenton, Fla., on Nov. 17, 1992. Pa c
pre idem of the onnccticuc ollege lub
of We t Florida, Mrs. Jones i urvived by
two daughters, a on, four grandchildren
and one great-grandchild.
Martha Sulman Rihner '33, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., on Sept. 22, 1992. A
Winthrop cholar at onnecticut, Mr .
R.ibner graduated s11111111a C11111 la11de. he was
pa c pre idem of the tare regional Bech El
i terhood and the local B'nai Br ith, and
was a member of Hada sah and Ort. Mr .
Ribner and her husband, Arthur R.ibner,
were involved in the con truccion of Beth El
ynagogue in New London. Besides her
hu band, survivors include one on, one

Obituaries
Elizabeth Hannon C orliss

'19,

Brew ter, Mass., on Nov. 5, 1992. Mr .
orli s worked in New York for
Glass in the howroom of ceuben
and lacer for Amer ican Maize
om
Products o.,retiring as as i cant treasurer in
1963. She i urvived by a stepdaughter and
two scepgrandchildren.
Marion Page French '23, Bedford,
Mass.,on May 14, 1992. A former librarian,
Mr s. French was predeceased by her
hu band, Earle K. French, in 1989 .
urvivors include a daughter, two on , 11
grandchildren and I great-grandchildren.
Doris Miner Chester '24, Richmond,
Calif., on Sept. 27, 1992. Mrs. bester wa
the office manager for the tare Board of
Regi tration of Profc ional Engineer ,
retiring in 1965. urvivors include a son,

Alums at the July 4, 1992, wedding of Gina Pagliaro '90 and David Brumback included: from left to right,
Gerl Molitor '90, Laura Peterson '90, GIiiian McCarthy '91, Cindy Verdlle Carroll '90, the groom and bride,
Gina Abbott '91, Nancy Northrop '91, Marti Altken '89 and Jessica Geissler Snider '89.
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daughter and five grandchildren.
D orothy

Kelsey

Rouse

'36,

Southbury, onn., on May 12, 1992. Mrs.
Rouse was listed as a member of the la of
1919 in the Obituary ection of Vol. 2, No.
3. T he editors regret the error.
Gertrude Backes Littlefair '38, Alco,
Mich., on Dec. 15, 1990. he is urvived by
her husband, Duncan Lirtlefair; five children
and five grandchildren.
Elizabeth Fessenden Kenah '39,

Accokeek, Md., on May 20, 1992. he wa
the wife of the late Richard Hay Kenah;
survivors include two daughter , one on
and four grandchildren.
Frances O'Keefe Cowden '39,

We tporc, onn., on Aug. I 0, 1992. A
political activist, Mr . owden was a
founding member of the We tport League
of Women Voter of which he wa
pre idem from 1957-59. he wa the fir t
woman pre idem of the Weston-We tport
ommuniry ouncil, and in 19 7, he wa
named one of the "I I
ut tanding
Women of onnecticut." urvivors in Jude
her hu band, Jack owden; two on , two
daughters and eight grandchildren.
Betty Lyn Dirickson Liedtke '45,

Hou con, Texas on
Paige

CD

ct. I, 1992.*

Cornwa ll

McHugh '46,

ambridge, Mas ., on March 11, 1992. A
freelance � r iter, Mrs. McHugh leave two
on ; a daughter, Laura Faure '76; and two
grandchildren.
Marjorie Garbisch Anderson '46,

Butler, Penn., on Aug. 2 , 1992. Mr .
Anderson IS urvived by her hu band, F. arl
Anderson.
Barbara Huber Johnson '47,
Ver aille , Ind., on ov. 18, 1992. Mr .
John on wa preceded in death by her
husband, Phillips B. J hnson, in May 1991.
he leaves two daughters.
Nancy Goslee Horne '48, hatham,
Ma ., on ept. I, 1992. Mrs. Horne was a
longtime co-owner and operator of Horne'
Beach olony orcage of hatham. he
g raduated from olby a, yer Junior
ollege in cw London, .H., before
receiving her degree from onnecticut. he
i sur vived by her husband, Charle W.
Horne; her father, herwood Go lee r.; a
on, a daughter and one granddaughter.
Ann Pass Gourley '50, kaneatcle ,
N.Y., on ov. 13, 1992. Mr . Gourley
worked as a school librarian in kaneaceles
and yracu e, .Y., for 15 year . After
graduating from onnecticuc, he worked as
a medical photographer at Duke Un.iversiry
Medical chool. he received a Master' in
]jbrary cience from yracuse U. in 1971.
he is urvived by her hu band, Robin on
ourley, a on, three daughter , two
grandchildren and two tep-grandchildren.
Gloria Goodfriend Ren '54, New
York, .Y., on Aug 2, 1992. M . Ren was
pre idem of Joy Richards Inc., an interior
design firm, and , an active member of
the ew York omm1ttee for xfam/

Morris Carnovsky

Visiting Assistant Professor ef 11ieater, Dies at 94

M

orri arnov ky, vi iring as i tam profe or of theater at the college from
1977 to 19 9, died on ept. 1, 1992,
at hi home in Easton, onn. He was 94.
arnovsky, a hake pearean actor of
nationaJ renown, was very popular on campus
for.his Advanced hake pearean Acting class
and hi application of Method acting to
hake peare.
arnov ky was born in t. Loui . After
graduating from W: hington University in
192 , he pursued a career on the cage in
Bo ton. Later in New York, he joined the
Theater Guild, playing everything from AJyo ha in "The Brother Karamazov"
to Kublai the Great Kahn in "Marco Million ."
In the early 193 , he joined the Group Theater, which wa e tablished by
friends from the Theater uild, including Harold lurman and Lee trasberg.
From ew York ity, he moved to Hollywood. Although he appeared in
many motion picture , including "A View From the Bridge" (1962),
arnov ky did not enjoy making film · he aid there never seemed to be
enough time to develop a character.
During the Mc arthy years, the Hou e Un-American Activities
ommittee named arnov ky as a member of a ommuni t front group.
arnov ky took the witnes tand but refu ed to answer questions or name
anyone as a communi t. Although the experience carred him, he also felt it
trengthened him a an actor.
In 1956, when he was aJmo t 60, arnov ky
recruited by John
Hou eman for the American hake peare Fe tivaJ in tratford, onn.
arnov ky had never before performed hake peare. The first eason, he
played the Earl of ali bury in "Kingjohn," the Provo t in "Measure for
Measure" and rernio in "The Taming of the hrew." He took Grernio and
Provo t to Broadway in 1957. That ummer, he played hi first hylock, a role
he con idered 'the top - written to the hand of the actor," and perhaps the
role for which he i mo t famous.
arnov ky wa elected to the Theater HaJJ of Fame in 1979.
He i urvived by hi wife, actre Phoebe Brand arnov ky; a on,
tephen, of Lo Angele ; two i ters and a niece. - MHF

America on projects for improvement of
women. he i u r v ived by her father,
eorge oodfriend; a on and daughter.
Stephanie Young '61, cw York,
.Y., on ept. 12, 1992. Miss Young
attended the Univer ice Geneve uis e in
1959 before tran ferring to
he worked for Penn iry orporation as
an as i cane ecretary from 197 - . From
19 9-92, she wa a i cant to the v ice
president of Allegheny Power
rems. he
leaves her fatl1er, Melvin H. Young.
Joan Short Vicinanzo '66, outh
pringfield Valley, N.Y., on ct. I 0, 1992.*
Katharine L add Smith '70, Toronto,
ntar io, on ept. 29, I 992. M . mich
taught elementary chool in Au tralia,
ingapore and Toronto. he i urvived by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dwight R. Ladd;
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her husband, Ian R. m.ith; and two ons.
Family members, classmates, fello111 alr111111i a11d
frie11ds may make a memorial gift tlrrouglr tire
Co1111eaicut College A1111ual Fu11d. A11y i11divid
ual(s) desig11ated by tire do11or will receive 11otificatio11
tire gift. 77re 11ame
tire memorialized perso11
a11d tire do11or 111ill be listed i11 tire college's Ho11or
Roll of Givi11g. Please se11d clrecks payable to
Co1111ecticut College, clearly i11dicating tire name
and address
tire person(s) to be notified, to:
Co1111ectimt College Development Office, 270
Molregan A11t., e111 Lo11don, CT 06320.

ef

ef

ef

•Full obituary u11m-uilable at time

efpublication.

ALUMNI COLLEGE '93

ENDANGERED EARTH:
ENVIRONMENT AT RISK II
Ret11m 10 ca111p11s for Al1111111i ollege '93. Explore key enviro11me11tal i s11es
with Co1111ectiwt College fawlty and spend time 011tside of the classroom wit/,
yo11r fellow al11111ni. A fomm for diswssion and debate, Al11mni College
presents an interdisciplinary approac/, to s11bjects t/,at qffect all 011r lives.
Full details to come by mail or call the
Connecticut College Alumni Association, 203-439-2300.

Omissions to special
Honor Roll of Giving issue of

ConnecticutCollegeMaga.zi11e

THE HARRIET B. LAWRENCE '34 PRIZE FOR OUTSTANDING
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A CHANGING SOCIETY

Mary Stillman Harkness Benefactors
Lenore Tingle Howard '42

Class of 1956

Jean Gallup

arnaghan P'76

Foundations

The Ralph Averill Po\ er Foundation

Heritage Society
Trustees

Elizabeth 13abbort onanc 'SI:
Warren T. Erick on '74: laire L.
audiam '66; Elizabeth . Kru1denier
'48; Percy Lee; Jay Levin '73: Julia W.
Lmsley 'SO

Parents

Anonymou -1; Mr .Helen Kent*
P'S4; Mr. & Mr . Loui R.Thun P'72

Friends

Anonymou 4; Gordon Abbott Jr.;
Mr. Harry Burme ter*; J l3mgham
Disco; Mr. Eugene E. rie e Jr.; Mr.
Edward R.Hodgkin ; Mr. & Mrs.
liver . Jen en; Mi Hazel A
Johnson; Mrs.Mary E ..Milligan:
Mr. Richard F. Rea; Mr.Juhu
Ritter; John W. Rucmnger; Mr.
Henry . machetti; Mr. Lawrence E.
Tuttle; Mr. Roman . Weller

Faculty and Staff

Anonymou ; Julia Escher 13ower; Mi s
Marion E. Doro

*deceased

Help 11s fi11d t/,e 11ext recipie11t of t/,e Harriet B. La111re11ce '3 4
Prize. Ir is i111porta11t t/,at we recog11ize t/,e acco111plisl1111e11t.s of
111e111bers of 011rfa111ily a11d 1/,at we provide role 111odels for 011r
mrre11t s111de11ts a11d rece11t grad11ates. After readi11g t/,e descriptio11
t/,at follows, please se11d yo11r reco111111e11datio11s to Jill H1111t, Office of 1/,e Preside11t,
Co1111ectic11t College, 270 1ohega11 Ave., ew Lcmdo11, CT 06320-4 I 96. Please
i11c/11de i1ifor111atio11 sho111i11g /,011 1 yo11r ca11didate meets the criteria listed below, ot/,er
s011rces of i1ifom1atio11 abo11t t/,e ca11didate a11d yo11r 11a111e a11d telep/,011e 1111111ber.

Prize Description

A. The Harriet 13.Lawrence '34 Prize ha been established for the purpo e of
recognizing out randing contribution to ociety in any field by any member of the
college community. It i created in honor of an alumna who in the lase years of her life
became increa ing involved , ith charitable activicie and the support of higher
education.
B. The following criteria will be used in evaluating nominations for the Lawrence Prize.
The candidate' life achievements will have
I .created notable change for che good of ociety;
2. in pired others for good, through direct erv1ce or through changing the
climate of human life materially, ocially, ethically or spiritually;
3. equaled or urpa ed tho e by ocher leaders in the field of endeavor: and
4. reflected the values and education instilled in the graduate of onnecticuc
ollege.

Award Process
A.

ominations for the a,vard hall be in writing and may come from any source. They
will be oliciced by an annual notification co alumni and ocher members fo the college
community, including cudents and faculty early in the spring emem ter.
B. A committee con i ting of alumni , faculty and tudents will review the
recommendations and pre enc its recommendation co the Pre idenc.
C. The Hamec B. La\ rence '34 Prize hall con ist of a ilver seal of the college and a
citation. Plaque with recipients' name hall be kept on permanent di play at Becker
Hou e.
0. The A\vard will be pre enced at the Alumni Weekend, ctober 22-24, and it is
intended chat the elected candidate will be pre enc at that time.
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Last Look

Fluid Dynamics

We got a lot of compliments on Paul Horton's cover shot for the Honor Roll issue. But it
wasn't the first time a photographer documented the opening of a new Connecticut College
swimming pool. This shot was taken in May 1959, when the senior class was invited to
make the first big splash in Crozier-Williams.

Coming next time in

ConnecticutCollegeMagazi ne
" uperwomen' in the Art
hould Public Education be Private?
onnecticut'

j111111ary IFebniary 199J

ecret Garden

Calling

all

Reunion
Classes!
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• I 923 • 1928 • 1933 • 1938 • 1943 •
1948 • 1953 • 1958 • I 963 • 1968 • 1973 •
• 1978 • I 983 • 1988 •

All Classes are welcome!
• FRIDAY, JUNE 4 •
Sykes Society Luncheon for Classes 1919-1942
Faculty Seminars
Tea to Honor Sykes Society
New England Clambake with lobster or steak
Keynote speaker- to be announced
• ATURDAY,JUNE 5 •
Annual Alumni Parade led by
Whiskey Flats Dixieland J azz Band
Alumni Awards and Class Gifts Presentation
President's State of the College Address
Picnic on the Green
Faculty and Alumni Seminar
Tennis Tournaments
Class Dinners
Dance for all the classes
• UNDAY, JUNE 6 •
Complimentary Brunch
Service of Remembrance
PLUS alumni art exhibit and sale, class events,
housing in the old dorms, tours of the ever-changing
campus, child care, sports activities and more!
Look for full details in the mail and in upcoming
issues of Con11ecticut College Magazi11e.

Connecticut College
Alumni Association
(203)

39-2300

-

Staying in touch with each other
and Connecticut College
KAY:

Ginny and I became fast friends during our college days, and to this day we often vacation together. I was a fine
arts major at Connecticut College, and have remained involved with both art and the college. I recently
exhibited my paintings at our class reunion.
As a Planned Giving Agent, I was aware of the benefits of a gift annuity at Connecticut College things like earning a charitable deduction, deferring or avoiding capital gains taxes and increas
ing my income. I still plan on making a bequest to the college, but I realized how much a
contribution in today's difficult economy would mean for students now.

GINNY:

I met Kay when I came to Connecticut College more than 60 years ago, and like
her I've kept abreast of the college's exciting advances. I am
a strong believer in education, having worked for many
years in educational research. When I retrieved my
assets from a failed Savings and Loan, it seemed
like a terrific idea to put the funds to work for me
and for Connecticut College as a gift annuity.
I now receive a lifetime annuity wrth a 9.9
percent rate of return, and over half the income is
a tax-free return of principal. I'm delighted that I
can help the college strengthen its financial
foundation even as I strengthen mine.

Kathryne Cooksey Simons '3
Fine Arts Major
Planned Giving Agent

To find out more about how you can
support Connecticut College, please

,.�
Planned Giving, Developrnt!nt Office,

Virginia H. Stephenson '32
English Major
Class Agent

call Craig L. Esposito, Director,q_f •. •
Connecticut College, �70 Mohegan
Avenue, New London, CT 06320,
203-439-2407.
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